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Brief.
The Russian government
The Maine Legislature.
has forbidden
pilgrimages of Moslems to
Mecca through Russian
and
territory,
What Is Said and Done at Augusta.
forbidden Russian Christians to visit the
shrines in the East.
These measures
Feb. 9. The sessions of both branches of
were taken as a
precaution against the the Legislature were finished in about au
bubonic plague and cordons of officers are hour this forenoon.
Iu the Senate Mr. Drummond of Cumberassigned to closely watch the frontiers to
introduced au act to establish the
prevent the introduction of the plague.... land
Maine
school for the deaf, which shall be
The Wool
Exchange of New York situated at Portland, the
of said
city was incorporated Feb. 10th with a school to be vested in a government
board of five truscapital of £1,000,000 in £100 shares. The tees, to be appointed by the gove rnor with
objects are to create in New York city a the advice and consent of the council, to
hold office for a term of live years. Deaf
centre for dealing in wool and maintain
and regulate a suitable room or rooms and dumb children residing in other States
for a wool exchange, to regulate the busi- may, at the discretion of the trustees, be
admitted to the school upon the payment
ness and fix the standards of
classificaby their parents or
of a reasonable
tion, etc.At the afternoon session, compensation to beguardian
fixed by the trustees.
Feb. 10th, of the Massachusetts G. A. R.
Referred to the Committee on Education.
at Worcester, George II. Innis of Boston
Mr. Billings of VValdo presented the
petition of Parker Spofford of
was
Bucksport and 51
unanimously indorsed as the candi- others
date of the encampment for National
asking for a reasonable appropriation
for alterations and
to the Girls’
< ummander.In the
English House of Home at Belfast; also repairs
a petition of Stephen
Commons Feb. lOili, a bill for the
closing E. Cox and 22 others; of Rev. A. G. Fitz of
of public houses Sunday was rejected 209 North
Bridgtou and 32 others for the same.
to 140.The introduction of a bill in the
A number of remonstrances
against the
Nevada legislature to refer the prize bill presented by Mr. Walton of Skow began
tight law to the people indicates a feeling j to prohibit the sale of cigarettes iu the
came iu.
One was headed by Prof. L.
ot shame in the legislature
responsible for State,
that law. Woman suffrage was de- C. Bateman.
Iu the House Mr. Philbrookof Waterville,
feated in the Nebraska legislature, 50 to
presented an act to establish a State board
•>0, Feb. 9th.The official count settles of veterinary examiners, composed of three
it that one Bryan elector was chosen in practicing veterinary surgeons. Said board
California and one in Kentucky, while all shall be appointed, one for two years, one
the rest were McKinley electors.The for t >ur years, and one for six years. ThereWisconsin Odd Fellows Mutual Life In- after the governor shall appoint biennially
one member of the hoard.
person, who
surance company, which was
organized in wishes to practice, must be Any
a
of au
LS09, has made an assignment for the bene- established college and mustgraduate
receive a cerfit of its creditors.It is reported
among tificate from this board of examiners. The
shipping men in Windsor, Michigan, that board of examiners shall meet at Augusta
on the second
in case the Corliss immigration bill beMonday of January and July
Referred to the Judiciary
comes a
law the Canadian government of each year.
will compel every American ship passing Committee.
Other measures introduced in the House
through any Canadian canal to land its were:
crew at the entrance of tiie
canal, hire a
By Mr. Kneelaud of Sears port—RemonCanadian crew to take the vessel through,
strance of W. W. Hurd ami 39others against
and oblige the American crew to travel close time on trout in any of the streams
overland to the other end of the canal.
running through the town of Montville.
By Mr. Fogier of Rockland, for Mr. TliurLincoln Day was generally observed as a
lough of Deer Isle—bill an act for the proholiday at New York city. The day is tection
of deer on the island of Isle au Hunt
now a legal
holiday in New York, New in the county of Hancock. Referred to the
Minnesota
and
Jersey, Illinois,
Washing- Committee on Inland Fisheries and Game.
ton.William Jennings Bryan is in ChiFeb. 10. This was a busy day iu the legiscago attending to the details connected
J n the Senate Druiumond of Cumwith the publication of his book.The lature
berland
introduced an act making Saturday,
most disastrous blizzard of the winter has
from 12 noon, a legal holiday and making all
been raging in the Dakotas and Minnesopapers for acceptance or protest failing on
ta. .Satisfactory assurances have been rethat date come under the law applying to
ceived front Caracas that the Venezuelan such matter for
ordinary legal holidays.
Iu the house many petitioi s were received
boundary treaty will be promptly ratified,
Monitors Puritan and Terror have left in favor of the 54-hour law. An act to repeal
New York to join Admiral Bonce’s fleet an act giving a bounty on bears was introoff Charleston.A canvass of the Ohio duced by Currier of Farmington. Another
act introduced was one relating to the duties
Legislature shows that if a special session of the bank examiner, which
was referred to
were to be called Lianna would be elected
the Committee on Banks anil Banking.
United States Senator.The BradleyThe yeas and nays were called for the first
Martin ball came off according to pro- time on tabling a memorial presented by
gram, notwithstanding the protest of the Mr. Sewall of Bath, asking the Maine SenRepresentatives to urge the buildclergy. There weie no bombs thrown atorsofand
a dry dock at Bath.
The motion was
and no demonstration was made by the ing
lost (11 to 78 and the memorial was referred,
“submerged tenth.” It eclipsed all pre- with a similar memorial
to Kittery,
relating
vious aff airs of the kind iu this country_
to the Committee on Federal Relations.
The latest communication between the
Mr. Hutchins of Penobscot, presented a
Powers concerning the new complications remonstrance against a close time on clams
that have arisen in regard to Crete, point in the town of Brooklin.
Mr. Merrill of Bluehill presented the reto the immediate resort to concerted acmonstrance of E. E. Chase anil 8*0 others,
tion to restore order in Crete and restrain
any law as to the taking of smelts in
Greece from further pursuing the action against
the waters of Bluehill bay.
she has taken, which, if persisted in,
Mr. Tarbell, from the Committee oil State
must result in hostilities between the
Pensions,on petition of Mathias A. Cullnanof
kingdom of the Hellenes and the Turkish Be.fast, praying for an increase of pension,
empire. As the situation appears it is reported leave to withdraw.
Following the regular proceedings came
probable that the foreign occupation of
the memorial tributes to the late Ex-GoverCrete will he decided upon, which will
nor Daniel
F. Davis. Speeches, eulogisic.
likely be limited to a considerable in- of the deceasi d. were made
in the Senate by
crease of the gendarmerie on the island
Messrs. Engel, Sa\age, Clasou, Parsons and
with
the
of the
forand
m
the
co-operation
house
others;
by Stetson of Banfleets
eign
controlling the Cretan gor, Dicke\ of Fort Kent, Fogler of Rockports.After two day's play, the land, Murray of Pembroke, Talbot of Lewisgreat international chess match between ton. and others. A memorial was adopted
(Heat Biitnin and the United States ended, and spread upon the records.
in a win for (Heat Britain Saturday evenHon. Herbert M. Heath of \ugus;a, and
ing by a score of 5 1 2 to 4 12.Charles Representative Kneeland and J. W. Black of
of
the
famous
Christy,
Christy minstrels, Searsport appeared before the Committee on
died at the City hospital, Kansas City,
Legal Affairs Feb. 10 for the incorporation of
Saturday, of cirrhosis of the liver, lie the Searsport Water Co.
was sixty-eight.
Christy was one of the
Feb. 11
There
busy sessions of the
original Christy minstrel troupe, founded House and Senate were
this morning.
by his uncle, Edwin P. Christy.
the
new
measures
introduced were
Among
a
bill giving the insurance commissioner
power to revoke the license of agents or
McKinley and Hobart Elected.
brokers for cause, a memorial by Hill of
Washington, Feb. 10. The house and Portland, asking the Maine Congressmen to
use their influence for a
senate in joint convention to-day declared
dry-dock at PortWilliam McKinley elected president of the land, 7G petitions for provision for homeoUnited States ami Garret A. Hobart, vice pathic treatment in the new Eastern Maine
Insane Hospita1, a bill to regulate the sale of
president.
unmarked logs floating in rivers, a remonAt 1 .'»(» p. ui. the official count was anstrance with 1,015 signers against the annexnounced as follows: For president of the
ation of any part of Heering to Portland.
United States- Wm. McKinley, 271; W. J.
The first general appropriation bill carryBryan, 17'i For vice president of the United
States—G. A. Hobart, 271. Arthur Sewall, ing a million and a quarter dollars was passed
to be enacted.
14'.*: T. E. Watson, 27.
The bill for the registration of guides was
The vice president thereupon declared
taken from the table and put on passage.
Wm. McKinley and G. A. Hobart
respecThe resolve appropriating $33,000 for a
tively elected president and vice president new
of the United States.
building for the Gorham Normal school
The vice president added that this decla- was passed to he engrossed after a vote of
105
to
25 against tabling
ration was in law sufficient am! that the
joint
The Engel railroad bill was taken from
session was now adjourned and the senate
the table and given a first reading on motion
would return to its chamber.
of Sanborn of Sanford.
A burst of hand-dapping followed this
Saunders of Ellsworth bad an act to instatement ami the great audience quietly
corporate the Lamoine Beach Water Co.
dispersed.
Hurgin of Orouo presented a bill to amend
In tiie executive, gallery were Mrs. Stevensection 43, chapter GO, Revised Statutes, reson, the wife of the vice president, and four
friends—Mrs. Francis, the wife of the secre- lating to a weekly close time on salmon iu
tary of the interior, and Mrs. Brewer, the the rivers of the State. The word “Penobscot” is stricken out in the 10th and 20r.h
wife of Justice Brewer of the supreme court.
lines. Mr. Pierce of Frankfort had the reIn the diplomatic gallery were M. Patemonstrance of L P. Hackett and 87 other
notrt, the French ambassador; Mr. Chung,
against changes of law iu regard to taking
the interpreter of the Chinese legation, ami
salmon in Penobscot river.
four or live under secretaries from South
Mr. Saunders from the Committee on RailAmerican legations.
roads, Telegraphs and Expresses reported in
anew draft bill an act to extend the charThe Woman’s Relief Corps.
ter of the Castiue Railway and Navigation
and to amend its charter and cerThe 13th annual convention of the Maine Company
tain additions thereto, and that it ought to
Department, National Woman’s Relief Corps pass. Priuted under rule.
In

Matters.
The Maine Bar Asmet at the State House Feb.
their annual meeting.
The foliiieers were elected: President.
amis A. W ilson of Bangor; vicents, Hon. A. K. Savage of Auburn,
A. Powers of Houlton and Hon.
mouds of Portland ; secretary and
r. 1,. C’. Cornish, Esq., of
Augusannual banquet was held in the
at Hotel North.
Hon. II. M.
•v is
toastmaster, aud after the inhad been satisfied, there was a
'on and reason from the brilliant
t the State.
Among the speakers
justices of the Supreme court,
Haskell, Emery, Wisvvell and
-e. and Hon. Chas. F. Libby of
i
The meeting aud banquet were
siRvess.The board of directors
Maine Federation ot Women’s clubs
the State House Feb. 10th in anness
meetiug. About forty of
y clubs were represented by fifty
! I'*, officers were till present. Six
were admitted from Portland,
<»'
Orchard, Fairfield and Audi
regular annual meeting will
Bangor, October 10, 14, 1A, by
of lour Bangor clubs.
The
ports and routine work ocforenoon.
The afternoon was
some discussion on
literary and
iini topics.\t the meeting of
■c rat it
State committee in Bath,
j
Geo. E Hughes of Bath was
|
msiv eli.isen chairmaii.
Other
!■••:.ft are: Fled E. Beane, sec reami i
Barton, treasurer. The <mmv't re
fi
:i
lie hands of the
1 m ;1.
wi; 1 m i:
he transact ion of
;.»•>.>
t lie
meetiuc adjourned
1
:,i : iie
eai! of the ciiaii man.
rntlia f.
ioshy, "Fly Rod,” of
I'oii: i• it 1 •). A. 1 )eiu)en of
ih'iM', at Greenville. Thursday,
Sam < .'oh; aud Granville Gray of
and 1 rank Smith of Cliesuart ]o., scu-v t lit
Moosehead guides
'»iismeifs exposition in
New
first of March.Walter K.
«
a.ling Penobscot county man.
arrested as an embezzler.
This
the result ot developments
tailure of the extensive Shaw <V
umber company, which carried
v firms and individuals and was
•hs
surprise of the year.
ov
instructors
have
accepted
at the Maine State College,
Ileus, instructor in the depart•i
physic-s, and Charles Mudge,
at in chemical
laboratory work.
case at Portland
of Percival P.
vs.
City Marshal Kittredge of
in which Si?Q00
damages Were sued
o-ason of false arrest of Baxter in a
of Bowdoin students during the
■> demonstration
in Bath Sept. 26th,
u v were out two hours and returned
‘diet for Baxter, fixing damages at
John G. Brown, an honored
.-pected citizen of Farmington, is
78.
He was register of proaged
om 1884. and was a
pominent pro‘wyer.The Maine Electrical Con-lou Company of Fairfield was petiinto insolvency last week by the
1 National
Bank of Fairfield and de<i insolvent in the
probate court_A
liar suit was tried recently in the Oxj s. supreme judicial court at South
Addison Monk of Hebron bouf ht
"u rn of S.
Davee, paid part down and
listed the balance the next week when
writings should be done. He changed
mind by reason of sickness and asked
will be held in Waterville, February 24 and
*'
return of the money, which was refus25, and the opening session will begin
Suit was brought to recover.
Verpromptly at 10 o’clock Wednesday morning.
was rendered for the defendant.
raiv Young of the Maine Board of Gen. T. S. Clarkson, commander-in-chief,
'1th has received an inquiry from one and Mrs. Agnes Hitli, national president,
<•
leading physicians of Vienna for a have accepted invitations to be present. The
members of the convention will consist of
pc for the American dish known as
idle cakes.”.George M. Mason of department officers, past department presiuni, an extensive lumber dealer 'and dents, past department secretaries and treasurers, corps presidents and elected deleoitacturer and ex-member of the LegThe hotels have given reduced rates
died Feb. lltli, aged 7yJ years_ gates.
to delegates and all railroads will give one
11 .1. Burgess of Portland has been
fare to Waterville and return to delegates.
"led a verdict of £8,000 in the federal
The following are the committee on resot before
Judge Baker for injuries sus- lutions, recommendations and questions:
in an Illinois Central wreck near Mrs. Mary E. liimaim, past deputy presi!
dent; Mrs. A. Small, past national vice•II, 111.Mi. Charles O. Baker, lost
president; Mrs. Ella .Jordan Mason, past.
-i't agent of the Maine Central rail!
department
president; Mrs. M A. Millet;
died Jji’eb. Oth at his home in PortPast
President; Miss Clara B.
lie was one of Maine’s pioneer LeavittDeputy
and Mrs. Grace E. Howe.
drivers, before connecting himself
The
executive
board, with Assistant
the Maine Central railroad.
The de- National Inspector Oriila A. Whitcomb, will
d was about 77 years old and death
meet at department headquarters at 7.30
due to pneumonia.
Mr. Baker was a o’clock February 23, to audit the books of
ent treasurer.
! the
A meeting of
j- '• of Lancaster, N. II., and his death ! the depart
department camniittee will be held at
1
he much regretted, as he was a
the same place one hour later.
-iily esteemed man.Charles A. Warof North Sumner was killed by a
A Bargain in Steel Rails.
■ding tree Saturday, while working in
woods.Rev. Henry T. Cheever died
In Saturday’s Mail notice was made of
his home on State street, in Worcester, the purchase of steel rails by Messrs. I. C.
Mass., Saturday night, aged 8J years. He Libby and A. F. Gerald, the price being $17
is born in
Hallowell, and his father was per ton. This was as low a price as was
ever quoted on steel rails and Mr.
‘*ic late Rev. Nathaniel Cheever.E. E.
Libby
told a Mail
to-day that since the
Newbert, pastor of the Unitarian Church purchase was reporter
made less than a week ago the
•0
Augusta, has resigned. His parish- price of rails has advanced $3 per ton and
!“*rs are
endeavoring to persude him to that be and Mr. Gerald could dispose of the
withdraw his resignation.Judge Sy- lot and make over $10,000. [Waterville Mail.
MH,nds of Portland, who has been abroad
several months, sailed for home Feb.
Searsmont. The lecture by Rev. C. W.
db—The Portland Republican caucuses Bradlee of Rockland will be Friday evening,
wi‘ie held
Monday night and resulted in instead of Thursday as before reported_
‘be election of delegates favorable to the
Hon. B. Walker McKeen, Secretary of the
'* 'mination
of Charles H. Randall for
State Board of Agriculture, is expected to
Randall
carried
four wards and
■Mayor.
Mayor Baxter three. In Deering the Re- lecture at Dirigo Hall Thursday evening,
publican caucuses resulted in the choice Feb. 25th. The lecture is under the direc"f
delegates favorable to the nomination tion of Victor Grauge. All are invited to
°f Henry H. Davis for
come.
Mayor.
n

■
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>

■

■
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'•
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Mr. Briggs from the Committee on Agriculture reported ought to pass on bill an act to
establish a bounty on wildcats.
Priuted

under rule.

The State Prison Committee met Feb. 11th
and voted that the petitioners for a Stat reformatory for women have leave to withdraw. It also voted ought to pass on the
resolve for $7,500 for repairs at the State
prison and to fix up the school room.
The cigarette and anti-cigarette forces met
before the committee on temperance Feb.
lOtli, and agreed to postpone the battle two
weeks. Representative A alton of Skowhegan, who introduced the bill, which entirely
prohibits the manufacture or sale of cigarettes m Maine, appeared in its defence, and
Williamson and Burleigh of Augusta for
remonstrants.
Many petitions for the bill
and remonstrances against it appear in each
session.
Both sides are in earnest and the
light will be one of the hottest of the winter.

of Searsport has
the welfare of the Penobscot river weirowners at heart.
Since the decline in agriculture the weirs on Sears Island have been an
important factor in the town's income.
From Searsport to Hampden, Penobscot
river shore owuers are all interested in salmon fishing.
Kueeland of Searsport and
Britton of Bucksport are both laboring
the
against
proposed close time of 48 hours a
week.

Representative Kueeland

Pel). 12.
There were sessions of an hour
in both brandies of the Legislature tins
morning, then an adjournment was taken to
4 .‘50 p. in. Monday.
Among the new measures introduced were
Dills amending the city charters of Bangor
and Rockland; a bill establishing a western

Washington county municipal court; a bill
allowing fishing below the lower falls in the
Saco river; a bill giving the town of Wayne

power to raise $500 to celebrate its centena bill giving the Good Will Home Association power to increase its capital from
$150,000 to $500,000 and to provide aid for

nial;

needy girls.

The resolve for the Central Maine General
Hospital at Lewiston was taken from the
table aud passed to be engrossed.
The Engel railroad bill was passed to be

engrossed.

The following remonstrances were referred
the Committee on Shore Fisheries.
By Mr. Leveuseler of Thomaston, remonstrance of T. S. Singer and 218 others against
any change in the law relating to taking
smelts from Georges river.
By Mr. Britton of Bucksport, remonstrance of Alva Parker and 02 others of
Bucksport, against any change in the law relative to taking salmon in Penobscot bay
and river; remonstrance of Harvey Heath
and 140 others of Verona, against same; remonstrance of George W. Abbott and 00
others of Bucksport, against same.
By Mr. Rodick of Eden, remonstrance of
George C. Hardy and 202 others against any
change in the law regulating the taking of

Lincoln’s Birthday.

to

Maine Hills,
Harold Murphy,
Roscoe Hamuions,
Elmer Riper,
Bert Knight,
Percy Moore,
Frank Twombly,
Norman Read,
Clair Deering,
Carle Stevenr,
Voyage of the Good Ship Union,
Lillian Jones
The Rising of 1776,
Alice Nickerson
Hurrah for the Flag,
Glair Harriman
The Star Spangled Battle Flag,
Liilian Smalley
The American Flag,
Ida Patterson
Only the old Flag,
Harold Murphy
'1 lie Starry Flag,
Lennie Colby
Flag Sentiments,
Ethel Wood
Mabel Coombs,
Florence Clough,
Song, Oh! Columbia the Gem of the Ocean,
By the School.
Following is the program of the Upper
Grammar school, H. E. Ellis and Grace A'
Lord, teachers:
Date and Place of birth and Parents.
Walter Dutch
Early life and education, Alinon McMahan
First Political Position, Election to Congress,
Amy Stoddard
Success as a Lawyer,
Charlie Harmon
Debates with Douglas,
Edith Strout
Election to Presidency, Inauguration Speech,
Ethel Strout
Position during Civil War,
Wilda Vose

Il§ Observance In the Public Schools and by the
Sons of Veterans and on Sunday Evening at the
North Church.

clams.
A motion to

adjourn had been made in the
House, and half the members were on their
feet when Speaker Larrabee announced that
he had just received a telegram from Belfast, stating that Representative Littlefield
bail passed a comfortable night and showed
marked improvement. At this there was a
glad clapping of hands all over the House.
An amendment to the divorce law before
the legislature provides that the party applying for divorce must be a resident of the
State one year and that when both parties
are proven guilty of violating the marriage
vow no decree shall be granted.

An

Esteem in which he

visions of the

Intermediate school

removed, making the

House bills read and assigned:
act additional to ami amendatory of
chapter 48 of the Private and Special Laws
of 1887, entitled an act to incorporate the

Washington

Winterport Ferry
An act to regulate the sales and ana! vs is
of concentrated commercial feeding stuff.
Co.

tures

room was

on

Lincoln, and historic picthe walls, and with some evergreen
On an easel in front
Lincoln made by

large portrait
shading the writing of

stood

rooms

of

a

of that hero.

a

written

Several visitors

biography

were

present,

including the clergy of the city, members of
the School Committee, representatives of
others, asking for a more stringent law in regard to the manufacture and sale of cigar- the press, parents of the pupils and others.
ettes.
Following is the program :
By Mr. lvneelaud of Searsport—Remon- Prayer,
Rev. J. F. Tilton
strance of James Treat and 84 others, reSiuging “America,”
All
lating to the taking of salmon with drive Recitation, The Starry Flag of Liberty,
nets in Penobscot river above tide waters.
James Shute
By Mr. Kneeland of Searsport—Remon- Recitation, Our Country’s Flag,
strance of J. F. Hichborn and
88 others
relating to closing
river 48 hours of

weirs on the Penobscot
each week.
By Mr. Chatto of Brooksville—Petition of
S. L. Condon and 140 others for the enactment of a law prohibiting the taking of migratory fish with net or seine in the waters
of Penobscot bay within half a mile of land
in the town of Brooksville.
By Mr. Hurd of Northport—Remonstrance
>f
H. Duncan and 144 others against closing of weirs 48 hours of each week in Penob- ;
scot river.
Mr Kneeland of Searsport presented a
hill asking that Josiah P. Brown be reimbursed for recruiting volunteers.
An important bill presented in the House,
Monday afternoon, was that by Mr. Blanchard of the Committee on Education.
It was
drawn up by that committee after an invesand
examine
on of the recommentigation
dations
regarding the common schools,
embodied in tin* recent report of State
Superintendent W. W. Stetson. Among
the numerous changes made in the
present
common school system by this bi.l are the
following: It provides that the town school
committee shall consist of three, no more,
no less, citizens; the
superintendent shall
be elected by the committee but shall not be
a
member of it; the superintendent shall he
known as the superintendent of public
schools, not of common schools, as nuw; it
makes imperative, not merely pertnissahle,
as now. the carrying of
pupils to school by
towns : the superintendent is given greater
power and control over teachers, he alone
examining them and giving them certificates; it removes the present five-year limit
regarding the change of text hooks by
towns; schools of less than 10 pupils shall
be discontinued unless continued
by vote of
tin* town. These are the most
important
and
the
bill
is
as
one that
changes,
regarded
m *atis much.
It was tabled to be, printed.

Walter Voseand Mabel Hanson
Bluebird,
Miss Wadsworth’s classes
Life of Lincoln,
Lizzie Quimby
How Did Lincoln Live? Misses Wadsworth
and Carter s classes, Louise Heal,
Frances Howes, Louise Dennett
Mabel Hanson
Crowning ot Lincoln,
Salute to the Flag, Frances Howes as Miss
Columbia, Walter Vose, and the schools

Song

of the

Remarks,

Rev. CL S. Mills and Rev. G. G. Winslow

All
America,
The crowning of Lincoln was a very
pretty piece, the little miss who recited it.
placing a crown of evergreen on the large
portrait of Lincoln. The salute to the tlag

also pretty and appropriate. Little Miss

was

mother country

trated the address

on

that occasion

reported
following week, and
were

in

The Journal of the
included music, the address of thanks to the
donors by Robert T. Greenlaw, an address
by Rev. J. A. Savage, and appropriate exer-

for debt
order was introduced, authorizing the
and Means Committee to report what
increase in the State tax is necessary to
meet expenses.
In the House. Mr. Pierce of Frankfort presented the remonstrance of George G. Rich
and 801) others, against the bill authorizing
the town of Winterport to purchase franchises ami property of Winterport Water
Company. Mr. Collin of Thorndike presented the petition of R. E. Jackson and 2b others
for equalization of school tax.
The resolve for the Gorham Normal school

pupils of the two schools.
the other schools observed the
day, while the remainder are to defer the
exercises to Washington's birthday. All had
history lessons bearing on Lincoln during
the day, and the flags were raised on all the
cises

An

by

the

A few of

Ways

school

buildings.

Grammar school, 5th grade,
Bird, teacher, the following
was
program
presented.
General exercise, History lesson,
Abraham Lincoln,
School
School
Chorus, Red, White and Blue,
Iu the Lower
Miss Bertha I.

was

Recitation,

and game laws

Anecdotes,

I
!

!

The

Young Soldier,
Angie Kilgore

Political Friend,
General Grant,
A

Winfred Hill
Woodcock
Luella El well

Faunce

A Sinecure,
How to Surrender

Arms,
Twelve Hundred Thousand,

Allie Curtis

Carrie

Greenlaw

Song, Suwanee River,

Eva and Carrie Greenlaw
27 boys and girls
Exercise, Our Lincoln,
Recitation, Abraham Lincoln

The Social Season.
Sons of Veterans have given up their
F uirtli of March ball, and the cane contest
has been declared off.
The

Stockton Springs. The funeral services
of Mr. William Ames, who died in New tin,
Mass., Feb. 10th, was held at the resilience
of his mother, Mrs. Margaret Ames, in this
town last Sunday, Rev. C. H. Wells of Belfast officiating. Mr. Ames leaves a wife, a
widowed mother and one brother, Capt.
Charles Ames of Seattle, Wash_Mrs.
Amanda Costigan of Hampden was in town
Sunday-Miss Emily Overlock is at home
from Somerville, Mass-Capt. Oscar Ellis
of Hampden visited his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Oscar Elks, on Cape Jellison the past
week-Capt. David Berry, who was taken

new

exercises

ment

Belfast Hook & Ladder Co, No. ], will
its annual levee and ball at Belfast
Opera House Friday evening, Feb. 2bth.
Supper will be ready at b o’clock. Music
for the dance will he furnished by Sanborn’s
Orchestra. The members of the company
expect and intend to give as good a supper
as
was ever served on a similar occasion,
and the list of dances and musical selections
have been made with care.

in

The

Arthur Raw ley

Reading, The Soldier’s Reprieve.
Chorus, America,

;

,

School
Miss Mary A. Bickford’s room, Lower
Grammar school, (Jth grade, was very prettily decorated with evergreens, Hags and pictures. The following program was given:
Lesson, Abraham Lincoln,
School

Recitation, Boyhood

of

Lincoln,
Norman Read

Recitation, Lincoln

Backwoodsman,
Clair Deering
Essay, On the Life of Lincoln,
Frank T wombly
Recitation, Oh! Captain, my Captain,
Ethel Dodge
Recitation, Lincoln’s Favorite Roem,
Evelyn Morrison
Recitation, Anecdotes of Lincoln,
as a

Helen Dilworth

Recitation,

Dedication of the cemetery at Gettysburg,
Stella McFarland
Song, Battle Hymn of the Republic,
Florence Clough,
Ella Twombly,

Evelyn Morison,
Helen Dilworth,

Recitation, Life’s long battle

won,

Ada Cunningham
Recitation, Hushed be the camps to-day,
Hattie Coombs
Recitation, Dust was once the man,
Lottie Woods
Recitation, In memory of the dead,
weeks
ill
two
is
somewhat
ago,
imAlice Heath
seriously
proved at this writing-Capt. Melvin Col- Song, America,
By the school
cord went to New York last Thursday on Flag exercise,
business-Mr. Elvin Staples w ent to New
Wilbur Blodgett,
Willie Kimball,
York Thursday and contemplates a trip
Bert Stevens,
Frank Condon,
return
home.
south before his
Fred Townsend,
Arthur Whitney,

well

were

Mrs. Elmer Taylor of Bath is visiting her
aunt, Mrs. A. J. Harriman, in this city.
Edward Sibley went to Auburn yesterday
interests of the proposed creamery.

attended.

in the

Miss Charlotte T. Sibley arrived home last
her Western lecturing tour.

evening from

S. Mills went to Auburn yesterday
attend a meeting of Maine min-

Rev. G.

morning

to

isters.
Misses Milly Norton and Blanche Moody
Liberty are guests of Mr. and Mrs. S. G.
Norton.

of

Miss Josie M. Wiggin of Bangor visited
her brother, Frank R. Wiggin, the first of
the week.

Colum"

Version of Hail

Blanche L. Sullivan returned hist
from a visit to New York.

Miss

Thursday

J. O. Whitcomb closed his school at Brooks
last week and returned to the State College
at Orono

Monday.

Belle Pearson, who has been visiting
relatives in Belfast and Morrill, returned to
Boston Monday.
Miss

Hutchins went to Hallowed Monday
to funeral of his little nephew.
Norman Weseott.
F. S.

to attend

well delivered:
Rev. G. S. Mills
Nation in the

Miss Carrie SpotTord, stenographer for
Mathews Bros., left for her home in Great
Works for a visit Tuesday.

the

Wilderness.

Rev. G. S. Mills

Responsive Scripture reading,
Reading, “The
i

Reading,

Rev. P. S. Henson, I). 1)., will he a guest
of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Sibley while in the
Mountain Pioneers,”
Miss Grace Hammons | city to deliver his lecture this week.

Pastor and people

Rev. II. H. Wotide of Boston prea.
d .r
“Commencement day at Lincoln School !
in Meridian, Miss,”
Castine last Sunday and was a guest
Harold Sibley
Miss Dickey
SolOj
Rev. J. M. Leighton a few days pn v
Part 2.
The Times of Darkness and Slavery
Rev. H. B. Wood, formerly pas;
<•} the
Extract from Lincoln,
Rev. G. S. Mills
Responsive Scripture reading,
Baptist Church "1 Roeka, t, wu- :u t« wi;
Pastor and people
yesterday, on his w iy from Rock port to Lan-

Reading,

“The

Early Times of the American
Missionary Assoc 1 ation,"
Mrs. S. W.

Reading, “Pats

Mission
Miss

Solo,
Part 2.
The Times of
Extract from Lincoln,

gor.
Mrs. A. A. Howes returned Moinl

Johnson

ing from

Rev. G.

s.

Mills

Twofold
Warren W Know Ron
Reading, “A Successful Colored Man.”
Mrs. W. P. Howard
H\ mn, “Battle Hymn of the Republic.”
Part l. Lincoln and the Indian Wards of
the N ation.
Extract from Lincoln.
Rev. G. S Mills

in

city

The

engagement

Franees Pier-

In-

has

t

Granges.

Thomasvi 1 le,

10th.
Comet Grange. Svvanville, is prospering
finely under the leadership of A. S. Nickerson.
Last Monday night seven were initiated in the first and second degrees. They
are choosing sides for a new contest and

class, and

a

called

have

deficit

in

to follow.

the

l'ii

;t

in

the

with

rnas-

u

uc>

dry

and

oncert to

ha

for

been

,-

first

corresponding

finances unless tie

Good

thus far the

r-

the two enterta 1

at

have

as

is

a

n mentis

heeu tin* lectures

to he

given this, Thursday,
evening by Rev. Dr. P. S. Henson of Chicago is said to be even better. Tim 1. unsvibc.
one

Ivy., Western Record says

j
!1

of

it

Dr. Henson’s lecture on “Fools' was enthusiastically received by a large congregation of sensible people. It was an admirable
lecture in every way a rare blending of keen

satire, sparkling wit, thrilling description,
sound sense and stirring eloquence.
last entertainment

The

I Course
in

is to he

given

in the People’s
Tuesday evening
Lyceum Stars, a

next.

the Opera House by the
combination

new

of

well-known

which lias met with unqualified
this
are

artists

success

all

The members of this company
.Jenny Corea, soprano. Miss l.'dna

season

Miss

Sutherland, reciter, Miss M.tu 1 Para-

Louise

dis, pianist, Mr. Van Veachtoti Rogers,
harpist and Mr Felix Winti-rnitz. whose
skilful handling of the violin in the 1 isf en-

Committee

tertainment, of la-1.

on

Resolutions.

ed tin* audience.

j

pany is
nity of
y

good

States should

an

The

year’s

artist in

hearing

course

so

tell member of

all at

dough*

'~

com-

uuself md the

opportu-

init* is an

unusual-

o

one.

Transfers

allirmati vc,

W.

Murphy, PI. S. Cunningham, Mrs. J. T.
Frost, Mrs. Tileston Wadlin; Mrs. M. C.
Hill, Mrs. A. Knight, Mrs. H. Murphy, Mrs.
F. S. Brick. Witnesses for plaintiff, Cyrus
Hubbard, F. S. Brick, Mrs. C. F. Shaw; for
defendant, E. H. Haney, John Dolloff, Mrs.
A. L. Mudgett.
ard

is

Georgia,

-f

larger attendance

Age.

trial, James W. Wallace vs. Wm. A.
action of replevin for a mule. The
Court will be made up as follows: Judge,
Wm. P. Thompson; Clerk, John R. Dunton;
Sheriff, S. G. Norton; Stenographer, Ross L.
Stevens; Crier, Mason 1. Stevens Attorneys
for plaintiff, Norman Wardwell and M. C.
Hill; Attorneys for defendant, F. W. Brown
and C. B. Eaton; Jury, John T Frost, H.
H. Hayes, A. Knight, A. E. Stevens, How-

?he

Thus, while the course has
quite liberaUv patau niz d. there will be

been

Comet Grange, Swanville, adopted the following resolutions on the death of Brother
Isaac Walker:
Whereas, God, in his infinite wisdom has
seen fit to visit our Order and removed another member, brother Isaac Walker.

Mason,

of

compensation.

Ramsay captains

mock

believe,

we

companies engaged

concert

Wentworth leads the
brothers to the fray. YYT. 1). Tasker and
Mrs. F. A. Weutworth are the judges.

Brown and Tileston Wadlin; negative, Norman Wardwell and M C. Hill.
Next Saturday evening they will open a

Maine colony

The lecture this evening and tin*

the sisters and J. YV.

F.

1-

Augusta M

he given next week will compo te the host
course ever given here.
The lecturers and

Union Harvest Grange, Centre Montville,
again striving for amusement by having
another literary contest between the broth-

“Resolved, That the Lnited
adopt the policy of annexation

»*

m

The People’s Lecture Course.

is

The program at Seaside Drang, last Saturday evening liielud. d the dialogue, •The
Last Child,” and discussion of Tin question,

grant-

salubrious winter climate.

manifested.

:

t

<•

Asso •hit-ion.

a

woods’’ section

j

tl

ville, Ga., including Mr. and Mrs. M. P
Pendleton and the Dressers of Castine

There will he a levee at the Grange hall,
Centre Montville, on the evening of March

Louisk fi'NMMiimi,
Mrs. Frank Ci.kav ks.
Hattik F. M I’hillips,

:.v« d

speeiai meeting

a

quite

There is

Therefore, Resolved,That we bow m humble submission to Him who doeth all
things
well.
YVe would acknowledge that a faithfill friend, a good citizen and brother has
passed away.
Resolved, That we, as ail Order of
Grangers, deeply realize the loss we have
sustained, and feel that a suitable tribute of
respect he shown to his memory as we meet
from week to week, and that the -barter he
draped for thirty days.
Resolved, That we tender to the bereaved
family and friends -our heartfelt sympathy in
this, their great afiliction.
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions
be presented to Brothers Charles L. and Augustus L. Walker and that they he published in Tile Republican .Journal' and Belfast

ag

Faniuin of Ro.-k.and and F

Veterinary

Maine

Mrs. O. A.

s

approved

day to attend

It

Drs. M

“America.”

and sisters.

i:u

Vork and M.ss

t" the wi l v\ ol (hi
Hu
ing a pens it
Bought* n. Mrs. Bought'm n.is rent*; v*-s
Belfast and has visited here

Singing,

ers

-,e

d. ..\V. 1.

u

some

Freeman of Belfast went

much interest is

it1

Frankfort.

Miss Evelyn llavuer
dians,”
Remarks,
Mr. \V. R. Howard and Rev. G. S. Mills

the

a

New

win*

e,

The Preside;

among the

i- ana

Huh'aird

with relatives in

Pastor and People
Indian.”
G. E. Brackett

:t.

trustee.

as

Wingate

Needs of the
Mrs.

Reading, “Family Worship

Tuesday

t iwn

Castine Normal S'hoe! in his

Responsive Scripture Reading,

News of

ven-

Hon. (<. A. Robertson of August a airi.'-d

People J
Emancipation.''
Pastor and

Reading, “The

a

Ha/.el tine she was
Mr. John Parker i
Whitehousr.

Emancipation.

Reading, “The

iv

week's visit in

Augusta, where
the guest of Bulge and Mrs. W. P

Box,”
Margaret

Responsive Scripture reading,

He illus-

each of the

colored chalk upon the blackboard.
Hag was bought by contributions
of the scholars and replaces one which was
presented to the school April 25, 181)0. The

Hags

being diseased; bill abolishing imprison-

bold

used.

was

by drawing

Miss Eva Jackson of Belmont is "lsiting
her sister, Mrs. Sumner Bridges.

lowing program was presented, all the
papers being interesting, appropriate and

All

Wadsworth and Carter's classes

Misses

the fol-

The annual “K. P. Ball,” which occurs tomorrow, Friday, evening, will he the leading social event of the season. Several otlicers of high rank in the order will be
present, the music by home and Bangor talent
will be first class, and it is safe t<< predict a
good time.

Brown came from Augusta Saturday
spent Sunday in Belfast.
Mrs. Ellen M. Richardson wqut to Castine
last Friday to visit relatives.
A. I.

Avery interesting Lincoln memorial service was held at the North Church Sunday
evening, with a large attendance. The fol-

Miss Wadsworth’s classes

All
Singing, Rt d, White and Blue,
Song of the Flag, Miss Wadsworth’s classes
of
the
Song
Homeland,

Frederick T. Phelps of Camden visited A.
Conaut last Sunday.

and

held, Appearance,
Sibley, Jr.

Extract from A. Lincoln,

Beaman went to Bucksport

P.

visit.

Mr. and Mrs. S. G. Cottrell went to Albion
to visit relatives.

of,

Opening Hymns.
Prayer,
Part 1.
The Founding of

Augusta

Saturday

AT THE NORTH CHURCH.

Singing exercise,
Misses Piper and Wadsworth’s classes
February Birthdays,

Flag
America,
Address,
Superintendent F. S. Brick
Miss Carter’s classes
Song, Many Flags,
(x mu d Ha Flag,

A resolv: appropriating 580 000 for the
Maine ^tate College for ten years, and another sum, not named, fora new building;
hill to change the name of the Maine State
College to that of the University of Maine;
bill recoguizing pharmacy graduates of the
Maiue State College; bill prohibiting the
trapping of foxes by use of bait, or trapping
at all between March and November; a bill
providing for the State and not the owner to
pay expen e3 of testing cattle suspected of

Capt. Hussey, “New

Recitation, Do your best,
Star Spangled Banner,
Misses Wadsworth and Carter’s classes
A. Lincoln,
Charlie Decrow
Lincoln and Washington,
Miss Piper’s classes

song, to tune of

lowing :

tabled iu the Senate.
The resolve for the enforcement of the fish
was amended in the House
by reducing the appropriation from 540,000
to 525,000.
The resolve for 520,000 for Farmington
Normal school was passed to be engrossed
after a vote of 108 to lb against laying on
the table.
The bill for registration of guides was recommitted to the fish and game committee.

I.

VETERANS.

Friday evening,

in

was

Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Brown visited friends
Bangor last week.

Miss Mary
Tuesday for a

bia.”

Ernest Webber
Maud Pierce

Howes, representing Miss Columbia, sat in a
draped chair on an elevated place between
the two rooms and waved a small tlag as the
others saluted the larger one. Mr. Brick’s
address was a description of the various
tlags which were used by the American
colonies and by the United States since the
Feb. lb. There were busy sessions to-day,
earliest days when a separate Hag from that
two hours long, in both branches.
Among of the
were

in

The program was as follows:
Prayer by
Rev. J. F. Tilton, followed by reading the
call from the Department headquarters
by
Capt. U. G. Hussey. The call was a patriotic
document eulogistic of Lincoln. Mrs. E. P.
Alexander read very effectively “The Returned Maine Battle Flags.”
Rev. J. F.
Tilton gave an able and patriotic address,
showing the work accomplished by Lincoln
and the results which have followed in the
political, moral and religious world. Lieut.
W. W. Shaw gave a recitation, “Anthony
Wayne,” followed by the closing reading by

and

and doral decorations.

divide the town of Deer Isle and
incorporate the town of Stoningtou.
Iu the House the following matters u'ere
presented and referred:
By Mr. Ames of Jefferson—Petition of*
Miss Addie C. Ames of Jefferson, and 48
An act to

introduced

Wm. H. McLellan, Esq.,
on business.

Tuesday

The Lincoln memorial exercises by A. E.
Clark Camp, Sons of Veterans, in Memorial
Hall

Thorndike.

John Dolloff went to Portland yesterday
for a short visit.

Abbie Stoddard
Stories of Lincoln’s life by other pupils.
THE SONS OF

J. C. Robbins, Jr. of Biddeford is
visiting
this eity.

Leander Baker of Chicago, 111., is in town
visiting relatives.

A. Cutter

into one,
and the four divisions of the two schools
united in the exercises. The rooms were
appropriately decorated with portraits of
two

was

Most noted monuments

on

Miss Gertrude Carrow is visiting friends
in

Election to 2d Term and Assassination,
Albert Hale

Early Portrait of Lincoln from McClure’s
Magazine.

Friday, Feb. 12th, was observed in this
city in the public schools, and by Sous of
Veterans, by exercises appropriate to tbe
day—the birthday of Abraham Lincoln.
At the old Belfast Academy building, now
occupied by the South Primary and South
Intermediate schools, there was a combined
dag-raising and Lincoln celebration. The
portable glass partition between the two di-

An

new measures

in

Edith Davidson

Company.

the

A. A. Howes went to Boston
Tuesday
business.

Emancipation Proclamation,

Senator Grindle of Hancock bad
an act to amend section 0, chapter G, revised
statutes, providing that towns may by vote
exempt widows’ property from taxation
when the amount does not exceed §500.
Senator Drummond had live petitions to
amend charter of Portland so that women
may serve on the school board of the city,
and four petitions asking that aged or infirm firemen of Portland be retired on half
pay.
As ti.e charter of the Castine Railway and
Navigation Company expires Wednesday,
Senator McCullough of Washington secured
the second and third readiug of the act to
extend the charter, and so the bill passed to
be engrossed.
Senator Grindle had an act to extend the
charter of the Bluehill Trust and Banking
Feb. 15.

against the proposed law

PERSONAL.

following

in Real

L‘state.

transfers in real estate

were

recorded in Wahio County Registry of
Deeds for the week ending Feb. IT, is;)?

Lucy

A.

Pitcher, Belfast,

to ('has. W. Lan-

caster, do.; land and buildings in Belfast.
ITartson C. Pitcher, Belfast to Clias. W
Lancaster; land and buildings in Belfast.

Emerson, et als., Knox,to Wilson
Wentworth, do.; land in Knox. Eastman Clark, Prospect, to Melvin Clark, do.
land and buildings in Prospect.
Isabel
Fi»u, Belfast, to Ellen A. Flagg, do.; land
and buildings in Belfast.
Mary Alice Godfrey, New York, to Lily A. Godfrey, do.,
land in Northport and laud and buildings in
Belfast.
(2 deeds.)
Sybbel B. Bennett,
Troy, to Ernest L. Young,do.; land in Troy
Susan Estes, Orono, to Minnie A. Lane.
Brooks; land in Brooks.... Francis But
terick estate, Waltham, Mass., to John
Young, Winterport; land ami buildings in
W interport.
Elmira S.
P.

W ending Celebration.

A Golden

T«» mi; Eihtor

|

Thk Journal: On

of

Thursday evening, January

Like legends old, or fairy dreams,
To clasp these hands in love and truth.
That pledged their faith in early youth,
Full forty years ago.

:

14th. Mr. and

What joys they’ve had. what bitter tears
They’ve shed in all the by-gone years!
But yet in joy and sorrow’s siege
Golden weddings are not so uncommon as They’ve still together kept the bridge
Since forty years ago.
they used t<> be; for despite the gloomy
How long it seems, full two score years
croakings of the pessimists, they are oc- In faith and love ami mingled fears,

eventful

an

toiy

era

as uevei

w

together fifty

years have
IIislook back upon.
made so rapidly as in the

But Love has made the pathway bright,
Ami Faith has tilled the way with light,
Aud sacred Trust has marked the way
That upward leads to perfect day.

to

The children one by one have gone
From out the tender loving home,
Aud children's children come to bless
Aud cheer their hearts with warm caress.
Since forty years ago.

the Missouii compromise, the formation

who left

to

wife and young children behind
they went to the front, having

a

enlisted in 1861 in the 1st Massachusetts

period

He served the

anxiety foi three long years.
have lived
Lave three

ever
sons

The couple
Springfield and

since in

years ago they celebrated their 40th
anniversary, and the writer, who was then
i

en

present,
ten

all alive in

are

we

wvTl celebrate again, and 1*11
for the occasion."

years

ite

w

marked: “If

it

s.uue more verses

ail "f the company who assembled ten
s
ag-> weie present: for some, alas,

N
y*

years ago ;

l.’iudred
•'

■

e

d.

Lngiug hy

•i

'■•'mM.
<

people-

were

received and

Altei the leception
a

New

w as over

Sen

lered, < msist i ng
male pmrtette and a lady

York

mimic:

have

■■

*>r

fancy dance.

a

iiU'\it;;R!c in

mu''si
"

and

Fabrics.

spring
contrasting strongly

goods,

>o

l,

i;

i dressing

go

a

Rev.

with the

couple | designs,

“passed the bridge | the

the m;oiiIt- nf life."

lie

spoke

coming
stripes,

newest

are

| faintbeidea of the

ear

but the funnel

or

being

in great demand.
But a
variety of these patterns

n«sil\ and N >;; 11 \ c i tlie soldier life oi Mr.
conveyed: embracing all nature’s
jean
>t, ai.d also spoke feeiiligiy of the saerifloral wealth from the smallest to the
ih s made and the anxiety endured
by the largest product, without any fidelity to
w;v<s •! ‘til. lie then lead the verses writin addition to
rib! her
L;

j
|

by

coloring,
designs,

wh< sebiain is supposed to hold
an inexhaustible
supply of such material.
He prefaced his reading by remarking
that he would read a poem, which the
tin

author

“waving

bon"

scroll patterns, leaf outlines or dots, and through some of the
materials so richly ornamented (as in

one

law

open work lace stripes or tamns)
hour work, giving almost an appearance
of confusion.

modestly called “some verses,'’and
was proud to read, not
only for

which he

tin* subject which it embraced but for the
beauty of the poem itself.

run

ALTERNATE PLAIN AND FLORAL STRIPES

of all widths

After Mr. Conklin had concluded James
L. l*owen of this city, Asst. Q. M. Gen. of
the Grand Ai my,stepped forward and with

or

colors

are

noticeable in

ginghams, organdies or grass linens,
w hich are
again very fashionable; or the
| zig-zag embroidered work peculiar to lap-

few well chosen remarks presented the
pets, which are in renewed favor: but the
pie with fifty dollars in gold and a
; preservation of all these lovely shades is
sizeable roll of greenbacks.
In addition insured
by the use of lvorv soap, causing
this w.ts given a silver tea service and
them to hold as long as the material lasts.
m •.?,y other beautiful
presents in silver As a contrast to
gay cottons, plain color-<nd gold. Also a large
quantity of flowers ed “ladies cloth" is in demand for
spring
ami an acrostic printed in gold letters on
suits, which the initiated say will be the
w inte satin ribbon.
After Mr. Towen had
leading material for this purpose, and the
finished Ids eloquent
remarks, “Auld
fancy for plain stuffs enhances the popuLang .Syne" was sung by the entire comof velutiua, which is now seen even
larity
At
the
conclusion of the program
pan\.
in gentlemen’s furnishing stores.
Covert
akc, collee and ice cream were served,
cloths, Scotch mixtures, or plain colored
and a huge punch bowl of
frappe was lib- canvas
wools, will come in for a share of
ally patronized during the evening. Mr.
general favor, but wool checks are decidami Mrs. hrost are hale and
hearty, and, !
on the decline.
barring accidents, give promise of cele- edly
SPRING SHIRT
WAISTS
biating their diamond wedding; and that
have smaller “bishop sleeves," ora medT iey
be
for
may
spared
many years to ium-sized
“leg o’ mutton" shape, and
me is the wish of their
numerous friends.
three crosswise tucks on the yoke at
Helen V I’ackahd.
hack and iront, two or four lengthwise
.Springfield, Mass.
tucks down tbe hack (with a plain
yoke)
<*

|

mu

j

Ml:.

AND

MRS.

I>.

or

W.

EROST,
Jan. 14, 1897—Jan 14, 1897.

g years ago when life was young
'■do| .-ailed forth on unknown seas,
eighted with love and hopes,■‘she spread
Her sails to cateh the bretze.
A

F-*r

fifty

> ears the gallant ship
Has sailed through waters rough and
And as she nears her
anchorage
she brings sweet breath of balm.

calm,

This sturdy ship in harbor safe,

Hiding the waves in conscious
But tells anew, the story old
That thrills us in each hour.

double frill at the

front,

the

u

h

a

power,

constitute
Stiff white

principal differences.
linen collars ami cuffs (sometimes
points) will be

worn

canvas, batiste, or
with colored sateen

liuingiu

coat

sleeve

most desirable.

cut in

liuings, and a sleeve
shape is considered
come

up

again, and as a matter of course the independent skirt will resume it ascendancy.
HIGH

verdict is that it

was

Building,

CROWNS

ivme'.r™1

orthy a visit. The platform is filled with
ministers, in the midst of whom is the
portly figure of Mr. Moody. Directly in
front is the press table for reporters.
Above, in the curved facade of the organ,
which occupies the whole of one side of the
hall, is the chorus of one hundred voices,

into the cares and

anew

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within aim for
the County «>t W aldo. on the second Tuesday ol'
February. A. D. 1897.
T J ( V ABBY LITTLEFIELD and CHAREE> E.
1j EL lTEEKIELl), the widow and a son ol 1.1)
WIN F. LITTLEFIELD, late ot Winterport. in
said County of W aldo, deceased, ha\mg presented a petition piaying that they may lie appoimed
administrators of the estate ot >ai<t dece.mod.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy ot tins
order to be published three weeks sticeessixely in
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Prohate Court, to he held at
Belfast. within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of March next, at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause, if any they have, why
the prayer of said petitioners should not be granted.
ceo. e. Johnson. Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
(Has. p. Hazei.tink, Register.

com-

strong and sincere

a

preacher of the Bible, as lie understands
it.
llis thorough familiarity with the
Bible and his steadfast and simple faith in
its inspiration, gives him the message
which

At

his

the

only legitimate

way to close the

was as

if Whittier had again said:

A true copy.

fitting, too, that in the cradle of
liberty where independence was born,
was

the greatest of the three.
Revivals'! By all means

them,

and

let

us

cummunieated the

activity by

not

let

lose the

us

have

impulse

religious thought and
evangelists,

the triumvirate of

the like of whom has

never

been known

in Boston.
I cannot close my letter without

men-

—Miss

Chimpanzee

for want of another

name—at the Zoo this week. The climate was too rigorous for her African organization and she lived long enough to
view the work of the storm, but not to
survive it

GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Attest:
('has. P. Hazeltink, Register,

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo on the second Tuesday of
February, A.D. 1897.
j. smedburg, widow or john s.
:
SMEDBURG, late of Unity, in said County
1
ot Waldo, deceased, having presentee a petition
for an allowance out > f the personal estate of said
deceased.
!
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to he published three weeks successively in
printed at Belfast,that
! the Republican Journal,
they may appear at a Probate Court to lie held
at Belfast within and for said County on the
second Tuesday of March next, at ten of the
clock before noon, and show cause, if any they
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
not l>e granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy.
Attest:
(’has. P. Hazeltink. Register.

j

Mary

TITALDO SS.--In Court of Probate, held at BelW fast, on the second Tuesday of February.
1897. l’HEBE J. C. FRENCH. Administratrix
on the estate of MINOT i.. FRENCH, late of Lincolnville, in said County, deceased, having pre
sented her tirst and final account of administration of said estate for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof he given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican lournal,
in said county, that all persons
printed in Belfast,
interested, may attend at a Probate Court, to be
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of March
next, and show cause, if any they have, why
the said account should not lie allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazkltine, Register.

on

T\ hen ail our fleets are anchored fast,
And in snug hail or safely moored,
A\ h* n all our ships are heme at last,
Our gulden fleece all stored,

Still may

our

souls

as

youthful he

white,
will be

or

by

me such speedy relief as Dr.
King’s New Discovery.” Try this Heal
now.
Trial Bottles Free at
exception) Cough Remedy
Kilgore & Wilson’s City Drug Store.

very young people, and
white Cuba straws bound with black velvet, are of very light weight, aud thereworn

fore well

Men of Weakened

Power, Exhausted Vigor.

Weak men suffering from nervous debility,
weakened power and exhausted vigor, can
now take new hope.
Dr. Greene, :4 Temple
Place, Boston, Mass., who is without doubt

adapted to mid summer. It is
yet
opeu question, whether large or
small flowers will predominate, as both the most successful specialist in
curing this
Dear friends, our ships are homeward bound, are shown in
but gerani- class of diseases, offers to give free consultagreat
numbers;
tion
mail
to
all
Afar we see each snowy sail,
by
weakened, vigorless
ums, carnations,
hyacinths, morning- and nerve-exhausted men. You have the
Ou rippling wave they rise and fall,
Just stirred by gentle gale.
glories, apple blossoms, lilies-of-the-val- privilege of consulting Dr. Greene by letter
describing your complaint and be will, after
ley, pansies and single or double violets carefully considering your condition, send
May all our freight he kindly thoughts,
Our cargoes love, good will and truth.
are of such exquisite manufacture, tbat you free a’ letter fully explaining all your
And when the sunset hour comes,
symptoms, telling you eveything about
We’ll find a fadeless youth.
they must be important factors. Foliage your complaint so plainly
that you will
Helen N. Packard.
combined with berries is lovely, and high understand exactly what ails you. Write
to him atjonce and get back your strength
bunches of small flowers brought out and
vigor.
1847-1897.
for use, justify the conclusion that
ready
[Acrostic.]
A Welcome to Boothbay.
will
with
As when our early ships sailed out
And leave no room within our hearts
For malice, hate or doubt.

word and deed
Fruitage
In their hearts shall still abide,
Fitly wreath the bud and tiower,
Twine for them the laurel bower,
Yet may they live for many an hour.
sweet of

Years will weave a mystic veil,
Even make the footsteps fail,
And the cheek grow cold and
pale.
Richer joy than youth survives,
Still living true and noble lives.

FORTY YEARS

at

AGO.

trimmings

Green is

keep pace

crowns.

in favor than ever, in
both dress goods or millinery, and several
shades of crimson will enliven pale hues.
more

Pink and cerise have not lost
and bluet

popularity,

navy blue are too useful and
to be relinquished.
Heliotrope

or

becoming
and purple of all hues are most attractive,
H. N. P.
golden brown aud gray ranks high among
stylish tints, aud a new, purplish blue is
years ago.J so far the sole genuine novelty.

the 40th anniversary ten
Dear friends, how strange and odd it seems,

[Read

an

Vekona Clahke.

The summer excursion of the Maine Press
Association this year will be made to Boothbay Harbor. Ye9, the Register man was
present and told the association of the wonderful beauties of the land and sea around
about in these parts and how comfortable
and happy we could make them if they
would visit us next summer and they voted
unanimously to do so. We hope every man
and woman and boy and girl will endeavor
to make this visit long to be remembered.
We can do it if they love the grand and
beautiful. A meeting of our citizens will
be called in early spring to make arrangements and form plans for the reception.

[Boothbay Register.

successively, in the Republican Journal,
printed in Belfast, in said county, that all persons
weeks

interested may attend at a Probate- Court, to be
held at Belfast on the second Tuesday of March
next, and show cause, if any they have, why the
said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazkltine, Register.
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No vitality—no vim—no strength.
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The system needs a builder
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subscriber

trust

LEVI

STAPLES, late of Stockton Springs,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
as the law directs; she therefore requests all per-

night,

and

nervous

diseases

Evi:in

viii;ii*o

in
111

on the increase there.
In this country we
drink more coffee than the English do. with plenty
of tea besides; and nervous diseases are on the

j increase here

!

are

will drink no more coffee; and have better rest
and sounder health as one of the rewards. Packages loc. and 25c. of any grocer. An experiment
that will pay.
lmd

Trm*

W'Miianliood

IT GIVES scientific and mechanical information.
IT GIVES illustrated fashion articles
IT GIVES humorous illustrations
IT GIVES entertainment to young and old.

...THE...

!

Timm

01*

IT GIVES all important news of the Nation.
IT GIVES all important news of the World
IT GIVES the most reliable market reports.
IT GIVES brilliant and instructive editorials.
IT GIVES fascinating short stories
IT GIVES an unexcelled agricultural department,

Both these universal bever-

too.

bad.

They break down the health of
habituating people to the effects of the poisonous
contain.
The recent introduction
principles they
of Grain-O. the new food-drink, designed to take
the place of coffee (and why not tea .’ is the beginning of a needed reform. Grain O is made
fr. m pure grains, is harmless, nutritious,
palatable, good for young and old, and e/iraj,, onefourth the cost of coffee. Try it fairly anil you
ages

Stall*

laliHMilion,

FOH

quently

SWAN S SIBLEY CO.

IT GIVES satisfaction

■JOliBKRS OK

everywhere

to

everybody

GRAIN.
FEED.
SEEDS and

:We Furnish The Republican Journal and N. Y. Weekly T
ONE

GROCERIES.
Impoi-toi-ss
Dealers in the finest

quality

Anthracite and

Ol
o

S»3llt.

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUBLISHING CO, BELFAST, MA

SS'ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED.

33, 35, 37 Front St., Belfast, Me.
TELEPHONE 4-2.

ltf

Notice of Foreclosure.
.JACOB W. NELSON of Palermo, in
the County of Waldo and State of Maine, by
his mortgage deed dated March 21, A. I). 1884, anti
recorded in the Waldo Registry of Deeds, in Rook
198, Page 253, conveyed to JOSIAH H. GREEL V
of China, in the County of Kennebec, a certain
piece or parcel of land with tne buildings thereon
standing, situated in said Palermo, bounded and
described as follows, to wit: Hounded on the west
by the town road leading from the Branch .Mills
to Ford’s Corner, so-called; on the south
by land
then supposed to be owned by Hannah M. Turner,
but formerly occupied by Jonathan Pa user, on
the east by land formerly of Hollis Foyc; and on
the north by the town road leaning from the first
me. tinned road by the house then of Jacob \\
Nelson to the center school-house, so-called, in
said Palermo; containing fifty acres, more or less,
being t he same premises com eyed to said Nelson
by said Greidv on said t wen tv-first day of Match,
A. D. 1884.
And whereas said dosiah 1! Greedy has since
deceased, and the undersigned has been duly appointed and qualified as executor of Ins,' said
Greely s, last will and testament- and whereas
the condition ol said mortgage has been broken,
now, therefore, by reason of the breach of the j
condition thereof, I chum a foreclosure ol said
mortgage.
Dated at said Palermo, this fourth dav of Feb- i
GHo. E. JOHNSON,
ruary. A. D. 1897.
Executor of the last will and testament
of dosiah H. Greely.
3wd

WHEREAS

containing fifty

3iaiius

acres.

SAMUEL G.

NORTON, Sheriff.

success.

ment.
At Belfast, in the County of Waldo and State of
Maine, the tenth day of February, A. 1>. 181)7.
undersigned hereby gives notice of his appointment as assignee of the estate of NELSON 1). BLETHEN of Thorndike, in said County
of Waldo, Insolvent Debtor, who has been declared an insolvent upon his own petition, by the
Court of Insolvency for said Countv of Waldo.
2w7
JOHN R. DUNTON, Assignee.

THE

EOR $2.00.

\ I>\ AM I

I

LiOalSa

Blacksmith

IN

Address all orders to

f

p

YEAR

( ASH

Notice of Assignee of his Appoint-

i

larm,

FOHJ Noble 3Xnnliooi 1

are conse-

WHITING NURSERY CO
457 Blue Hill Ave., Host n, Mass.

Pin Worm

Best for Children

and

necessary to

TRUfS
Elixir.

on

FVKKV

FOH

Everybody in England drinks tea; morning,
noon

Employment the year around for honest, energetic men to sell Nursery Stock. Full instructions
given and complete outfit free. Experience not

sons who are indebted to said deceased’s estate
to make immediate payment, and those who have
any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement to her.
LYDIA M. STAPLES.

lamili

KV Kin

TEA. COFFEE AND NERVES.

i

NURSERYMEN
WANT AGENTS.

appointed

"Mihci* ol

in

1J{ \

and cav nothing about it through
a sense of delicacy.
All such will flud an
instant relief in the use of Doan’s Ointment.
It never fails.

3w5

of Administra-

fiV I'M? \

ing Piles,

one,

notice to all

hereby give public
THE
concerned, that she has been duly
and

_

York,

New

Louis,

Thousands
are
suffering excruciating
misery ireiu that plague of the night Itch-

February 3d, A. I). ls*J7.
Taken on execution and will be sold hv public
auction on the sixth day of March. A. I*. '1897, at
1" o’clock-in the forenoon, at
my office in Belfast,
in said county, all the right, title and interest,
which WILLIAM E. HOWLER of Belfast, in the
County of Waldo, has or had on the 29th day of
•Lily, A. 1). 189(5, at four o’clock and fifteen minutes in the p. in., and particularly the following
described real estate in Belfast, in said county, to
wit: a certain lot of land in Belfast aforesaid*, being his homestead on Searsport shore road, first
W. of Searsport line, being lot sixteen, division

SEWELL BRAS BRIDGE, late of Winterport,
in the county of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
as the law directs; lie therefore requests all persons who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to
make immediate payment, and those who have
any demands thereon to exhibit the same ior setJOHN W. HOBliS.
tlement to him.

W

:

ALE AND WEAK

WALDO SS.

subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
that he has been duly appointed
upon himself the trust of Administraof the estate of

taken upon herself the
trix of the estate of

quid
thoroug

and

J. Ffff.ups.

ol

THE
concerned,
and taken
tor

■

THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY,
Chicago,

completely

i

on

that gave

ing,
cheaply

Largest package—greatest econ

Accounted for.
Papa! “Willie, where
those apples gone that were in the
storeroom!”
Willie: “They are with the
gingerbread that was in the cupboard.”
New Ca>tle Chronicle.

petition.

granted.

Best for all eh

does the work

are

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three wfceks successively in
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held
at Belfast, within and lor said county, on the second Tuesday of March next, at ten of rlie clock
before noon, and show dtiuse, if any they have,
why the prayer oi said petitioner should not he

It is wonderful how Mr. Murphy holds
and sways an audience of men.

slavery of intemperance; and my heart
goes out to Mr. Murphy and his work as

m

bin and for

Tuesday of

Administrator of tlie estate
late of WinterWaldo, deceased, havport,
County
a
ing presented
petition praying for a license to
sell at public or private sale and convey certain
real estate of said ceceased, described in said

sa-

the

made.

changed the oflieial
of the dead soldier,and though his
aged mother was poor and needed a pension badly, she could
never get
one on
account of the mistake. Finally Congressman Milliken introduced a
special bill and
Mrs. Jefl'erds secured aid a few months
before she died.
For nearly MO years
everybody knew that E. Jefl'erds aiid F.
J. FlYerds were the same man. but the
pension ofliee could not go behind the returns, and the mother of a brave man lived iu poverty.
[Augusta Cor. llaugor
Daily News.

BOWDEN,
of WILLARD O. TAINTER,
ELLERY
in said
of

as

with the faces of Peter Faneuil, Edw.
Everett, Washington and ^lie rest, looking down upon them from the wall, men
of this later day should be liberated from

This

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and lor
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
February A. D. 1897.

“Men! if manhood still ye claim.
If the Northern pulse can thrill.
Roused by wrong or stung by shame,
Freely, strongly still,—
Let the sound of‘traffic die:
Shut the mill gate,—leave the stall,—
Fling the axe and hammer by,—
Throng to Faneuil Hall!"

It

at Belfast, wit
on the second

certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and te-tament ol A El ERT B. OTIS, late
Beiiast, in said County <»t Waldo, deceased,
having been presented for probate.
Ordered. That notice be given to all persons
interested by causing a copy of this order to he
published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast) that they may
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the second Tuesday of March next, at ten of the clock before
noon, ami show cause if any they have, why the
same should not be proved, appr ved and allowed.
(JEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest :
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register,

loons.
It

Probate Court held

F.

identity

ol

own

sude them to leave off the drink habit

The l>est Washing }'■

This was the right reading.
The fallen
soldier was Jarius Smith, Co. L., Massachusetts Volunteers.
The number of
bis regiment was not given because there
was no room on the stone.
Early iu the war a young man from Mon'
enlisted in the First Maine
roc, Me.,
Heavy Artillery under the name of F.
Jefl'erds.
lit* was a good soldier and performed his duty well,
hi the terrible
charge of Petersburg, June IS, 1804, lie
fell along with t>00 others from bis regiment, and was buried upon the bloody
tive-aere lot now owned by the State of
Maine.
In the course of time tlie government erected a headstone to his
memory.
Upon the stone was this name.

j

*

convictions
hear,
are so deep and serious that he is more
than ordinarily successful in strengthening the convictions of others.
At Faneuil Hall the scene was repeated,
except that men occupy the body of the
building, the galleries being reserved for
ladies; for it is to tbe men that the great
hearted Irishman, Francis Murphy, and
his devoted wife and co-worker, give of
their time and love and strength, to perand

a

the County of W aldo,
February, A. 1>. 1897.

somewhat unbelieving and materialistic generation cannot choose but
a

stop and

!

PROBATE NOTICES

plexities of every day life, and I witnessed with relief the momentary suspension
of operations in the midst of the hurry
and hustle outside.
Mr. Moody is

COLD'n HEAD

particle is applied directly into the nostrils,
agreeable. Price 50 cents at Primpsts oi by
niaii; san pies 10c. bv mail.
ELY BROTHERS,50 Warren Street, New Y.-rk.

sea of
floor,
insufficient seating capacity; and this on
Monday morning, when men are supposed

delve

/^Bj

/
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galleries and on the
upturned faces, and always

to

w

is

and all around the two
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building
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quickly
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1 11 flam 111aa n d
Heals
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Smell.
Hives
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the
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CREAM
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Insist

Jarius Smith,

Her remarkable approach to human acpredominate in straw hats; colors or
led to the hope that
complishments
weaves being
variously combined, and a
hat of one texture throughout is an ex- through her might begin the establish- VITAL DO SS.—In Court of Probate, held at BelTT
fast, on the second Tuesday of February,
ception. “Silk straw” is the term ap- ment of the missing link in the Darwinian 1897. RUFUS B. ELLING WOOD.'Administrator
And now when many suns have
of
the
on
the
estate of ESTHER A. ELLING WOOD, late
waned,
descent
of
man.
to
a
Happily of Stockton
plied
glistening straw, combining theory
old T ine brings out his
hour-glass bright,
Springs, in said County, deceased,
To tell with silent finger, how
beautifully with colored weaves of Neapo- for the majority, in these days of financial having presented his tirst and tinal account of adThe years have winged their flight.
ministration of said estate for allowance.
such
a
and
theorem
contrast
problems,
is
the
litan,
heavy-weight
key-note of
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
rests on the fewr.
And frit ud and kindred w ho
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
to-day
spring millinery. The bell crow n re-ap(lather around and joyful greet,
Feb. 4, 1897.
printed in Belfast, in said county, that all persons
Waltham,
interested may attend at a Probate Court, to bo
pears, also the Direetoire, high, pointed
Must feel anew the grateful care
the second Tuesday of March
held at Belfast,
I hat guides our
crowns are on small liats; but the most
wandering feet.
The ideal Panacea.
next, and show cause, if any they have, why tin*
F"t He w ho w atches over all,
James L. Francis, Alderman, Chicago, said account should not he allowed.
striking one curves in at the centre and
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge
\\ ho calms the tide, and stills the
storm, out again at the top and where it is set on says: ‘‘I regard Dr King’s New Discovery
A true copy. Attest
TV ill make our hearts forever
as an Ideal Panacea for
Coughs, Colds anil
young,
Chas. P. Hazeltink, Register.
tile
brim.
Hats of all sizes are shown, Lung Complaints, having used it in
And ke« p us true and warm*
my fam-j
and just now the straight around brim is ily for the last live years, to the exclusion of
And may the ship which spread her sails
In Court of Probate, held at Bel
TXT ALDO SS.
or other preparaphysician's
prescriptions
So long ago, one winter day,
V» last, on the second Tuesday of February,
in the majority, usually turned up at the tions.”
1897.
ANSEL LOTH ROl’. Exec utor
the estate
Hock gently in her anchorage
Rev.
John
Burgus, Keokuk, Iowa, writes: of ISAAC M. BECKETT, late of Belfast, in said
hack, other shapes however are tilted a
Secure in sheltered hay.
have
been a Minister of the Methodist County, deceased, having presented his tirst and
little to one side, which is always jaunty “J
Episcopal Church for f>0 years or more, and tinal account of administration ot said estate for j
And floating on the placid tide
have never found anything so beneficial or allowance.
and becoming.
May caith .->tiii broaden t<> her gaze
Ordered, That notice thereof he given, three
PINK, PALE OKEEN,
lieliotiope straws (an

Jarius Smith,

:

they

She but repeats the lesson
good
How w ell it is to live and
learn,
And send our ships far out to sea
VN tli faith for their return.

And life he like a summer day
Tinged by the. sunset’s rays.

:

needed.

again, and waists of tioning the fact that scientific men speak
organdy, are made with regret of the death of the Chimpanzee

Silk waists will

Col.

Of course this was interpreted as “Col.
Jarius Smith, Massachusetts Volunteers,”
and people wondered why a man holding
the rank of colonel should be buried
On
away in a comparatively obscure lot.
looking up the records no such colonel as
Jarius Smith could be found. So the experts translated the inscription another
way, making it read thus:

H. J. LOCKE & SON.

we

w

Fashions.

the gay colors
dreary outside aspect of leaden
|
M;. Conklin, pastor of the Universalist clouds and
i
scurrying snow-flakes, which
1 inch, tin ii mad* an extremely felicitous
belong to mid-winter. The reigning fan.«voiding the >ad note whieii is cies of the
season are for “all over"

:y

What

picture if I may, the scene which
daily transpires in Tremout Temple, the

windows are radiant with

Store

revivals.

acknowledged by many, how-

is

far

Let

Waists.

Two little children. dressed as
Sam. ami Miss Columbia, danced a

real

of

WASHING

can see

National Bank
P. O. Square.

may he themselves from accepting any particular form of belief to
which tlie conviction attaches itself.
ever

Linens.
Wools,
Shirtspring Millinery. Colors.
[Correspondence of The Journal.]
Cotton

There

no.

was

viction

I
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Do

heard iu Belfast many years ago.
He has his friends, and his power of con-

He

«

•!

general

the

Not forty years ago.

'•

You

!

Of Mr. Jones, who declares that “intellect
will not save people,” little need be said.

I Sc. friends,

to

Yes aud

DUST

Mass. Vols.

Boston has received hotshot from three
guns, Moody, Murphy and Jones, and

for all it seems so strange
the great majority, but the ! To note these years of time and change,
we
•mmole ills: past found the worthy couple Again
clasp these faithful bauds
And scatter light the shifting sands
i t.a:'.y. and spiigiitly, and ••just as ;
Of time and forty years.
Grand Army
ng as tlu-y used to be."
j So have they lived in love ami peace,
o
was pieitilv decorated for the oeeaI So may they live till life shall cease,
And when they ross the darkening tide
m with dags,
hunting, evergreen and !
May faith and trust with them abide
if! ami the couple received in a cosy
In Heaven’s eternity.
jn the centre of the hall.
The
11 k 1.1:.\ N. P.u K ari>.
Springfield, dan. 14. 1887.
ami gramlsous aettd as ushers and

pa-std

o

in the air.

Eyes.

:

big

Who freely gave their dearer lives,
And wrote on Freedom’s deathless page
The lines that saved our heritage,

;

are

We Can Fit Your

1

fear is, that the large profession will he
followed by the little performance.

When brothers raised the hostile hand,
And dangers threatened our fair laud,
She clasped her children brave and true
And bade her husband don the blue,
Not forty years ago.
All honor now to loyal wives

who are settled here.

SILVERWARE.

revivals in

desirability

years ago.

forty

Not

NOW IS THE TIME TO BUY

nature, business, politics,
why not in religion? There is no discussion among reasonable beings as to the

When treason rolled a restless flood,
Aud all the land was drenched in blood,
When wives and mothers read the sign
And laid their all on Freedom’s shrine,

borne her share of toil and

bravely

had

forty

Not

of enlist-

ment and then returned to the wife who

that revivals

me

I believe in them?
are

The link and chain,—a cruel brace
That fettered held a dusky race,
They helped the hand of destiny
To strike the blow that set them free,

them when

cavalry.

minds

What changes vast have met the eye,
What storms have harmless passed them by ?
They've seen the nation like a rock
Keel with a sharp and sudden shock,
Not forty years ago.

say nothing of the wonderful strides in art, science and educaMr. Frost was one of the many men
tion.

people,

toils

good sleighing, while it comes as a boon
in disguise to the unemployed, the army
of sliovelers who speedily undo the work
of Nature, anticipating the spring revival
And that rewhioh must shortly come.

Since forty years ago.

of the Republican party, the great civil
war which broke the chains of four mil-

Boston

GOLD

Soldiers.

The old soldiers employed at the State
House tell some strange stories of lost
comrades, evasive pensions and cases of
mistaken identity that have turned up
since the war.
One of these tales shows
that the much-abused compositor is not
the only
man
who makes mistakes
and mjstifles the reading public.
Iu a
graveyard near Petersburg, Va., among a
lot of tablets to fallen soldiers is one stone
marked as follows:

as-

Even then, there is a deal of inspiration
in a bright crisp morning aud expectancy
of a day's outing.
Gaily caparisoned
turnouts make the most of a rare occasion,

They've trod the

the last fifty years, taking in the period of
abolitiou agitation, the "Know Nothing"
era, the bitter Kansas strife, the repeal of

lions e»f

tronomically,

popularly,
is deep iu the

or

of winter made by the recent storm, but
it is the pedestrian alone who suffers.

Like voyagers bound for summer lands
way with blended hands,
Since forty years ago.

curring every day all over the length and
breadth "f our laud.
People of to-day

wh*> have lived

[Cowper.
Whether considered

;

of Old

Chat

••O Winter! ruler of the inverted year,
love thee, all unlovely as thou seem’st, and
dreaded as thou art.”

I

*

Mrs. Daniel Frost of this city celebrated
the fiftieth anniversary of their marriage.

Revivals in Boston.

The
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STORE
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TO

C. THOriPSON & SON

J.

Hare special cuts in prices to close out their stoch
Hare still It ft a fine assort ment'of

Oak&Ash Chamber Sets, Extension Table
FOLDING BEDS very low, also MATTRESSES and CHAIRS
CALL RARLY WHIl.R TMLRL IS

J. C.

\

Thompson

1

IM

ASSOR I ML\T.

dc Sr n, 39 Main St

THE FAMILY HOMEY KMLK*
Worth $100.00 a year and mere 1<> '!
a
own land, n garden, orchard or cm
(or\ ; co vers, i uj>la in lantrna^c. by p raci
men. t lie c;i ru a ml cultivation :•!
an
frtiils. ]>I;1111. trees, shrubs, bulbs A
lulls how t o in a ke ho mu grounds a 11 raci i

The Nose and Throat
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SAMERIC&H

INo.

Hours,

16 to 24 pages weekly.
America's brie jhtest and most
reliable
IVui.ly cinrdeninej
paper. Establ i--l ied BO years.
Illustrated. $1.00 a year

E. W.
Xo.

WILLIS,
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St., Belfast,
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To introduce It to new readers we
will send AMERICAN GARDENING
three months! 1 2 numbers) to any
address on receipt of Ten Cents,
In stamps or coin.
Sample free.
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Fire, Life
1

:

AND

Accident Insurants

OEEICE: JTASONIC TEMPI.E,
MAIN STREET ENTRANCE,
tffia

IIKI.KA8T, MAIM

Small Farm for Sale.
■TIIK S1MCKK I'l.WK on tin* Helmnnt
I
mad, one mile from Hellast post ofVnv.

lereil lor sale.
It contains 14 acres of hum. I
which arc cleared ; a ^ood orchard of appleP^ius. with hlaekherncs and oilier small n
Hood t wo-story house
buildings new.
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I he first fruits are
gathered iu about 10
months from planting.
The trees reach
maturity in the second year; and there-

after, by proper management of the fruit-

a constant succession in the
we are
crops
j stalks,
be secured and fruit gathered
1
many regrets, may
every
It is said
at the half has not been told! week throughout the year.
tlie manifold beauties and that a plantation of 40 manzanas, (about
:
08 English acres), will
iies of this most important of the
produce, during
and after the second year, 54,000 bunches
American
Republics.
Sailing
annum.
The lowest price paid for
a ml
along its shores, on our way to per
bauauas
for
many
years past, lias been
i, its magnificent line of volcanic
ill day in sight between shifting thirty-seven and one-half cents per bunch.
Reckon it to suit yourself.
An approxitiiu flying cohorts of clouds, I have

oast of Central

•king

over

therein

America,

with

Nicaragua

a

mate

my note-books, aud
mass
of information

of

return

more

sand dollars per

than

twenty

is

year,

not

so

thoubad.

Nicaragua, picked up here and Very much more profitable rtian this is
’id jotted down at random.
As cacao—and that grown in Nicaragua is
the best in the world.

these odd bits and items have not
lied upon in my desultory let-

capital is necessary to

he

Republican Journal, I am
collect them in an addendum,

!

the

as

7

years.
and
in

of women’s posti\ contain the gist of the whole
uii'n.
As the result will neces-

ter

«

the trees do not

manner

outlay
nate

When
full

But considerable
start

begin

a

to

well

once

bearing,

decidedly the best of the
The average rate of speed is a
mile an hour over a good
road, and 10
miles a day is considered fast
traveling.

Speaking of roads,

the best one in Nicaragua is still the old camino real (royal
road), built by the Spaniards more than
three centuries ago.
It runs from lake
Nicaragua to Corlnto, the Pacific port,
uniting the principal cities. Over it

hundreds of armies have passed, and
end of

no

insurgent forces,

and its whole
distance has been washed in the blood of
public and private quarrels. Wherever a
man

has been

murdered,

it is customary
to erect a rude cross over the
spot, as a
perpetual appeal to all pious passers to
say a prayer for the unshriven soul.
The
camino real is lined with these
crosses, so

thickly

appeals, it would keep him
continually praying from one end of the
journey to the other. In Nicaragua everybody rides, and horses are plenty and
flue. They resemble those of
Arabia, being small but fleet and capable of much

further

the

fortu-

large,

and

somewhat

set

that if one were to heed the

numerous

jerky and disconnect-, steady revenue for the next 40 or 50
my readers’ indulgence in view of 5 ears.
Sugar-cane grows in Nicaragua endurance. Great pains are taken to
with extraordinary luxuriance.
; instances.
A crop train them to an easy gait,
half-trotting,
>in contains 40,000 square miles,
]! can be secured within twelve months half-pacing, called piasto-trole. A well\Nhich just about equals that of after planting, and thence forward two broken animal will take this as soon as
Massachusetts, Rhode Island and ’ crops a year, and in some places the reins are loosened, and continue it all
it. combined; yet its popula | even three crops, for an indefinite number day, at six or
eight miles an hour, withthe last census, was a ] of years.
There are many cane plantathiin TOO,000.
Of this number I tions iu the country, so old that nobody
>0 are white, 198,000 being In- remembers the date of their planting.
A

•nling
>

to

|

1

negroes, and the rest a mixed
is makes about eight inhabitants
"i

mile.

ue

IIow different from

country, the States
::r;oued, with their 4,000,000 inin

irea

our

Las Casas and the other early
tell us that Nicaragua was once

'opulated.

War,

slavery,

tor-

rstilence

rapidly decimated the
inhabitants, and within a few
r the conquest, not enough reserve the Spaniards.
In 1580
a very was introduced to
supply
■

out

Nicaragua

and

a coarse

brown

quality, the

juice being merely boiled until it crystalizcs, without being cleared of the molasIn this crude state it is poured into
small cakes, which are

ses.

to

himself

Nicaragua

his rider.
in regard to imor

migration and colonization
al.

of

fatigue

The laws of

great deal of the sugar manufactured in
is

to

are

very liberestate

Foreigners can acquire real
dispose of it as freely as the

native
The provisions of the uaturalizatiou laws are also simple and liberal.
At present, there are not more than a

citizens.

moulds, forming

thousand

sold to the poorer classes.
A very large
quantity of sugar cane is also used in the
manufacture of aguardiente, or native

ities in the whole country.
Among the
most important laws
bearing upon this
subject are the following: “The Executive shall have authority to give each

rum.

The sale of “spirits” being a Govmonopoly in Nicaragua, the dis-

ernment

family

foreigners

of different national-

of

immigrants, coming from the
tillation can only be carried on by license, United States or any other
nationality,
and is confined to the larger producers. for the purpose of settling in the republic
tii.l for labor, and continued to be Iu the department of Granada alone, by and becoming naturalized, a tract of pubzed institution for nearly three the primitive and imperfect native meth- lic unoccupied lands, not
exceeding 120
s
until abolished in 1824, by act ods employed, the yearly yield amounts manzanas; the said tract to be more or
iingress of the then “Republic of to an average of 2,500,000 pounds.
At less extensive, within said limits, accordAmerica.”
The docile and in- Pital and San Rafael there are a number ing to the number of persons
composing
us Indians of to-day formed the j of
plantations under English management, the family. Single persons shall not be
the laboring class.
Free to work which are said to
yield enormously. Not allowed more than 00 manzanas each.
from the United States domi'.selves or for others, as interest long ago a
company of North Americans, Immigrants
ciled in Nicaragua, even if retaining their
Mte. they make an excellent rural with a
of
started
to
work
capital
$300,000,
American citizenship, are entitled to conn.
Strangers passing through a large plantation in the Chinadega dis- cessions of land, not exceeding 00 acres
\.
sometimes going a day's trict.
It is intended to use a first class per family, which they may hold and cultivate as if their own
the whole
\itkout seeing a house or raeet- plant and all modern
improvements in time of their residence during
in the country. ;lf
ii, are likely to estimate the machinery and cultivation, and to produce
declare
their
intentions
to become
they
at less than it really is.
In at least 300 tons of sugar
every year. An- naturalized and in due time acquire Nicaraguan citizenship, then the land which
America, where so-called “revo- other company of foreigners
(Germans.) had been
granted to them under the above
are continually occurring,
peo- have taken in charge a large plantation in
provision shall become theirs in fee simr live on their scattered
the
same
farms,
district, and with newly-import- ple.”
Fannie B. Ward.
l uited States, but those «>f the ed machinery,
expect to produce 500 tons
Register of Deep Water Vessels.
ts are collected in towns and
of sugar annually. Two other important
■; mutual protection, often neplantations in the department of Leon
8HIPS.
a
journey of several miles produce together something over 000,000 I
Abner Coburn, J P Butnarn, arrived at
to and from their fields of labor,
of
excellent
pounds
vacuum-pan sugar. New York Feb 1 from Hiogo.
A G Ropes, Daivd Rivers, arrived at New
me to time, schemes have been
“Cotton-wool,"’ as Peter Heylyn called York
Feb 11 from San Francisco.
secuie immigration to Nicit,is indigenous in Nicaragua aud the finest
Y-f Fuller, T 1* Colcord, sailed from
Delaware
Breakwater Oct 30, from Philadelnone have proved successful
quality can be produced in limitless quanphia for Nagasaki.
scale, principally owing to the tities. \\ lien Columbus discovered the
Belle of Bath, C Curtis, sailed from
Iioug
of getting products out ;>t the country, lie found the natives dressed in Kong Jan 1 for New York.
Daniel Barnes, O C Arpe, sailed from
|
from the Atlantic
sea-board, garments of cotton cloth, and to this day Zanzibar Dee 4 for
Singapore to load for New
iii- pons .hi that
fast arc deepenthe Indians manufacture their own cloth- York or Boston.
El Capitan, A L Carver, sailed from
!m luis from the mouths ing from
home-grown cotton, besides Hong Kong Nov 21 for Baltimore; passed
a
<-ss to tlie markets
hammocks, sail cloth, etc. A consider- Aujer Dec 15.
Emily F YVhitney, A S Pendleton, arrivi<
able quantity is raised, but
is no doubt that Nicentirely for ed at Shangliae
Jan 3 from New York.
licr full share of immi- home consumption.
Instead of being an
Emily Reed, D C Nichols, sailed from
New York Nov 13 for Japan: spoken Dee.
1 ’* ter
Heylyn says iu his annual plant, as in the United States, Nic- 10, lat. 5 N. Ion. 25
W.
>:-L\. which was published in araguan cotton is perennial, and growing
Gov Robie, Nicliols, sailed from New York
5 for Melbourne.
A.
“Nicaragua is stored much larger, yields double the quantity Dee
Great
at
'•

o

>

•'

*

•!

itton,

c

and is

me.

ool and abundance

w

so

pleasing

Spaniards call

it

by the

name

Its

pro-

Paradise.”

>

to the

the j)resent cloy are not
the staples mentioned by the
'pher, bur are of the most varied
•’

though so imperfectly cultivatth ugh facilities for iransportabeen

poor that little more
,h for home consumption is
so

The chief

present.

agricultural

coffee plantations.
The instill in its infancy, but every
in

its

growth, and the
miing when Nicaragua cof.ike its rightful place among the
messes
1

he world.

It

million

two

which

are

is estimated that

acres

of land in the

specially adapted

to

using. India rubber has been annportant industry, but is decreasto

ug

the reckless

slaughter

of

Even with the most careful

-s.

the rubber tree

nt,

(Siphonia

elas-

ill stand but few years tappiug.
he day of the conquest, the govt has taken no
steps to prevent the

''

destruction

of

the

valuable
of late years it has endeavored
nlate their cultivation by giving a

out

■

of ten

m

cents

for every rubber

anted, where the number does not
w 250 trees
planted by one person.

that it does in the most favored localities
in our country.
All the tobacco used in

Nicaragua, (and that means a great deal,
as everybody smokes
incessantly.) is raised in the country,
it is said to he of good
quality, aud hinge tracts of land are well
adapted to its cultivation. Corn flourishes
luxuriantly here, and is literally the “staff
of life” for both

man aud beast.
Three
be raised from the same
ground every year. Rice is another abundant and extensively used product.
The

crops of it

can

yucca, yam and the sweet potato

are

also

extensively cultivated, and the Irish potato produces enormously in the more elevated regions.
Frijoles, the little brown
beans that form such an important article
of diet throughout Spanish-America, are
produced abundantly; vegetables of the
temperate zone thrive astonishingly in the
uplands, and all the fruits of the tropics
in the low lands.
Indigo and cochineal
were formerly produced in
large quautities, but since their use has been largely
superseded by mineral dyes, their cultivation has been almost abandoned.
the cocoanut tree we need not speak,

Of

for
this is its home,
par-excellence. The bread-fruit tree also
grows to perfection here, and though the

everybody

knows

natives do not

that

to appreciate its full
value, no foreign settler is satisfied until
he has one growing in his dooryard. The
seem

beautiful and massive tree with its spreading dome of glossy, dark-green leaves, can

also provides that the trees
planted in squares, of not'less be easily raised from the slip, and comes to
feet for each plant.
In all the maturity within three years after plant■<giou of Nicaragua, particularly in ing. It yields two annual crops, one lasting
bordering the Atlantic, there are through March and April, the other
from August to October. Each fruit will
racts of land suitable for growing
and
there
is
no
weigh from six to ten pounds, and is dedoubt
that
trees;
iltivation would prove very profifc- licious either fried or boiled.
Perhaps
the greatest source of public wealth in
anyone who could afford to await
iiu from the capital invested until
Nicaragua is cattle raising. Large haciKes reached maturity.
Jt would endas, owned by the richest and most inree

-1

be
■

■

>

from

years of waiting;
auwhile the planter might he deseven

some

to ten

income

from other

crops.

body who comes into the tropics
banana-raising, as ducks to water.

\

>

<

inter-Oceanic canal and the prorailroads are ever completed, the
will become a still more important
!

-e

iu

Nicaraguan exports, and the
profits it yields will stimulate its

uic

Suction
but
•uanas

on

now7

thousands of

unoccupied

have been raised

rich alluvial
i

1

i

deposits

river bottoms.

iand

acres

of fer-

lands.

So far

principally in
of the

But there

valleys

are

many

in the

ans,

and it is well known that the best

vicinity

and

diameter

are

by

8

of the

larger

generally about

live feet in

10 inches thick, and
several hundred pounds. The oxen

are grown on high ground—{iue,
weigh
fruit, less liable to damage from do not wear yokes, but the pole of the
11
ansportation. No industry of Central cart is fastened to a bar of rough wood,
America is better adapted to men of small usually lignumvitaj, which is lashed with
capital than banana growing, from the cow-hide to the horns. There are always

‘“anas

1

m

‘‘ict

that it costs very little, in time or
money, to clear and grow the speedy crop.

two pairs of oxen attached—one to haul
the cart and the other its contents, and

and Boats.

Yachts

WEEK.

A very important
Maine Matters.
railroad deal has been consummated in
I.C.
Waterville in which
Libby has sold his
interests in the Waterville & Fairfield
Electric Railroad, Light & Power ComMr. Lombard
pany to A. O. Lombard.
was at once made general manager. Some
very radical changes will be made in the
management of the road. Mr. Lombard
says that he will begin to put in a new
power station and steam plant as early in
the spring as the work can possibly be
done.North Anson was greatly stirred
up last week by the announcement that
John P. Spooner, a heavy dealer in boots
and shoes, had failed, and is offering to
settle for 20 cents on the dollar.
The
village has been hit hard of late,
this being the fourth extensive failure in
It is said that Mr. Spooner’s
15 months.
misfortune is due to unfortunate investments in real estate in Kansas City during
the great boom several years ago.The
spring term of the Maine State college
began Feb. 2nd, with a large attendance
of students. The candidates for the ball
team have begun training and M. S. C.
will be represented by a fine team.F.
W. Ayer & Co. of Bangor have just
taken an oixler for 2,000,000 feet of deals
to be shipped to foreign ports.
The
order calls for an early spring shipment.
.The Lewiston cotton mills will not
join in the curtailment movement.A
post office has been established at Miuturn, Hancock county, and Alvilde M.
Newman appointed postmaster.The
annual meeting of the Maine Hotel Keepers’ Association was held at Augusta Feb.
5th.
The following officers were re-elected for the ensuing year:
President,
Henry E. ( open of Camden; secretary,
Win. II. McDonald or Farmington, utter
which considerable minor business was
discussed. In the evening the members
all joined in a banquet which continued
until after midnight. About eighty members were present.A contract was signed and delivered Feb. 8th between the
Fairfield Textile Mill Co. of Fairfield,
and Thomas Sampson of Winslow, for
the lease of the mill to Sampson for a
term of six years. Machinery will be put
in at once and the mill will be running in
a few weeks with fifty persons employed.
.The formal opening of the handsome
new armory, built at a cost of 50,000 by
the city of Portland for the four companies of the National Guard there, took
place Feb. 5th. A review of the battalion
under the command of Maj. Collins was
held, and Mayor Baxter, Adjutant General Selden Connor and Col. Kendall acted as the reviewing officers.
The ceie
mony was witnessed by a crowd of 5,000
of the leading citizens of the city, and
the event marks a new epoch in the history of the militia of Maine. Many National Guard officers were present from
Biddeford, Lewiston and other places.
Capt. Win. M. Monroe of Rockland, aged
(50, shipping commissioner, died Feb. 0th
of paralysis.The President has signed
an important order reducing the number
of pensions agencies in the United States
from 18 to 0, to effect a large saving to
the government.
The agency at Augusta
is discontinued.

Sourabaya.

The

cities.

or

THE

lx Brief.
The Paris Temps, in an article believed to be inspired, announces
that the foreign diplomats at Constantinople, acting in complete accord, have
concluded a scheme of Turkish reforms.
They have agreed upon potential coercive
measures, the ratification of which by the
cabinets of their governments they are
now awaiting.The jury in the Danvers
poisoning case Feb. 3d at the opening of
court at Salem, Mass., returned a verdict
of guilty against William Kennedy on
both counts of attempted poisoning of
Albert Learoyd by mixing “rough on
rats” with tea.The difference existing
between T. D. Barry & Co., and the Shoe
workers’ union, at Brocktou, was settled
by the firm agreeing to re-instate all its
help at the old prices, and the help reported for work last Thursday morning.
.What is considered one of the greatest
quantities of pure sulphur ever found in
the west has been discovered in the ( aseide mountains in Washington, not far
from the line of the Northern Pacific iailMarseilles Jan road.Montreal has been chosen as the
Admiral, Rowell,
scene of the final argument and award of
23, to load for New York.
Henry B Hyde, Scribner, arrived at Hono- the Behring Sea commission. The meetlulu Jau 15 from Sail Francisco
ing will occur June lbtli. The claims, inJosephus, P R Gilkey, arrived at New York cluding personal damages sought, aggreJau 20 from llong Kong.
and the costs and counsel
Mary L Cushing. ,1 N Pendleton, arriv- gate £5(37,000,
ed at Sydney, N S VV Jan 5 from New York. fees will bring the total well into threeMay Flint, E D P Nichols, sailed from quarters of a million dollars.Edward
J. Ivory, who was accused by the ScotSan Francisc > Jau 24 for Honolulu.
Puritan, A N Blanchard, sailed from San land Yard detectives of being in a dynaFrancisco Nov 21 for Hull.
mite conspiracy, arrived in New York,
Reaper, O C Young, sailed from Batavia Feb. 4th, on the steamship Majestic.
Nov 21 for Tagal.
i The decree authorizing the proposed reR R Thomas, C G Nichols, arrived at Hong
forms in the island of Cuba, which it was
Kong Nov 25 from New York.
be signet! on Saturday,
Sachem, H T Lancaster, at Hong Kong announced would
was signed at Madrid, Feb. 4th.It apDec 22 for New York.
S D Carletou, Amsbury, Hong Kong for pears that 1,472 pairs of twins and 27 asNew York ; passed Aujer Dec 13.
sortments of triplets were born in MassaSt Nicholas, C F Carver, sailed from San chusetts last
year.The dates for the
Francisco Jau 7 for Seattle.
holding of the coming W. C. T. l\ conState of Maine, H G Curtis, sailed from
ventions are as follows: Dominion conNew \”ork Sept 4 for Shangliae; spoken Oct
vention at Toronto, Out., October 20 22.
5, lat 8, Ion 28 W.
World’s
Biennial convention, October 23Tillie E Starbuck, Eben Curtis, arrived at
New \rork Feb 2 from Bermuda, to repair.
20; National convention, Buffalo, OctoWm H Macy, Amsbury, sailed from New ber 20, November 3..John O’Neil, Jr.,
Y'ork Oct 31 for Sail Francisco; spoken Nov the
alleged murderer of Mrs. Hattie Mc20, lat 7 50 N, Ion 32 10 W.
Cloud of Shelburn Falls, Mass., lias been
Wm H Conner, Frank I Pendleton, arrivheld for the grand jury without bail.
ed at New York Feb 0 from Hong Kong.
W J Botch, Sewali C Lancaster, Hong
Washington Whisperings. On ao
Hong for New York, passed Anjer Dec 20.
i count of the adverse action of Congress,
BARKS.
.Secretary Lam on t will revoke his order to
Adam W Spies, C JN Meyers, sailed from
bring the West Point cadets to Washington
Singapore Dec 11 for New York ; passed Au- for
the inauguration, and Secretary Herjer Dec 27.
Alice Reed, Alansou Ford, sailed from bert will not order the naval cadets away
from Annapolis.A careful canvass of
Montevideo Jan 20 for New York.
Carrie L Tyler, Lancaster, arrived at Sa- the leading opponents of the arbitration
vannah Feb 5 from New York.
treaty had resulted in the discovery that
C P Dixon, N F Gilkey, sailed from New the
following named senators are confiYork Dec 19 for Port Natal.
counted upon to vote against ratiEdward May, sailed from Manila Feb 5 dently
fication. Stewart, Mantel, Roach, Morgan,
for New York.
Evie Reed, A T Whittier, arrived at New Pasco, Shoup, Miller, Walthall, Teller,
\rork Feb 7 from Montevideo.
Cameron, Tillman,Daniel, Wilson, Turpie,
Harvard, Colcord, sailed from Port Town- Pugh, Blackburn, Vest, Berry, Carter,
send Feb 9 for Valparaiso.
George, J. K. Jones, Chilton, Harris,
Herbert Black, W H Blanchard, sailed
Allen, Dubois, Butler. Pettifrom Punta Arenas Dec 9 for Pernambuco Cockerel,
grew, Gorman, Bate, Irby, McBride and
aud New York.
Iolani, McClure, arrived at New York Jan J. P. Jones.
5 from Honolulu.
Of Interest to House-Keepers.
Lucy A Nickels, C M Nichols, sailed from
New York Dec 31 for Hong Kong.
The action of the United States Circuit
Mabel I Meyers, Wm Meyers, at Buenos
Court of Appeals in reversing the decision
Ayres Jan 4, unc.
of the Circuit of the Northern District of
Matanzas, arrived at New York Jan 22 New
York in the case of the N. K. Fairl-ank
from Havana.Company vs. the R. W. Bell Mfg. Company
Penobscot, E G Parker, sailed from Hong for
infringing by imitation on their ‘‘Gold
Kong Jan 31 for New York.
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, at Amsterdam Dust” Washing Powder package, not only
assures the N. K. Fair hank
Company of
Jail 29 for Surinam.
protection, but also the housekeepers of the
Ruse lunis, Melvin Colcord, sailed from
land.
Hereafter they will not he annoyed
Santos Jan 27 for Barbadoes.
with the spurious article sailing under the
Serrano, R G Waterhouse, arrived at Gar- colors of “Gold
Dust” Washing Powder.
outolo- from

St Lucie, Suited, sailed from Port Natal
Jan 8 for Barbadoes.
Thomas A Goddard, W S Griffin, sailed
the
to
be
seen
in
Among
queer things
from Rosario Dec 2 for Boston; spoken Dec
Nicaragua are the farm-carts, which fur- 1 2b, lat 2<i S. Ion 32 W.
Willard Mudgett, A C Colcord, sailed from
nish transportation for the produce, as |
New York Feb 9 for Montevideo.
they come creaking and groaning to
SCHOONERS.
market or to the shipping port.
They
Georgia Gilkey, \V R Gilkey, arrived at
are rude contrivances of native manufacNew York Feb 11 from Demerara.
Hattie MeG Ruck, H F Sprowl, arrived
ture, from a pattern that has not been imat Portsmouth, N H, Dec 1) from New York.
since
the
The
proved upon
conquest.
Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, cleared from
Dec 18 for Christianstadt.
body consists of a very heavy frame-work Philadelphia
John C Smith,
Kneeland, arrived at
of wood, and the wheels are solid sections Brunswick Feb 8 from
Curacoa.
Lester A Lewis, Kimball, sailed from Boshacked from the trunk of some large tree
ton Dec 10 for coal port.
—usually mahogany. They are not sawed,
Lucia Porter, Farrow, sailed from Wilbut chopped into more or less circular mington, N C, Jan. 22 for Port Spain, Trini-

ed

regions where rain is abundant,
plentifully supplied by other
which will produce abundant shape,

water
»|)s:

fluential people of the country are entirely devoted to this industry and a few
dairy farms have recently been establish-

NEWS OF

bargain.

plantation,
established

and
necessary,
owner is
sure of
a

the latter have

bear under

little

is

1

dad.

Feature

That

The dry goods chronicle
conclusion that “general
erates-on a community in
hut the feature that directs
purchaser straight to your

come to

the

advertising opa general way;

the steps of tlie
store is the fact

published price and description of the
goods.” And the principle that works in
dry goods ought logically to work successfully with most other goods.

of the

Much in Little
especially true of Hood’s Pills, for no medicine ever contained so great curative power in
so small space.
They are a whole medicine
Is

9

Mary A Hall, Haskell, arrived at New
York Jan 27 from Darien.
R F Pettigrew, Morse, sailed from Boston
Feb 11 for Buenos Ayres.
R W Hopkins, Hichborn, arrived at Cienujegos prior to Feb 1 from Baltimore.
Sallie L’On, W HWest, arrived at Buenos
Ayres Dec 31 from Annapolis, N. S.
Tofa, AS Wilson, arrived at Mobile Feb 1
from New York.
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, arrived at
1 Havana Feb 6 from New York.

in

Willis Williams, who left Camden last fall
his 40-toot yacht Migrator, is now in

Charleston, S. C., where he is expecting to
sell his yacht, and he will then return home.
Hon. E. H. Blake of Bangor has bought
of Baltimore parties the steam yacht Ilex,
said to be the fastest steam craft in the
world. Her hull is cigar shaped and her
dimensions areas follows: Tonnage 10 88;
net tonnage 6 63; length 57 5; breadth
7.8;
depth 3 9. The Rex was built in 1893 at
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Amos Barrett & Son of Rockport recently
finished a very pretty boat, which they expect to sell to Boston parties. They have
also just finished a 20 foot boat for Mr.
Luther McLaughlin. Mr. Nelson Nutt is
building a 20-foot boat, and Mr. Edward
Small is building one about the same length,
while Mr. W. Clark has one yearly finished,
which is from 20 to 25 feet in length, and
which he has already sold. All of these
boats are of the latest style models.
[Rocklaud Opinion.

which

Hood’s

chest, always ready, always efficient, always satisfactory; prevent a cold
or fever, cure all liver ills,
sick headache, jaundice, constipation, etc. 25c.
The only Pills to take with Hood's Sarsaparilla

comes

Makers of Williams
for catalogue

Write

Mrs. Bessie McPherson, of No. 38 South Main v.
Street, Providence, R. I., writes: “If I could.'
little word to my sisters who are
only say one
suffering each day from the ailments which I
suffered from for years. My afflictions were female weakness,’ inflammation and weak back.
The trouble grew so much worse, that I could not
bear die weight of my pet cat on my lap. I grew
despondent, wishing for death. I only lived and
suffered, But the Allwise God wanted me for a
better purpose, and if I can only be the means of
bringing light and driving sorrow away from one
poor mortal, by telling them of that most wonderful remedy, Dr. Pierce’s Favorite Prescription
—my time has been well spent. I took only a
few bottles and was completely cured.
I hope
this will meet the eyes of some poor despondent
sister, aud cause her to cheer up.’’

The .T. I>. WILLIAMS CO., Glastonbury,

Conn.

Famous Shaving Soaps.
of choice premiums.

HOW IS THE TIME TO BUY

Soapstone Foot-Warmers,

over

women
who suffer
from
the
peculiar
weakness
of
their
sex, is one of the
most liorrihle
symptoms.
The
entire
nervous system and
the mind are so affected
that
there
seems to be
nothing
in life worth living
for.
A woman's
whole outlook upon
life is darkened by
any derangement of the delicate organism which gives her her womanhood.
Some women hardly realize that this is
the one and only cause of all their misery. Doctors frequently treat them for
neuralgia or dyspepsia or insomnia. Beside this, modest women shrink from the
ordeal of examinations and local treatment which doctors are sure to insist
upon.
There is no need of these difficulties;
there is no need of enduring this misery
and unhappiness. Dr. Pierce’s Favorite
Prescription cures the complaints of the
feminine organism completely and permanently. It is the most perfect remedy
ever devised for that
purpose. It is the
only medicine for women's troubles invented by a regularly graduated physician, a skilled and scientific expert who
has spent a lifetime in studying this
special class of diseases.

'VaP

IS

HOUSEKEEPER’S FRIEND,
THE LAUNDRESS’ PRIDE,
while the superb cuke of Toilet Soap in every
package, is the joy of the whole family.

That complete despondency or utter
despair of living

We have all sizes in stock.

Also

OIL STOVES of all kinds.

Glenwood
Are the best and

Ranges and Heaters

we

sell them.
115

M
L Mitchell
1T1, ~LJ*

HiSh street,
Belfast, Maine.

To Wheelmen and Wheelwomen.
Columbias, 07 Model.$100.00
Tandems,

'07

Hartfords,

’07
’•'><
'»«

150.00
125.00
75.00
00.00

'•'>«

“

2S inch,
20
•*
2.S

Bicycle Repairing, Enameling
>
►

I have

full set of apparatus for ENAMELING
Bicycles, have made arrangements for re-nickeling all
rusty or worn parts, and am fully prepared to make
any and all repairs in the Bicycle line.

GEO. T. READ,

*

Work

to

order.

44 Main Street, Belfast,

* * •

Atwood,

Fred

Nickeling.

—

a

Stenoil Cutting ami Key ( lieelc

Winter port.

Me.,

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE.
Over

Thirteen

Millions

Springfield Fire

Fire

($13,(WO,0e,0

Intureniee

Marine, Granite Static Fire Ixsi rant
sociation of Fiiii.aiiei.pijia, Capitoi. Fire Inspranck
National Fire Insurance Co., Hartford, ( oxx.
and

Assets.
Fn

Go..
< '■

A~

■

DESIRABLE RISKS WRITTEN AT < I HIIKM RA LES

fVERVBooy
W^ARS \

TRAVELERS LIFE AND ACCIDENT INSURANCE CO.
IN'SI’RANlK WKITTtN FOR o YEARS, a! I< « rails
CORRESPONDENT OF MERl RANT MARINE INMRAMK 10.

l^jMDEES

TORNADO

INVESTMENT SEC

ht.lfdir^s

in

ani

irtsit !<-,

IRITIES liOlGHT AND SOLO.

LOANS NEGOTIATED.
REAL

ESTATE BOUGHT AND SOLD.

EarCorrespondent e Nollrlifd.
J** f

BMIlint!
\= O O'V

RESUMPTION 01 SERUCE
REGULAR FARES.

;.A\i

i

51

o

WAI IM» SS.
In mi

41:

31;i i

of

m im:

mf.

r

11<-.

.11 m*
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m

it

January 27, 1 S‘JT.
lquit\

James T. Pottle in
s.

AT

Dana Sarsaparilla Co.
dan!
..ppearintr tl.a* 'I
1 io | ri11*• ii■ :i’ !• i;i*
•;
11-:iI
IT

chu>et,ts.

the j.’.in.i
ajiplicaii.-i
hereby entered requiring «,ini

!•>

v .•

....

:•

i.«-

SuiVoll

count

<<n

id

:«t

.-dei
nian!

corjiorai ion to ajqiear .uni an>\\or t lit* mM within
one moi.ili tlom the fir>t Tin -•!.:>
I
.;>
A
I > 1 M'7. I inn | lie n< 1* da>
the date ol thi< order
T11.KSTt »\ W AIM IN. <
:k
■

I’l.A!

GOOD HEALTH NEVER
GOES ON WET FEET
Wet feet are

always running for the
Colds, pneumonia,consumption—they’re the children of wet feet.
doctor.

The best life insurance is

pair of

a

dry feet,—and the dryest feet

are

in

“CAINIDEE”
RUBBERS
The Candee Co. are the oldest
rubber makers in the world. They
make every kind of rubber footwear.

They

were

the first to make the
driving storms.

Steamer Penobscot, ( apt. Marcus Pierce, having been throughh overhauled and put in tirst I
class condition, will go on the route between I
Boston and Bucksport, or as far as the ice will
permit, on 1 ties da), Vurdi 2, 1M>7. and will:
leave Boston at f>.i»o P. M. on that day and on
Tuesdays and Fridays thereafter, for Winter] oil |
and intermediate landings.
Returning from Bucksport. on Mond; >> and
Thursdays at 11.00 A. M.

j

Winter

L«x*sil

Scrvi

Maine Central R. R.
TIME-TABLE.

will

run as

Cantlee

on a

rubber means

the best that can be made.

A M

1' M

8 20
Unity.
Burnham, arrive. 8 45
11
50
Bangor.

125
tl 30
H 40
151
42 03
2 12
2 22
2 42
4 35

011

3 13

7 05

5 35
9 20

1 40
5 58

17 30
7 48
8 02
8 10

shoe store.

l> M
3

t3
f4
4
15
5
0
0

40
50
10
45
10
38
00
25

1

A BI

Waterville

AM

1* M

Any

Portland. 12 25
4 15
E. 1).
Boston, |
4 22
D.
_

jw

TO BELFAST.
I*

(E.D..
Boston, jw
D.

Waterville.

STEVENS * ERSKINE,

HARNESSES

-And Dealers in....

Boots,,
Shoes,
Rubbers,
Trunks,

Bugs,
Extension Cases,

Whips,

1 1 00

Blankets, Etc.

BOOTS, SHOES and RUBBERS.
Low Prices.

HARNESS REPAIRING
CARRIAGE TRIMMING.

and

I

/

|
I

Open
Evenings.

59 Main Street.
H. 1. STEVENS.

huilding, sufficiently

t«*
aceuiate
the names of the owners
to him, in which statement lie

7 10
7 50
8 10
Thorndike.
Knox. 18 25
8 60
Brooks.
19 02
Waldo
Citypoint. |9 15
Belfast, arrive. 9 25

Burnham, depart.
Unity..
..

A M
8 50
9 10
9 20

t9 27
9 42
19 53
floo5
lo 10

s

Hiuto

1 20

oi

Mnino.

February 3.1. \ !> s"7.
Taken "I. ex. .(til li ami w ill be
i!.l :c
auction on the sixth day
I M.inli, \. I > 1• 7
t
1“ "'clock in iie l"i.'ii""i’. a! niy diet iii 1
in said ."Hilt
all tin ritiliT. title an.! 11 r,
winch Hollis m. \\ lvi'\\ oi: m
;
mm
the County ol W ablo, has irluu
"I duly
A
D. 1 S'.'*;, at |mil'
cc
k a ml b a v 11 .:
ules in tl" |i. in., ami | ai t ionia 11\ the ! •!
wim.
described leal estate sitnale in Vuitam. n. -a .i
(•"Uiity, t" wit A certain im ■•! lami. 1
•_ ids
homestead, oil trust's n ml. LM imitb
]‘.
M ills st n in. icing lit 4 7. hi is ion
mm
■

A M

Too
7 15

tin

with
m
tknown
laim
ed
lien on said huilding
Wherefore your complainant prays as foliow
First. That he may be decreed to havea in
said building for the amount found :o he just
ly due to him for materials and iabor as a toresaid furnished and performed
Second. That said huilding may be ordered ■>
be sold and the proceeds thereof
applied to the
discharge of his said (laim and that such other
and further relief may he had as shall be deemed
JA.MF.S T. PUTT!.!just and proper.
Belfast, January *J7. KS'JT.
Thomi-son A WAttinvm of Belfast Me.
Solicitor- for plaint ill
A true copy of Plaintiff’s Bill in
d
K>piit\
order thcron.
Attest: -TtLESTON \\ AIU.IV < lok

WALDO SS.

>

4 30

>-

1 40
I’ M

5 05
5 25
5 38
15 44
5 50
W> 08
M5 18
B 26

j

tFlag station.
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at$5.00
from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and Northwest via all routes, for sale by F. E. Crowley,
GEORGE F. EVAN'S,
Agent, Belfast.
Genetal Manager.
F. E. Bootnby, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland, Sept. 28, 1890.
Maine.

(01KT OF 18MILYFMY.
Belfast. Feb. 2,1897.
In the case of JAMES F. FERNAl I) ol Belfast
in said County, Insolvent Debtor.
WALDO 88.

NEW STOCK Oh

Fine Uoods.

A .>1
o oo

.>

A M

1* M

A M

State ol

Rohes,

C. E. STEVENS.

Bangor

M

9 00
7 00
..8 30

Portland.

SUCCESSORS TO

-.

were

Belfast, depart. 7 20
Citypoint. 17 25

.-! 7.

Fourth. That within forts da\s ti.
1.
:im.
md
your complainant ceased to furnish mate ia
-t
perform labor as aforesaid, lie tiled m ihe tp
the ( lerk ol said Belfast in which
nl
n ooig
is situate, a true statement, subset ibed am -w jr,
to hy him of the amount due him. w it h
->
credits given, together witlia description o -aid
same,

...

”

with the liana Sarsaparilla huiliima
t.y
iitue ot a contract with -aid liana Sar-.i .,’illa
owner < f said
the
building situate mi h,n
Belfast Industrial Beal F-tate < .... ah- ,t thirt\five feet northwest ol the brick -t.o. h -u-e ..|
said <
Second. That the last ol said material- am: lal.m
were furnished and performed mi ; lie
r. .,|
t
October. A. 1>. IS'.m;.
Third. That there i- now due said rmi
lor such materials and lah.-i inmi-li. i.
formed as aforesaid, he sun. <•! ..uehmm:
went} live dollars, as J ■! 1..w >., w i:
Contract price lot labor ami male: d-vf.
ereeting said huih'.ings as aloii-a id
Ci. hy cash.
Co

•.

j

BELFAST.

Waldo.
Brooks
Knox
Thorndike.
“

j

follows:
FROM

Pin..

VIII I

I In
in I
s„r,; no .In.Uni,,I <
nil’s '1. Pott!.- ‘.I
li« 11 a st, m ■1
<. .., u
Waldo, eomplaii s against lie I »ana S
•, -1.«
Company, a corporat ion du!\ estaMi-: ..
laws of .Maine, and lia\ing its prim
ipa1 p: e«
of business at Boston, in the eount\ ..'t Mitlo.k
and ( on 11 non weal h of Mu-sa<IiUset -. aim -u\ s
I’Trst. That between the 1 7l li
m!
1 -» oa \ .- ot
October, A I». 1 MHl, lie furnish.■<t materm
amt
performed labor in ere.-ting a certain
u_
situated in said Bel fast. rca o. .. ■,. ,-j
a

Balance due..

On and after Oct. 4, 1890, trains connecting at
Burnham and Waterville with through trains for
and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and Bos
ton

In
J

-•

I
|

Steamer ROCKLAND. rapt. E. \r. ;t CUTIS.
will leave Rockland, weather and ice permitting,
ami
for Camden, Belfast, Searsport. Castine
Buckspbrt, on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fri-:
days at 7 a. m.
Returning from Bucksport at 8.4;". a. in., or
upon arrival of train from Bangor, on Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Saturdays for Castine, Searsport,
Belfast, Camden and Rockland.
FRED W. POTE, Agent, Belfast.
WILLIAM H. HILL,
0
General Manager, Boston.

high

front rubber for

“S"

Draws.
has

The Alice B. has been given a new bowsprit, four feet longer than the old one, and
will have two jibs next season.

()U are hereby notified that villi the approval
X of the Judge of the Court of Insolvency for
said County, the secoi d meeting of tlie creditors
of said insolvent debtor is a] pointed to l e held at
the Probate Court Rot m in Belfast, in said Countv, oil Wednesday, the 17th day ol March, A. I)
1897, at two o’clock p. m.; anc jou ate requested
to be present at said n eetinp as and for the pur
poses required by Section 43 of ( bapter 70, Revised Statutes of the State of Maine and Public
Laws of said State amendatory thereof ami additional thereto.
Attest— CHAR. P. HAZEI.TINE,
2w(i
Register of said Court

••

thirty

one acres.

3wT>

SAMI 1.1.
ol

<;

NORTON.

Sl.es.M

3I:tiu<*.

WALDO SS.

February 3d. A. I> 1 .s:»7.
Taken on execution ami will'be sold h\ j ublic
auction on the si\ih day M March. A. In 1S'.'7. at
ten o’clock in the forenoon, at my "dice in Belfast.

in said county, all the right, title and interest
which HOLLIS M. HALL of Belfast, in the County of Waldo, has or had on the *Ji)th day of July.
A. D. 1 «{><>, at use o’clock and ten minutes in the
afternoon, in and to the following described real
estate, and particularly the following described
real estate, situate in Belfast, in said county, to
wit: The lot and house on south side of Miller
street, second cast of High street, being lot 37.
division 1, containing 3 1<> acres, situate it; said
Belfast, in said countv.
3w5
SAM I LL C.. NORTON, Sberid.

House for Sale.
A story and a half house, pleasantly located;
fine view of Belfast bay; ten rooms all finished
fine cellar, city water in'house; nice garden, under
good cultivation, apple, pear, plum, shade trees,
etc. Nice neighborhood.
Inquire of
M. C. PILWORTH,
Or C. B .HALL. Main St., Belfast.
4£

NORTHPORT

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

Obituary.

NEWS.

Deaths

Reuben Grant was born in Monroe. Maine,
Lucy J. Orcutt of Rockport returned
home this week from a very pleasant visit Jan. 25, 1819, aud died Jan. 14, 1897, at
to her friends and relatives.
Spring Valley, Minn. He had been an inMr. A. I) Hayes of Belfast closed his win- valid for six years, but was confined to his
bed only two days.
Heart trouble was the
ter term of school at the Cove last Friday;

wsr*

Mrs.

BELFAST. THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 18,1897.
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORXIM1 BY THE

Journal Pub, Co.

Republican

Is

dune, and it is especially wearing
wearisome to those whose blood is
impure and unfit properly to tone, sustain, and renew the wasting of nerve,
muscle and tissue. It is more because or
this condition of the blood that women

j

ress”

the motto.

was

that would

be

There is

no

of

class

enabled him to embellish his tales in the
style of sea phraseology that at once delights and interests his hearers, and
one
fails to realize the number of his
has

is not surprising that the question >f
expense should cause them to hold back.
But as all are agreed that the present sysv

it

years

osition-

propriations for
ith

advertise Maine.

to

turers

legislature to
photographers

make apand lecIt is in line

the proposition before the Maine Press Association at its remit annual meeting that the
newspapers
w

our

comments

advertising to hotels and
hoarding houses; but more vigorously expressed. Of course the Maine newspapers
do not ask for subsidies, but it is only just
that their work in behalf of the State
should receive such recognition as above.

Concerning

Local

Industries.

Ontchett, Sibley & Co. recently put in

a

machines at their shoe fac“breakdown machine” and
moulder'' for spring heel work.

number of
tory,

new

including

;t

Mayo

I

the comfort that surrounds them in the companionship of his children and his children’s
children is the fervent wish of all his neighbors aud friends.
Probate and

Insolvency

Courts.

Following is an abstract of the business of
the Probate and Insolvency Courts for Waldo County, February term, 18117:
License to sell real estate issued in estate
of Albert A.

Moody,

Belmont.
to widow granted in estate of

Allowance
O. Tainter, Winterport.
Letters of guardianship issued in estates
of Austin L. and Jurdin N. Smith, minors,
Belfast; Blanche L. Marden, minor, StockWillard

Springs.
Wills approved in estates of Freeman
Wentworth, Knox ; Mary L. Smith, Belfast.

ton

can

make

soda

wate’

at

home.

ren, Belfast.
Account of administration allowed in estates of Wm. D. Doe, Belfast; Modell Leonard, Montville; Hannah O. Blethen, Sears-

Spalding are putting in the tank
poit; Lincoln Gilkey, Searsport.
for their new sprinkler service and will
License to seil real estate held by forehave the building fully equipped in a short closure of mortgage issued in estate of Alt .me.
The tank is of heavy boiler iron, of fred G. Ellis, Bel last.
A< count of guardianship allowed in estates
cyliudiscal form, 2<i feet long and f> 1-L’ feet in of Lizzie Gregg
Atwood, Islesboro; Geo. E.
d: a Mm ter.
It will be closed tightly and kept and John S. Nichols,
minors, Unity; Mary
at a
pressure of 140 pounds to the square E. Hazeltine, minor, Belfast; Mattie !l.
et
ais
minors, Liberty.
inch by
compressed air. There are o0(» Howes,
Wills presented in jstates of Sarah L.
sprinklers in the building, any of which will Morrow, Searsmont; Albert B. Otis, Belfast.
i. when
oi
Executor’s account presented in estates
subjected to heat. There are also
of Eva A. Kearney, Belfast; first and final.
InO eb*< trie heat alarm boxes which ring the
Administrator’s account presented in esfire alarm automatically on the appearance
tates of Minot E. French, Ltucolnville, first
of unusual heat, night, or day.
There are and final; Esther A. Ellingwood, Stockton
also a number of ordinary electric fire alarm Springs, first ami final; Isaac M. Beckett,
Belfast, first and final.
boxes in various parts of the building for
Petition for administration presented in
the
estate of Edwin F. Littlefield, Winterport.
ust/m
day time.
ic*gr

>

Unity. The W. R. C. are doing good work.
They met Saturday afternoon with Mrs. Ed.

Harding,
have

who

was

not able to go out.

They

decided to meet at the members houses

until warm weather..Presiding Elder W. W.
Ogier supplied the pulpit last Sunday afternoon and preached a very able sermonRev. and Mrs. E. S. Burrill went to Pittsfield Monday to attend the meeting of the
Ministerial Association, and will he absent
about all the week-Samuel Kelley returned from Montana Feb. 11th, where he
lias been for the past year-W. A. Bartlett
was in town Saturday and Sunday.... A pie
sociable was held at the residence of Dr.
Took Fel>. 9th and was well patronized.
The receipts were about $12, which will go to
help build side-walks_Roy Knights and
Fred Rice have gone to Boston to study
music... .The remains of Frank Nye of«Maiden were brought here Feb. 15th for burial.
He was the son of Alonzo and Josie Nye,
formerly of this place-Frank Douglass of
this ti.w n, who was so badly injured by a
powder explosion, died Feb. 15th while having his leg amputated. He leaves a wife
and two children.

Petition for license to sell real estate presented in estate of Alfred H. Wardwell,
Searsmont, insane.
In the Insolvency Court, first meeting of
creditors was held in estates of Hartshorn
Clark and Nelson D. Blethen; discharge
granted to Burton E. Parsons; second meeting held in estates of James A. Curtis, Daniel Bachelor and R. B. Cookson.
Prospect Ferry.

A Christian Endeavor
society was organized at Mt. Heagan Feb.
13th with 25 active members and four associate members.
President, Alfred M. Frye;
vice president, Ethel Ridley; secretary and
treasurer, George Moore. The first meeting
will be held Sunday evening, Feb. 21stMiss Maud Shute visited at Herbert Blanchard’s, Prospect Marsh, last Saturday and
Sunday_Merrill Sliute of Brewer visited
his cousin, Arthur Shute, last Saturday....
George Turner and wife of Stockton visited
their daughter, Mrs. Hattie Kenney, one
day last week.

considerably

late.

I

officers for the

j

Martin
Rockland

and

Sch. Jose Olaverri, at Boston Feb. 11th
from Turk’s Island, brought the remains of
Capt. Seth C. Arey, who was formerly master of the vessel. He died of fever in November, 1895, while the vessel w as loading
on the West Coast of Africa.
The remains
were interred at Bathurst, but were afterwards taken up and placed in a zinc-lined
casket, and sent home. Capt. Arey was a
native of Owl’s Head, Me., and a resident of
Malden, Mass. He was the father of the
late Capt. Ernest Arey, lost with the
schooner Nahum Chapin at Quogue, Long
Island, on the night of Jan. 2<>th.
John Young,

one

of

the oldest inhabitants

a

collation

was

served.

There

was

FRANK R.

.(ill) 21. I SIM.
*59,1811.29
Dec. 13, 1895.
SIOO.S3S.I7.

1891.

*39,353 09
July II, 1895.
*123,085.58

WIGGIN,

Cash.t-r

Doc. 1891. liMarrh 5, 1895.
*79,180.59
*83,978,53
July 14, 18911.
4
*172,093.10

m.

LI6C.1/, {Jg
the}Com/>

DEPOSITS in tils INTEREST DEPARTMENT payable on 'Inman 1, draw
interest
ary Lst and Jnl\ Ur. i>t,|,..sits during- flic tirst three davs .d'
1 i\v iat,.-,
"! that ill mill.
Tins department .df-rs ,.n h
..
„t„rs 11, ,n d
imudi ar every I
'-it U a
a, t
1
I a:; I
,t uik ,re .,
ani'iunt of our ( a pi tail Stock.
I’hi.s dank foeiu : tin? latest cat ihlishcl Bank in W.ildn Co-iutv.
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;
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r
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SAMUEL ADAMS,

"Jeweler
Speedy f’riiK Treatment for torturing, disfiguring. Itching, burning, and scaly skin and scalp
diseases with h'ssofhair.
Warm baths with Cuticuua Soap, gentle applications of Cuticura
(ointment), and full dost-s of Cuticura Resolvent, greatest 01 blood purifiers aud humor cures

a

large, attendance.
Enterprise Lodge, A. O. U. W., had its installation supper after the close of the Lodge
meeting last Thursday evening. There was
a

good

attendance of members of

and ladies.

About sixty Belfast Odd Fellows and Rebel* ahs went to Searsport by teams last Fri-

Dp.to
ay*

to attend the entertainment
and supper in the new Masonic and Odd
Fellows’ Hall. The affair is reported by

Searsport correspondent.

our

When

ACKNTS iii every town iu t his count rv.
where we ire nor alieadv represented, to
hand'll a tirst-ciass line of custom samples
for suits to he made to order to a e,.mpotent salesman or dealer, who can yive the
business a proper attention we will pav a
liberal eommission. take all lisks. pa> all
express eliaiires and uuaiaiiii-c satislae
non in every respect: we are pi necr- in
this branch of the trade and experience,
this, together with tin- tacts tha: we l>u\
our woolen- direct from the mills and
h tve unequalled facilities for inannfacturinu. enables tis t«» produce iiariue.ni s t<> older. with tirst-ciass Work, in the m-'.sr cor
rect styles and proportions, at about the
price char-red for ‘rood read/-made I- thFor further particulars address,
iii£.
"*ik Hull Clothing do., .*52 44
North St., Boston, Mass.
.‘ItT

Is sold throughout the world Potter
& Chew. C‘>rp.. Sole Props., Boston,
How to Cure Itching Skin Diseases." free.

com-

home one of the big sleighs broke down
about a mile from the city, and the passen-

j ing

gers

were

obliged to get
Nobody

other vehicles.

conveyance in
was

L. E.

the

hurt.

McMahan; Marshal, C.

§64,937

85

were

ASSETS DECEMBER

Rtal estate owned

made
now

a

wonderful gain

during

number 9,697 members,

jl’n-pamt

membership.

are

Monroe
Mrs. Abhie Sewall of Roxbury,
Mass., is visiting her parents, Mr and Mrs.
Freeman Atwood. Miss Julia Sawyer of
Winterport is also visiting them... .The Odd
Fellows will have a baked bean supper, followed by a dance, Feb. 22 J. Supper 25 cents

sets

tual

HALES
HONEY
OF

r

of

are

AND

TAR

If you have ever tried Hale’s Honey of
Horehound and Tar you know what a
safeguard it is against throat and lung
troubles. Sold by druggists.

Pike’s Toothache Drops

one

minute.

OLD-FASHIONED
But Can’t be Beaten.

Liver and

season

to cleanse the
and pre-

Kidneys,

vent disease of those organs.

j

j
j

|
j
j

ment, pronounced it incurable. Science has proven
catarrh to be a constitutional disease, and there
fore, requires constitutional treatment. Hall’s
Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J. Cheney &
Co., Toledo, ()., is the only constitutional cure on
the market. It is taken internally in doses from
10 drops to a teaspoonful. It acts directly on the
blood and mucous surfaces of the system. They
hundred dollars for any case it fails to
Send for circulars and testimonials. Address
K. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
ImO
flggP'Sold by Druggists, 75c.

offer

cure.

one

55.050, .-.7
1,5i >0.455

00,

54,531

-05

1

DURGInI

Fitting
Hie

Union

ATWOOD, Agent,

:.7 t

3u

at current rates.

intei mediate* firofi*
we

haven't the garment< in m
will make them to order u

,1-

charge.

WILLIAM A. CLA
Manufacturer. Wholesaler and k’.
Men's and Buys' Clothi.i

75

& Surety

Casualty

SOMETHING NE

7

interport

W

Company
Incorporated

Of St. I.oiiis, Mo
commenced business in 1803.
Pres.; (). F. (LARDY. Secy.

('. I'.

1802, ami
Eeli tbe.

-\T

CANDY

31, 180(5.
bond and mortgage first

ASSETS I>E< EMBER

Loans on
liensi.. ..§202.0.37 50
Stock and bonds, market value.
205,010 oo
Cash iu nttice and in bank
32,003 35
Interest due and accrued
2,(548 51
Premiums in due course <d collection,
net
182,38(5 50

A

actual value. §715,885 8(5
LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31, 180*5.
N- t amount of unpaid losses and
claims.§ 0(5,0(53 oo
Amount required to safely re-insure
all outstanding risks.....
327,077 (‘1
All other demands.
834 50
assets at

amount

of

Mixed Chocolate;
at

...8425,174 51

..

250,oocmm»
40,711 35

..

| Surplus.’..

consisting 01 Nugatines. Montevu’i
Peppermints Checker mints v
Strawberry and Coffee.
TUes goods are made ea< h «••.
Remember they are not stale -b
for 2fie., but fresh goods mad.
premises every Wednesday

Eye

a

thi-i

F

G. MIX l; If.
Journal Building,
Church St.
Bt

TWO TONS TO
Ol

I II \ I

Maine.
f j
Just received, direct from*
Our customers” $ay it is as u>.
pay 50 cents tor els-

M. I).

they

Open

•SEARSPORT,

m.

MAINE.

Telpehone Connection.

from 9 to 12 A. M.

From

A. A. HOWES & CO

1 to 4 P. M.

Specialty.

Office hours until 9 a. m.
From 12.30 to 3 and 7 to 8 p.

DEPOSITS

SOLICITED.

14tf

Honest

13tf

Medicine.
We till

prescriptions exactly as
they are written by the physician, and never substitute a
cheaper or inferior drug for the

In every town. Good pay for good men
New'
thing needed by every farmer, and endorsed by
the best. State age, experience and give refer
ence.

Address

39 Miller St.

H. H.

one desired. You get what you
pay for every time—PURR AM)
AT THE LOWEST PRICK.

tttf
M.

C. HILL,

Helfast, Me.

POOR & SON, Druggists.

LAMSON,

Licensed Auctioneer.
P. O. ADDRESS,

FREEDOM,

1

cans.

in-

$715,885 80
Winterport, Agent. 7

Belfast,

;

25 cents per lb.

COHE IN AN!) TRY
liabilities, except

capital stock and net surplus
Capital actually paid up in cash

STORI

LINK OK

..

Aggregate

...

F. Q. Mixer

Capital paid up In rash, $250,000.00

of Glasses and Diseases cl
and Ear

h,

<

AGENTS.

E. H.

s

■

Why not buy your t
iny of' Ihe maker, amt

roots, harks and
No /toison,

relatives.

able. For a great many years doctors pronounced
it a local disease, and prescribed local remedies,
and by constantly failing to cure with local treat

()\ Kill

POOR &, SON,

couple.... George Gould was driving aj
span recently when he met a team. He turn- !

There is more Catarrh in this section of the
country than all other diseases put together, and
until the last few years was supposed to be incur

FRED

A Full Pint Bottle for 50 Cts.

i|.

1,7'. 0.044 0*5
1.5t"m» no
s.s.-,. jo. .o

....

Surplus beyomi capital....

Total

m

extra

..

of liabilities, except
capital stock and net surplus
Capital act 11a 11 paid up in cash

\V<

SWEATERS in great vari

wholly of
herbs.

j

ALI.

amount,

FRED ATWOOD.

Mettle

$7

as-

tln-ir ac
.s4.105.374 75
2.1. 1890..

amount of liabilities,
jI Aggregate
eluding net surplus.

!

*"

272.059 17

..

in

cure

!

If

Aggregate amount ot li Abilities, including net surplus
.84,105

HOREHOUND

lungs
neglected.

This is ‘he

!

Policies written

the throat

at

Net amount of unpaid losses and
claims..
Amount required to safely re insure
all outstanding risks
All other demands against the
>mpany, viz commissions, etc....
Total

where dis-

and

of the company

value.'.

LIABILITIES DECEMBER

hrst,.

a

ed out hut the other team slewed and struck
one of his horses on The leg, breaking it so
badly that, the animal was killed on the
spot-Miss Geneva Grant and MissThomj)son from Frankfort are visiting in town....
Misses Linda Chase and Alice Twombly
from this village are attending the High
school in town ...Mrs. Belle J Palmer has
been on the sick list the past week... .Mrs.
Rose Ritchie gave a reception at her home in
the edge of Winterport Feb. 12th to her sister and husband, Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Bachelder, inviting all the neighbors aud friends
in that vicinity, where Mrs. Bachelder has
been such a frequent visitor the past few
years, and had so many acquaintances aud

J

reaps

eases

Charters
Rebekah
The out-

$12 SATLV-HN El) OVER'

$8.00.

135.420 00.
5<>.2S4 52

...

conn

MEN’S \V()OI,EN I I,i H K

the company,

..

vt

F

cos!.

$4.50.

fice and in bank
Interest dm and accrued
Premiums in due course of col'ection.

yrs

$2. 48.

MEN'S WU-. •I.i.N si l l'-,
i breast. $4.00 to close.

>

consumption

1

for two new
in prospect.
look for the order in Maine the coming year
is bright.
Many new society buildings will ;
be erected, notably a §25,000 Odd Fellowblock at Bar Harbor and a §20.000 edifice at
Woodfnrds
The end <>f 1S97 will 'show |
gratifying gains and doubtless carry the Odd
Fellow property to fully three quarters of a
million of dollars.

lodges and others

Co., Norway,

Nobv/ay MspICIKE

by

! his richest

the year and
nearly half

factoring

by
unincumbered..
8 134,ia>nOo
on bond and
mortgage first
;.
liens).
048.O5O oo
Stocks and bonds owned by the company, market value -’. .L’.77S,2<‘.1 (to
Loans secured by collaterals.
so.,71m m
Cash in the company’s principal of-

j

1-i

to

now

BOVS' OVEKC'i ATs A NT)
"Tiat Innv nn«■ have, to dost

31, 1800

Aggregate of all the admitted

|

or

KEF.FEUS, (s

ulstei collar.
So.."i0.

Loans

My Mamma gives me
BROWN’S INSTANT RELIEF,

»

to

Capital paid up In cash. ft 1,500,000.00.

paid for lodge expenses. The

of the subordinate
have been granted

B< >VS' UEEFt KS,
t
!• intii'i Is s i .:,o [

of Springfield. Mass. Incorporated in 1849
C* mmeneed business in 1851. A \V. Damon, President; S. d. Ham,, Secretary.

For Coughs? Colds, Colic, Cholera
Morbus, Dysentery, Croup, Sore
Threat, Diphtheria, eto.
I THINK IT IS REAL NICE TO TAKE.

^e,

cents.

F:n &NNm Ins. Go.

Springfield

E.

that in the aggregate each
brother is ill one week in every year. The
total membership in Maine is 20,879, and the
total number of weeks’ illness was 20,691.
Again about one Odd Fellow in every bundled in Maine dies yearly, the mortality last
year amounting to 218. These are valuable
statistics for life insurance and fraternal society men to remember. The Rebekahs have

Street, Belfast,

Clothing Agents Wanted.

RED ROUGH HANQrt«^"™rr

day evening

to the

fVlain

75

(uticura

the order

statistics-show

|

President.

8183,869.99

installed

subordinate and Rebekah lodges have
handsome gains in membership, while
the former added §31,000 to its hall
property
and cash assets. The invested funds of the
subordinate lodges in Maine amount t.o
§691,269 25, Seventeen hundred and nineteen brothers and 58 widowed families w^ere
relieved during the year, to whom §70,123 89
were paid.
The total receipts of the subordinate lodges were §151,671.68. Of this sum

died at his home in
Feb. 15th at tillage of 80 years.
The deceased was born in Palermo, the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Abraham Weymouth.
He
had resided in Rockland for many years, living a very quiet and retired life and making

Simeon C. Higgins, who died in Malden
Feb. 9th, was born in Thorndike, Me., in
1832.
He enlisted during the w'ar, and was
Captain of the Thirtieth Maine Infantry.
He served during the war, and wras at the
time of his death a member of Berry Post,
No. 40, G. A. R. He was for 15 years a resident of Somerville, where he taught in
Bell’s School. During the last 10 years he
had lived in Malden. The funeral was at
10 30 o’clock Friday from his home, 18 Beltran Street, Malden.
Mr. Higgins leaves a
widow, one son, S. G. Higgins of Somerville,
and one daughter, Mrs. G. W. Reynolds of
Malden.

were

year

made

Weymouth

few acquaintances.
For a number of years
with his brother Nehemiah he had a cooper
shop at Blackingtou’s Corner ami at Maverick square.
Mr. Weymouth was a man of
pleasant disposition and w'ell liked by his
few acquaintances.
He never married and
at the time of his death was living with his
brother’s widow and her adopted daughter,
with whom he had for some time made his
home. He had been confined to his bed for
two years and was a great sufferer.

ensuing

by ,J. M. Fletcher, Past T. 1. M assisted by
Oscar Hills as Grand Marshal.
The degrees were conferred on several candidates

the

their loss.

.

These ft /tires are taken from oar sir >rn statements to
of the Currency, Washington, on the above dates.

meeting

Joshua Davis of Portland, grand secretary
of the Grand Lodge of Maine, I. O. O.
F.,
has completed the tabulation of the annual
returns of 188 subordinate and the 77 Rebekah lodges in this jurisdiction, and presents some valuable and
interesting statistics. The reports cover the year 1896 and
are made up to the first
day of January of
the present year. The returns show that

going"to

""

Mitchell,

Feb. 28.

gives notice to all

of King Solomon CounSelect Masters, was held
Tuesday evening at Masonic Temple. The
A notable

Tibbetts. After the installation an excellent
oyster supper was served. Remarks were
made by Rev. (f. G. Winslow, Mr. and Mrs.
Oscar Hills and others.

was 73 years of age and leaves a
was a veteran of tht Civil War,
the
front and serving through the war with the
Fourth Maine regime.it. Most of the time he
held the position of ordnance sergeant and
performed his duties faithfully and ably,
making for himself an excellent record. Mr.
Young was a ship'carpenter by trade ami a
very capable one. He was for some time
after the war employed at Hewett's wharf
and afterward was for a long time foreman
at the North Marine railway. The deceased
had a wide circle of friends who will mourn

I'l

Deposits Solicited

INDIVIDUAL
DEPOSITS:

cil, Royal |and

Chaplain,

Young
family. He

/'

•Tapunued,
Sprinklers, Hire Dish Drainers.

KNOWLTON,

ITCHING

W. Welch of this city will install the
King Division, l'. R., K. of 1*., of
Waterville March 2d.

au ex-

Mr.

4

.

..

F.

Senior Grand Warden: Isaac Hills, Junior
Grand Warden; Alban F. Elwell, Grand
Treasurer; Wesley J. Bailey, Grand Secretary; Rev. G. G. Winslow, Grand Chaplain.
The elective officers of the Lodge areas published m The Journal the week of the election. The appointed officers are as follows:

John H. Young, ami old and esteemed citRockland, died very suddenly Feb.
10th. He had been complaining of heart
of

Chase

M.

been

trouble

L. A.

performed by Right Worshipful District
Deputy Grand Master, Rodel A. Packard of
Northport, and the following suite: Oscar
Hills, Grand Marshal; Geo. H. Whitclier,

izen of

Letters of administration issued in estates of Oliver B. Ulmer, Unity, John W.
Ulmer, adrur.; Levi Staples, Stockton
Springs, Lydia M. Staples, adm’x.; Sewall
Brasbridge, Winterport, John W. Hobbs,
adm’r.; William G. Sibley, Freedom, Alice
T. Dodge, adm’x with will annexed; David
Lancaster, Belfast, Chas. W. Lancaster,

4c.

••

PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK

The officers of Phoenix Lodge, F. and A.
M., were installed Monday evening in the
presence of the members and their families
and a few invited friends. The services were

Anson Gilman, one of the best known
men in Lewiston, died
Saturday at his ho ne
here, aged bl years. He was born in Liberty, Me., Waldo county. He was the son of
Nicholas T. and Harriet (Clark) Gilman.
Nicholas Gilman was one of the pioneer
settlers of Maine. One brother of Mr. Gilman lives on the homestead at
Liberty, and
one sister lives in Lebanon, N. H., Mrs. J. S.
Mason. She is younger than Mr. Gilman
was.
His father died about ten years ago,
and his mother died in Liberty years ago.
Deceased was a Mason, Odd Fellow and K.
of P., and for many years did nearly all the
artistic sign painting in the twin cities.
He
was a genial, lovable man and leaves
a
large circle of friends. [Lewiston Sun.

*•

.

**

M. L.

6

Carter of the South Intermediate
escorted her scholars t«» the foundry Thursday that they might witness
the process of moulding and casting. It. was
a very good object lesson.

officers of

shown in various lines ol work.
Many will learn of his death with regret.
The funeral services were held at the family residence on Johnson street, Bangor,
Sunday, and the remains were taken to
Bucksport Monday for burial.
had

Si W hite started up their
bottling adm’r.
t-sterday, having a large number of
Warrant to appraise issued in estate of
«otit is to fill. They have had an unusual
Corelia W. Arey, W'iuterport.
Inventories returned in estates of Hansale during the winter. The firm is
prepar- nah L.
Partridge, Stockton Springs; Eva A.
ing to | ut m a large filter at the laboratory,
Kearney, Belfast; John S. Slued burg, Unity ; I
ond to get a supply of syphons ly the use of Andrew H.
Crosby, lvnox; Julia A. War-

families

old soldier with

2
.'{

..

The

works

which

was an

70
80

Miss

and A. M., held
Lodge,
a special meeting for work and refreshments
Wed Liesday evening.

cellent record. He went into the army Aug.
-1, 1*S(»2, as second lieutenant of Co. G, 18tli
Maine infantry, which afterwards became
better known an the First Maine Heavy Ar-

to roll up lus sleeves and do as much work
iu a day us—veil, as any man of his age. No
doubt he will, and that he may long enjoy

on

should give free

The deceased

Tea p,,t.s

LARGE AND COMPLETE STOCK OF TINWARE
FROM THE CHEAPEST TO THE BEST.

Mos'

school

Societies.

Quart

t-2~.

1

Dust Pan, Galvanized,

“

“

persons who hold bills against, the city on
account of schools to present the same to
him for approval on or before Saturday, Feb.
27th.

[Camden Herald.

Timothy

Emery Schuyler Wardwell died in Bangor
Feb. lltli, after a long illness, aged <!1 years.

sprightly

Heavy

Pie Rings, Clothes

Schools.

Brick

1

lie

“

Fall Size

the above list under
E. S. Cushman.

Belfast

Superintendent

The friends of Mrs. Fannie Wyman of
Millville were called to mourn her death,
Feb. 8th.
Mrs Wyman was formerly a resident of Searsmont, hut has for a short time
made Camden her home.
She leaves two

Secret

“

1

89

Dippers,

Handled

1

the schools will be closed. The time of the
exercises at the different schools has not y» t
been arranged, hut will be announced by the
teachers to-day.

daughters.

children.

2

Washington’s birthday exercises will he
held in the public schools Fridav, Feb. 19th,
as Monday, the 22d, is a legal holiday and

the only pills to take
with Hood’s Sarsaparilla.

lllS

17 Quart Dish Pans Retinned, 20c
•*
•*
•*
17c.
lO
Pails,
10c.

14

Regular meeting of the School Committee
will be held next Monday evening.

of Matinicus, died very suddenly, recently.
He w is in the woods, at work with others,
complained of feeling badly, and sat down,
lu a short time, he thought he felt better,
and started to get, up but fell over dead. Mr.
Young leaves a wife aud eight sons and

tillery. Mr. Wardwell was discharged in
July, 1804, with the rank of first lieutenant.
deceased was formerly a resident of
never in his long life has he attended court
Bucksport. He leaves a widow and three
but once, and this was at the term held the
children, M. H. Wardwell of Minneapolis,
first of the month, and he hopes it will be Minn., another, a son, who is in Connectithe last one. Capt. Waterman is passing the cut, and a daughter, Miss Frances Wardwell. One of his brothers is a leading Maine
afternoons of his life on the old farm near
clergyman of the Methodist denomination.
the Woods school house in quiet retirement Mr. Wardwell was a man of more than oruntil the opening of spring, when he expects dinary mental attainments ami his ability

without additional cost.

before the

his

His life from youth up
has been an active one, aud blessed by
a good memory, his
various experiences
always furnish an interesting story, aud he is
sure to hold the listener’s closest attention.
He takes considerable pride in the fact that

lining for the roads is expensive
and inefficient agitation may result in better methods whereby we shall secure imThe Maine newspapers and the Maine
conespoudents of outside newspapers
have really done more to advertise the
state than all other enterprises
put together.
They have stood up for Maine,
bragged i’oi Maine and some of them have
dmosi lied for Maine,- and all for the
sake that the best state in the Union shall
not be undervalued or forgotten If Maine
has any loose change to spend iu subsidies, let the Legislature remember the
m wspapers
[Augusta Cor. Bangor News.
This paragraph was prompted bj prop-

listening

to

The

are

r>.,|

one on

40 years of age.

The One True Blood Purifier.
Si; six for $?>.
Prepared only l»y C.1. Hood & Co.. Lowell. Mass.

|
nOOU
S

(j

aged.
Simon Martin from Rockland, aged_
Norton Bennett from Rockport, aged.

in

Sarsaparilla

yards here before the war, and the family
moved to Massachusetts about 30 years ago.

conversation.

tem of

proved highways

when

Yrs.

Nancy J. Partridge from Belfast,
aged...
Mrs. Herbert Thorndike from Augusta.

Hood’s
■

Low Price Tinware.

Mrs.

There is but

The Boston papers announced the death in
Gloucester, Mass., Feb. Gtli, of George W.
Pendleton, sou of the late Capt. Wellington
S. Pendleton, formerly of this city. Capt.
Pendleton was a master rigger in the ship-

yarn as any of them, as bis long experience
in the forecastle and on the quarter deck

benefited by good
farmers; but in view of the
agricultural depression and the bard times
au.-ed bv the Democratic free trade polimore

roads than the

v

carriage.

cure

1896.

Following are the names of persons who
ormerly lived in town, and whose remains
were brought here for burial:

Every
physician says so,
only remis
in
a
edy
building up by taking good
nerve tonic., blood
purifier and vitalizer
like Hood’s Sarsaparilla. For the troubles
Peculiar to Women at change of season,
climate or life, or resulting from hard
work, nervousness, and impure blood,
and that the

excellent

health, and bears his
with exceeding lightness
He can spin about as salty a

j

Than because of the work itself.

..

of 85 years

!

down,

thousands have found relief and

in

...

Tired, Weak, Nervous,

...

evening
enjoys
up the question of improved roads, and
that he was surprised to lind “no prog- weight

never

are run

Searsmont

Yrs. Mos.
Jan. 21, Nathan Whitten aged.. .05
22, Miss Emma S. Briggs, aged_40
2
Feb. 25, Mrs. Addie P. Conant, aged...24
Mar. 9, Albert Ring, aired.77
7 1-2
Apr. 10, Mrs. Elizabeth Knowlton
8
.80
aged
5
Apr. 15, Benjamin Brown, aged-82
Mrs. Abigail Dodge, aged
.02
4
10,
May
*•
31
Fannie Farrar, aged.. ..40
June 4,
1
Mary J .Oliver, aged... .71
s 1-2
July 5. Freeman C. Overlook, aged.43
2
Aug. 2o, Timothy Duuton, aged.83
Sept 22, Andrew Bennett, aged.48
Oct. 15, Mrs. Elizabeth Brown,aged
4
78
Dec. 10, Fred E. Mixer, aged.42
8 1-2

and

and like all of Mr. H.’s schools it was A 1, immediate cause of his death. He was a son
and warranted until he comes again.
j of Stephen and Sally Grant of Monroe, and of
the family of eleven children only three sur*
It is hoped that every voter will rememomn.Ks a. i-iLSBriiv.
vive him—Mrs.
Eliza Lain son, McKean,
ber and he present at the caucus to be held
Erie Co., Penn.; Mrs. Mary J. Gould, E st
Tom Watson summarizes Bryan’s book at the Cove schoolhouse to-morrow, Friday,
Dixmont, Maine and Mrs. Hannah Goodin those words: “Fused, fouglit and fiz- afternoon at 2
[>. m., to nominate a full set
win, Monroe, Maine. His wife died seven
of town officers that all will feel proud to j
zled.’*
i years ago, and Miss Nellie Grant, is his only
vote for at the annual town meeting March <
i surviving child. Mr. Grant lived on a farm
The proposed close lime on clams lias 1st.
1 until
twenty years of age; then he attended
a
clamor
from
comnaturally produced
Tiie members of Excelsior lodge who at- ; school aud
taught for seveu years. After'
|
munities who rely upon the bivalves to tended the installation of the officers of ward
he went to Boston aud engaged in the
Phoenix lodge of F. &. A. M at Belfast |j
buy other tilings.
grocery
business, continuing for sixteen
Monday evening, speak very highly of the years, when failing health compelled a
The impending conflict between Greece manner in which the D. lb G.
R.
A.
M.,
change of climate. He sought it in Sumner,
and Turkey offers a rich field for the play- Packard, performed the ceremony; also of
Minn., and for niueteen years was a success.
ful paragrapher. For example, Nothing the cordial reception tendered them by the
ful farmer. Then he engaged in trade at
left of Turkey but a grease spot, etc. But brethren of that lodge.
Hamilton and was Postmaster for seven
we will not anticipate further.
On account of another entertainment tak- years. The last years of his life he spent at
ing place Wednesday evening, the yellow Spring Valley with his daughter. Eight
Mr. Frank D. Janies, formerly manager
tea and entertainment that was to be given
years ago he made a visit to his early home
of Hawthorne Inn, is interior decorator at
the W. C. T. U. at ElwelFs hall on that and friends which was much enjoyed. He
I
present in Washington, U. C. [Cape Ann by
evening will be given to-morrow, Friday, was much interested in Sunday Schools aud
Advertiser.
unless bad weather should I an active
worker, both as teacher and su“Interior decorator” we take to be a evening, sure,
prevent; then it will come off the next even- perintendant. The Spring Valley Vidette
new name for barkeeper.
not
make
Why
It
is
the
will
be
line
as
weather
ing.
hoped
says:
it itrigatiou commissioner?
the Peak Sisters have kindly consented to
In the death of Reuben Grant, Spring Valwaive their other engagements and will
ley loses one of its best citizens, the church
Over 200 liquor indictments were found
one of its most devoted workers and the
by tlu* last grand jury sitting at Penob- positively appear Friday evening. As every- daughter a parent whose life was devoted to
body will be anxious to see the sisters it her welfare and happiness. His great descot, Me.
[Boston Herald.
Our Boston contemporary evidently will be well to come early to secure good light during his latter years was good readseats.
ing and the company of friends. He loved
meant the grand jury of Penobscot counaud was beloved by the children of the
Mr. Charles Thompson while chopping
in
The
town
Peof
neighborhood. He mended their toys, told
ty. sitting
Bangor.
wood Feb. 8th had quite a narrow escape them stories and watched them in their play.
nobscot, Hancock county, does not have
After a short service at the. house the refrom receiving a fatal injury. Having felled
mains were taken to Hamilton where sera grand jury.
a tree lie was hauling it out when a tree cut
vices were held in the Congregational Church
The order of the President discontinu- by Mr. James Wight fell, striking him on of which society he. had been a member
the shoulder, sending him under the tree he twenty-seven years. Rev. H. A. Burgess
ing tin pension agency .it Augusta and
preached the funeral sermon, selecting for
was working on in such a maimer that his
his text, Acts 2: 28. The remains were iu
•'•ailing for the removal of the business to
head struck a knot with sufficient force as to terred in Hamilton cemetery.
Boston >i»pi. 1st lias naturally created cut a
gash in his scalp about four inches
soun- -'ii. audit is intimated that Presilong. Mr. Thompson was assisted home as ! Clarence G. Trussed died at bis home in
din' McK nicy may rescind the order beEast Weymouth, Mass., Feb. loth, of a comsoon as possible, and a doctor sent for, who
i’o:e ii
m
That a closed the wound by taking several stitches. plication of heart and kidney troubles. He
go into operation.
was a son of John M. and Ann J. (McCrillis)
-g mg
i ivssure will be brought to bear The wound is doing well aud nothing seriTrussed. The family moved to Massachuous is expected if the patient strictly follows
'u
is
him
and
it
be
succertain,
p
may
setts about 187").
He was born in Belfast,
the doc tor’s advice.
cessful.
Mar. ‘Jli, 1857, and attended the public schools
Mr. Jasper Drink water of Lincolnville
here. About 1873 the family moved to limgIda* Bangoi Daily News lias discovered
and Miss Bessie Patterson of this place were
ham,where lie prepared for the profession of
!;\ in the ambei of Iludyard Kiplings
united in marriage Sunday afternoon by L.
engineer. In early manhood he went to
serial,
'aptains Courageous,” now run- H. Duncan, Esq. They received the congrat- I
Weymouth and married Miss Emily Dyer of
g 1:
McClure's magazine. Speaking of ulat:ous .if those present, who wished them a
that place, where they have since resided.
in ia
sail of a dead sailor’s personal prosperous and happy future in their new reHe has held responsible positions as engiif
ci board a fisherman on the ( L and
lati. nship. Miss Patterson is the only daughneer, the last beiug Chief Engineer of the
ter
.>f
Ferdinand
Patterson
his
first
rnk' one
! the liai.!. M ei s -ays :
Capt.
by
Hingham Water Works. The Weymouth
who formerly lived here, hut is
\\ : Tlu
1
y doti’t know enough marriage,
Gazette says of him : “He was a natural meu they h
got iv nev enough to paint iniw a resident of Kocklaud. Miss Patterson
chanic, and made many friends in his chosen
her. i.in Maine.
I’ve seen ’em.
is a young lady weli-known here, where she
profession. One sentence sums up his whole
Tiii- n. .t-s the righteous indignation of lias always resided, and is highly esteemed iife:
He had no enemies." He was a Past
her
will
She
r
many acquaintances.
carry
up-river contemporary, and it con- by
Grand of Crescent Lodge, I. 0. O. F., a
to her new home the love aud respect of
h\- by saying: “Mr. Uudyard
member of the Order of Pilgrim Fathers, and
Kipling
of the friends aud associates who for many
lid cultivate Maine.”
On the contrafor many years an officer of the Weymouth
have enjoyed her lively companion
it looks to us as though Maine will years
Fire Department. He leaves a widow and
v,
ship and jolly disposition, which made her a three
have to cultivate Mr. Kipling.
children, a son,Ernest, and two daughgeneral favorite.
ters, Jessie and Lillian. The funeral was
A legislative correspondent of the EllsThis town can still boast of its aged smart under the auspices of the Odd Fellows and
worth American says that the farmer men, hut
perhaps none are more healthy all places of business in the village were
members of the legislature met in the ag- and vigorous than the well-known veteran closed during the funeral. The Fire Departricultural rooms the other
to talk of the sea, Capt. Henry P. Waterman, who ment attended in a body.

in

tf7

MAINE.

NOTICE.
All persons having bills against the city on account of the schools, arc requested to present, the
same to the Superintendent for approval on or be-

fore

Saturday, Feb. 27th.

F. S. BRICK.

Belfast, Feb. 18, 18*J7.—2w7

Superintendent.

At a Prolate Court held at Belfast, u
the County of Waldo, on the se*
February, A. D. 18U7.
I V D1A A KLEMANT, daughter .-t IH
Vi BABBII)(iK, late of Winterpoit,
ty of Waldo, deceased, having pie-*
tion praying that administration f t
said deceased may be granted to bOrdered, That the said petitiono
all persons interns ed by causing
order to be published three weeks
the Republican Journal, printed at
they may appear at a Probate Con-:
at Belfast, within and for said <
second Tuesday of Match next
clock before noon, and show cause
have, why the prayer ot said pet
not be granted.
GEO. K. JOHNS
A true copy. Attest:
Ciias. P. Ha/.ki.i x
subscriber hereby gives pn'
rpilE
1
concerned, that lie has been
and taken upon himselt the trust
tor ot t he estate ol
DAV ID LANCASTER, late
in the County of Waldo, deceased. '*
as the law directs; he therefore rsons who are indebted to said dec
make immediate payment, and
any demands thereon to exhibit
tlement to him.
CIIAS. W. 1 ANl

^

Eli E. Ellis had his right shoulder dislocated by a falling tree while at work in the
woods Saturday.

OF BELFAST.

M ws

The Republicans
srctl to meet at the Court
l2(!th, at 7.30 p. in., to
>*hs.

for

late

Mayor;

also

to

ward officers for 1,
menses in wards 4 and

dime sociable
L. Lord's store Fri-

district Lodge of
:i rday, will beheld in
.do

\\
i;

declined .$2 per ton
there is a cor res-

Among

and

•.

•.

granted as follows:
Obi Ids, Liberty, Freealls; increase, David S.

•en

Orner.

■-<

<

a

the list of Library
•at* history of music ami
impositions which may
olumil, Miss Pond was
irlotte W. Colburn.
of

i:

ance

at the next

terest to all will

James Pattee & I

now

the

meeting,
come

as

met

1

■

•>

Route

ket.

■

j

have petitionin the

iti"ii

changes

''we

As

art.

matter

a

the Grand

January term,

unless

ty be summoned by
lie time of holding

:a

ii;g*‘d

third Tues-

the

to

respondent
mention of

s

of

Jury

tlie

of

line dis-

a

Coombs.
by
n> ".vu boat-builder of
Tie- Journal has be-!•
with the brush as
]..

■s

A.

prize-win-

•■truing out

the truth of which

■

is too

good not to be

gentleman was
of personal news at
and jiromptly tele-

ay
!'

(-•

The response
informed two
.tied not to tell her

.ad

been

might devulge it prewoman cannot

it

keep

a

the steel range would
v
sending to Massachu-tint- thing was sold (?) for
>s than the
price here and
d not be over S-.
Those
would sell for less if they
Lakes.
-y

_•

■uerest.
•<

of

some

Ue-

s

readers.

our

the market

in

e Wood,
Bishop
wood, made by the
>f Taunton, Mass

-fT;

■

■

if

our

local

dealers.

K P., h is engaged
nish music for their
M ir- li 4th, when the Kelentertained. This hand
n in this city, where its
*.st is known to all. The
!g no efforts to make their
f the social events of the
o;d Star.
L

n

to
Rock-

William (i. Butman of
Rockland.
land, Knox county, Me., 2o miles, and back,
twice a week, from May 1 to Oct. .‘>1, and
once a week the residue of the year, by a
schedule satisfactory to tin* department.
From Jul\ 1, 1897, to June ;»(>, 1898.

Joseph Eilis of South Brooks, whose
buildings were burned last week, is well
along towards rebuilding. The new houses

The 1 Competitor

earn

portion contain.
“SUNLIGHT

-.Send

v, rV<ovierinana

of I he DISTRICT

corner) Wit 11 IS U iTlMt.lt

Competitor lives In.
NAME OF DISTRICT.
New York
Brooklyn, Loiik
and StntenCity,
Islands, New Jersey.

1

—

NewYork State {outside of N. Y.City,
Brooklyn, Long and Staten Islands),
Pennsylv
ania, Delaware, fllary|
3 i land, West Yirainia and Dis_| trict of Columbia._
4k 1 The New England States._
"The Bicycles are the celebrated Pierce Special,
1897 Pattern, m’f’d by Geo. N.Pierce & Co., of Buffalo, Boston and New York. Fitted with Hartford
Tires, First Class Nick’e Lamp, New Departure
Bell, Standard Cyclometer, and Hunt Lace Saddle.
Sa

~~

j
I

all admire

his

giving him

a new

start and

courage in starting

anew

at

Pine Tree

not

Circle, King’s Daughters, will
Monday evening with Mrs. Otis

Whitemore

on High street.
The Children’s Aid Society acknowledges
receipt of $5 from H. 0. Marden, Belfast;
and $5 02 from the South Berwick Whist
Club.

Rev. H. I. Holt, of Morrill has accepted an
invitation to deliver the memorial Day
address for E. M. Billings Post, G. A. R., ot
Monroe.

Ihe North Haven weir fishout the material for erecting their weirs. Several new ones will he
put up m the spring.... Biekuell & Hopkins
Fish

Facts.

ermen are

do not

getting

expect, to

Saturday

Cove

run

the

this

fishing privilege
season.... Fisniug

Belfast.

held last
and

A pleasant party
Friday evening at the home of

Mrs

Henry

has begun the canvass for a new Belfast business and residence
directory, to be issued about the middle of
May. Mr. Archibald sa\s in,his circular:
“The Directoryshall havt as thorough aud accurate a canvass as possible of all residents,
places of business, public buildings, newly
elected City Government of 1897, and much
other valuable information given of the city.”
O.

Archibald

Pets. For some time past there
strong suspicions that many of
cats that are shipped away from

Stealing
have been
the

coon

here

are

procured honestly,

not

a

large

num-

valuable pets having mysteriously
disappeared from time to time. Last week
ber

of

pet cat belonging in a family on Primrose
Hill suddenly disappeared, and watch kept
at the Express office soon discovered the cat
in a box ready for shipment. The shipper
said the cat was given him by a boy who
a

claimed to

own

it.

Other

shippers

of

coon

being watched

aud may be called to
before Judge Rogers.
The Coming Fair
An adjourned meeting j
of rhe Waldo County Agricultural Society !
was held at the Court House Saturday afternoon.
F. G. White, G. A. Bailey, L. L.
Gentner of Belfast, Capt. I. C. Park of Searsport and Capt. G. I>. Pendleton of Islesboro
were elected directors. It was voted to hold
the county fair Sept. 21st and 22d, and that
cats

are

give

an account

hold

services

next
m.
at

List of unclaimed letters remaining in the
Belfast post oiriee for the week ending Feb.
L’>, 18!>7: Ladies, Mrs. Lizzie N. Brewster,
Miss Nellie Gray, Mrs. David S. Whittaker.

Geutlemen,

Augusta Tuesday afternoon Senator
Billings appeared before the Committee on
ary of the treasurer of Waldo county, from
8800 to 840d, as did Representatives Kneeland, Cotlin and Pierce. The committee
voted to report, favorably upon a new draft
embodying the increase asked for.

was

Mr.

Sunday

in BrailTics, Thursday,
the White school

State Constable ,T. R Mears made a search
and seizure at the Plnenix House yesterday,

captured two gallons of rum and two
gallons of whiskey in jugs, one bottle of
whiskey, one bottle of Bass' ale and eight
bottles of lager. He arrested the proprie-

and

tor, L. L. Gentner,
—

as

a

and keeping

quartette of slightly intoxicated fellows
made a mistake Monday evening. As they
were passing a peaceable and well
disposed

shop.

A

one

of them

slapped

his face vicious-

ly. The citizen, without saying a word,
merely gave his assailant one “straight from
the shoulder,” which laid him sprawling in
the gutter. All went their way without
further word or action. That young fellow
will probably size up the next man before
lie strikes.

on

a

three

seller,
drinking

common

house.

citizen

Henry Richards.

Mr.

At

at.

Alexis E. Gross.

man's hall at 2 and 7 p
evening, they will be

A stray sliote
to Sam B. Holt’s
came
house in a badly chilled condition a few
days ago. The animal was taken in and
cared for and now awaits an owner.

Salaries in behalf of the increase in the sal-

thus far.

East

drift.

The County Commissioners are holding an
adjourned term at the Court House this
week.

at

Swan Lake has not been very successful

will

his time of life.

.Largest Number
the district in which he or
will receive# 100 C'asli*
The 5 Competitors who send in the
Next Largest Numbers of coupons from the district in which they
reside will Each receive at winner’s
option a lady’s orgentleman s Fierce
Special bicycle, price $100,00.
The l0 Competitors who send in the
We\l LarffPNt numbers ot coupons irwn tneaistrict in which they reside will Each receive at winner a
option a lady's or gentleman’s Gold Watch, price $2o.
2« The Competitions will Close the East Day of
Each Monlll during 1897, Coupons received too late
for one month’s competition will be put into the next.
3* Competitors who obtain wrappers from unsold
Employees
soap in dealer’s stock will be disqualified.
of Lever Brothers, Ltd., and their families, are de*
barred from competing.
4. A printed list of Winners in Competitor s district
will he forwarded to Competitors in about 21 days after
each competition closes.
5. Lever Brothers, Ltd., will endeavor to award the
prizes fairly to the best of their ability and judgment,
but it is understood that all who compete agree to accept the award of Lever Brothers, Ltd., as final.
I,KVF.lt BROS., I.td.. New York.

Tuesday’s snow storm restored the sleighing. The snow fell steadily all day and did

An excellent supper w.as served..
Mr. and
Mrs. J. A. Johnson, the singing evangelists,

Towards

as

from
she resides

of coupons

Meetings will he held this week as usual
People’s Mission, 58 High street.

at the

iioerally

size

wuu bouubih toe

this top portion

About 20 persons were present,
including a party from
Appleton, who came in a four-horse sleigh.

same

WRAPPERS

1. Every month during 1897 in each of the 4 districts
prizes will be awarded as follows:

the old one, the L
somewhat shorter and the barn considerably
smaller.
His many friends have contributed
will he the

home.

at

if

1

Cr.ehaven, by Matinieus,

1082

that

or

S/{a4e«“?Sl.din«

meet next

The

tion

pun ion

other warrants

common

nuisance,

house and

tippling

County Correspondence.
Firunhan. Mrs. B. A. Berry, who lias
been sick so long with consumption, (lied
last Thursday morning
The funeral was
held Saturday. Rev. L S. Williams of Clinton, preached the sermon and Mr. and Mrs.
Conant rendered some very appropriate
music.
Montville.

School

at

White’s Corner

The dance and concert at Farmer’s Pride,
closed, Feb. 12, after a term of 10 weeks,
Lincoluville, Feb. 15th, was a decided suctaught hv Miss Hannah Vose. The term
cess.
Young’s orchestra, consisting of B. F.
has been a most profitable one to those who
Lincoln
A.
H.
Miller
and
B.
Young,
Young,
have attended regularly-Charlie Hustus,
F. Young, Jr., fairly outdid itself in renderFrank Sanford and Allen Dyer have been
ing vocal and instrumental music, which
hauling pressed hay to Belfast for parties in
was fully appreciated by the large and setown.. .Nelson Gould has returned from the
lect company of ladies and gentlemen presAugusta insane asylum, where he has been
ent.
A similar entertainment will be given

by request Feb. 22d. All who appreciate
good music, good order and courteous treatment are cordially invited to attend. (Com.
The Hydrants. The questions asked last

concerning the hydrants were prompted by enquiries from very many citizens who
have property interests at stake and who
were naturally anxious as to the facilities
week

will close
o’clock to accommodate those who wish
to attend the lecture.

under treatment for some time past. He is
boarding at S. H. Berry’s and is reported cured.... Bertie Moody expects to go to
Whitetield, Feb. 20, to visit relatives and
friends.. Bert Berry was kicked l>y a horse
recently, but is recovering rapidly_Orrin
Bartlett of China formerly of Montville,
called on friends in town, Friday.
now

The meeting of the Y. P. S. C. E. will be
held in the Baptist vestry next Sunday even-

1 emu in hi

*

ing at (i o’clock.

Topic, Our little worries,
get rid of them. Ps. 121: 18;
John 14: 1. Leader, Miss Flora Webber. A
cordial invitation is extended to all young
and

how to

people.

GEORGE W. BURKETT

Services at the Uuiversalist Church next

Sunday will be as follows: Morning worship with sermon at 10:45.
Subject, “A
New Jerusalem.” Sunday school at twelve
and young people’s meeting at six o’clock.
Topic, “Character in Citizenship, or Patriotism in Religiou.”
Leader, Miss Bessie
Knowlton. Teachers’ meeting Friday evening at G:30 at the pastor’s house.

Records the largest week’s sale ending Feb. 6th, since
the establishment of his store in
I869.

Services at the Methodist Episcopal
church Sunday, Feb. 21st, will be as follows: Sermon by the pastor at 10 45 a. m.;

Take
you

Sunday school at 12 m.; Junior League
meeting at. 3.30 p. m.; Epworth League
meeting at G, leader, Mr. George A. Russell.
Topic, “The Cross,” Isa. 53: 1-9; song and
prayer service at 7. Tuesday evening, services at 7 p.

m.

advantage of this GREAT CUT on prices. We give
a larger bundle of nice
goods for $5.00 than you could

get two years ago for $10.00. We are loading our store with
NEW GOODS and are continually offering bargains that

Other announcements from

^^are

the pulpit.
The pulpit of the Baptist Church will be
occupied by the pastor next Sunday morning and evening. The subject of the morning serm *n will be “The Larger Works,”
Jno. 14: 12. The evening sermon will be
upon the theme, “Christ’s Call to Souls in
the Dark,” Mark 10: 49. The music will be
as follows: Morning
selections—“Large are
the Mansions,” 1. Emerson; “Jesus My Sa-

NOVELTY DRESS GOODS, mpi,“^ius'

transferred the pastor at Kent’s Hill, Rev.
H. E. Frohock, to the Centenary church, at
Charleston, South Carolina. A Kent’s Hill
special of Feb. lltli to the Kennebec Journal

NO TWO PATTERNS ALIKE.

:

says

We are exceedingly sorry to lose our pastor, yet we are glad for him lor he. goes to
one of the most important churches in the
Southern States, where his opportunities for
doing good will he great. VVe congratulate
the city of Charleston ou their good fortune
in securing such an able and stirring minister for the Centenary M. E. Church.
Mr.
Frohock will preach his farewell sermon
here next Sunday.

Following are the services a» the North
church the coming week: This, Thursday,
evening, regular prayer meeting at 7 o’clock.
Please notice the change, of time. Topic,
“What makes life worth living?” Rom. 11:
lb.17 ; I Pet.1:5 9; Luke 0:20-25; Phil. 5:20-21;
4:1.
Sunday services: At 10.45 a. in. the
pastor, Rev. Geo. S. Mills, will preach on
“Some thoughts suggested by the pending
arbitration treaty ;’’ at 12 m., Sunday school;
at

simply surprising.

9 Pcs. 44 in. All Wool Brocades,-"39c

vious,” Du Bois. Evening—Chorus, selected : chorus, “Watchman, Tell us of the
Night,” Stearns.
Bishop Hurst of the Methodist church has

0 p.

Topic,

m., meeting of the V. P. S.
“From what does Christ save

C. E.
men

1 CASE DRESS GOODS,
direct from the mills, Novelty effects,
same style as 5l.2s goods, onlv 50c

1 Case STANDARD

PRINTS, only

~

I

1 Case

more

of those ALOE

Notice, change of topic, using the one assigned for Feb. 28th. This will be the monthly
consecration meeting. Lecture by the pastor at 7 o’clock.
We would like to look into the pleasant
face of some one who has never had any derangement of the digestive organs. We see
the drawn and unhappy faces of dyspeptics
in every walk of life.
It is our national disease, and nearly all complaints spring from
this source. Remove the stomach difficulty
and the work is done.
Dyspeptics and pale thin people are lit-

erally starving, because they don’t digest
food. Consumption never develops in
people of robust and normal digestion. Correct the wasting and loss of flesh and we

CLOTHS,

Worth 19c

sold for

8c

Another Case PONGEES, worth 17c, only 62C
1 Case

DIMITIES, exclusive styles, only 61c

1 Case

Piques,

their

the disease.
Do this with food.
The Shaker Digestive Cordial coutains alfood and is a digester of food
at the same time.
Its effects are felt at once.
Get a pamphlet of your druggist anj learn

4lc

i__

?”

cure

ready digested

Winterport. The village schools closed
all, includ- for extinguishing tire. Mr. Bird, superinabout, it.
after a very pleasant and successmembers, carriages free. The prem- tendent of the water works, informs us that Friday
ful tern* for all of them.
Miss Carroll’s
ium list of 1S!»5 was adopted, subject to on the
Laxol is Castor Oil made as sweet as
approach of cold weather he has
change. Some special premiums will be of- every hydrant inspected and put in good pupils gave a very pleasing entertainment at honey by a new process. Children like it.
ite this compliment from
their school room Thursday afternoon....
fered by outside narties. One already offercondition, and that during the winter he
.!!euds, and. as on their
The young ladies of the W. R. C. gave a
ed is a round strap open bridle for the best
i/on. ruck City, they will
employs a man whose duty it is to see that drama in connection with the Band concert
'■ year-old colt,
by Stevens Bros. A commit- all are in order. This should allay the very
'.t. t) e kiud things said of
at Union Hall Thursday night, which was
tee was appointed to petition the City Counrtesics extended to them,
general anxiety felt on the subject.
very successful... .Mr. Richard Atwood of
cil for an abatement of taxes for 181H5.
A
ate -minimi is that to-day
OF THE CELEBRATED
Helping Hand Circle of King’s Daughters Westminster, Mass .visited his brother, Mr.
meeting of the trustees was called for Satur-st hand in the State, ami
is having an unusually busy aud prosperous Thomas Atwood, last week-E. S. Fernald
’
:>d.
day,
April
Adjourned.
a
U« Island I\. P’s. on seThe circle will he one year old the of Boston came home last Thursday for a
season.
*
Ki n into by a Bob.
What came near be9tli of March, on which day the anniversary brief visit to his mother-Feb. 10th Mr.
a serious accident occurred at the corner
n Ice.
Ice made above ing
will he celebrated. They have, by means of Lord, an aged gentleman, was knocked down
last week strong enough of Main and High streets Thursday evening. fairs and sales of fancy articles, raised §100 by a pair of runaway horses and seriously
A bobsled loaded with boys in coming down
smelters have kept their
for the proposed old ladies’ home, and have
injured. He now lies in a critical condition
Main street run into a sleigh in which Edat the home of his daughter, Mrs. M. A.
inis the Kaler stream. The
other entertainments in view for the same
ward Gannon and a young lady were riding.
at S5c pel- lb,
s winter aud but few tents
end. The next will be a 5-centsociable at Mrs. Snow, with whom he lives-The grip is
Saturday and Sunday there The occupants of the sleigh were thrown Sanford Howard’s, on High street, Friday having quite a run here. Amoug those now It is not necessary that these goods be made on
the premises in order to have them fresh. Our
out and injured, and the horse kept on
oiy skaters on the ice, and
evening, Feb. 20tli, at which home-made on the sick list are Mrs. H. N. Abbott, Mrs. experience as wholesale and retail confectioners,
After going up some
Primrose Hill.
teaches us that in line chocolate goods we cannot
H. P. Simpson, Mrs.
Carrie
Mrs.
try and see how near the up
Kilburn,
will
be
sold
and
a
confectionery
literary
manufacture as good goods with one home made
d go and not get in. After distance he turned about and came down
E. F. Littlefield, Mrs. E M. Littlefield, Mrs.
A full attendance is
program presented.
candy-maker and boy as factories employing hunand when nearly home ran into
fell down, cracked the ice High street
Mrs.
M.
Mrs.
C.
L.
L.
Rich,
Chase, dreds of skilled workmen. The above goods are
desired at the regular meeting next Monday Crowley,
a hydrant and broke the sleigh quite badly.
bought in bulk, saving cost of packages, and are
Mrs. T. B. Grant, Mrs. E. T. Fellows, Mrs.
sliding over the edge, they
at Mrs. L. F. Howard’s, Bay View
fresh from the chocolate rooms of one of the
evening
The boys on the sled all escaped without inW.
E.
D.
Mrs.
J.
Johnson
and
Eveletli_
channel a wide berth. Suulargest factories iu the country.
street.
jury. Mr. Gannon was quite severely
Mr. Moses Snow came home Monday night
-»me young men rigged a sail
HAYO & WHITE,
strained about the
Hood’s Bicycle
the admission fee be 25 cents for

ing

*

at 8
_

RULES.

THEM.

SOAP.” These (called ‘‘Coupons”) are to be sent, postage
fully paid, enclosed with a
sheet of paper stating Competitor’s full name anil address
and the number of Coupons
sent in, to Lever Bros.,
Ltd.,
New York, marked on outside

matters of in-

directors of the Base Ball Associalast Saturday evening and made
j
for a systematic canvass of the
mpauies, olfice in Ma- arrangements
city to raise funds for the season. They
il
on Main street.
estimate that with SI,500 pledged at the bei\v shipped 11 oxen and 1
ginning they can maintain a team for the
Brighton market Sat- season. More than a hundred applications
; ; d from 4 to Hi oxen for
positions as players have been received
a o months or
more, beby the Secretary to date.
ef cows, c ilves and
The following change in the postal service
he and W. A. Arin Maine is announced from Washington:
«.
k s dd for
1-4 cents, ;

ng taken into partnerid d. Pattee. They rep-

iui>

luc

wrapper,

Gover-

up.

TO OBTAIN
as

.1

....

are

The meetings of the chorus for rehearsal
for the State Musical Convention are well
attended and the interest is good. It is important that there should be a full attend-

long cond ucted

so

y

.-i

HOW

glass, such

time.

i.t*

by

meeting this, Thursday, evening

$3,40000

Total given during 12 mos. 1897, $40,800.00

We hear frequent complaints of broken
as lamp-chimneys, etc., being
thrown in the streets and driveways wliere
horses are obliged to travel, aud have learned of two or three cases of severe accidents
to horses’ feet from this cause.

party last Satr schoolmates in honor
which occurred a few
was served and the

i gave

recent nominations

|100s^picfAELBicycles*2,000.00
1,000.00

“$ 25 Gold Watches

to SRve ns iiiiuiy SUNLICHT
Sa!!!l!PIHor»
Wrappers
they can collect. Cut

j

The evening meetings at the \I. E. Church,
led by Rev. H. I Holt of Morrill, are continued this week except Saturday.
The

12

the following: Coroner, Wm. II.
Jackson, Jefferson ; Justice of the peace and
quorum, David B. Cobb, Searsmont; Augustus Cogswell, West Washington; H. H.
Powers, Pittsfield.
nor

a. m.

-$ 400.00

•

Cash and Prizes given each month

Mrs. Fahy’s.

at

each of $100 Cash

40 Third

that

of

Prizes,

m

has
the handsomest turkeys
been in the market this season was in W. H.
Staples’ market the first of the week. It
was raised by Mrs. Leauder Beau of East
Belfast and will be served to-day for dinner
One

As follows!

4 First

Colcord and Mr. Wentworth of Searsport will hold meetings at the Poor’s Mills
the
school house Sunday, Feb. 21st, if
weather permits; if not, on the 28th.

a

At the Uuitarian church next Sunday
there will be a sermon by the pastor at 10 45

was

will

the

F. A.

respective polling
-'•tli iust., at 7.30 p. m.
ir

H

n

held in the Probate Court
of the late Abby Mathews of
Northport Tuesday and adjourned to yesterday afternoon.

hearing

A

on

for

have

The Churches.

worth

7c

121c, only

life

500 lbs.

c

.•

2 Cases Fruit of the Loom 44 Cotton,only 61c

5,000 yards LOCKWOOD,
1

^“EDEL

1

5,000 yards Lockwood

yard wide,

only 4dc

remnants,

40 in. wide remnants, 5c

*•

and took a sail up the
;Id not heat the craft

river,
back,
cd to haul it home, the trip
■■"d. Monday the ice broke up

Bridge.

pper

Mid

Tramps

again March
been thoroughly overhauled
She will be commanded by
Pierce and will leave Boston
go

on

the route

Fridays at 5 p. in., and Bucksd Thursdays at 11 a. mNew

Brunswick, which the

•ocamship inspectors recently
been sold to Llewellyn Lunt
will he

broken

up for old

Ingraham of steamer City of
pt. Bryant of steamer Frank
small party of friends, visited
station

at

White Head

re-

pleasantly entertained by
his men.... < 'apt W. (1 But-

re

1

W.

r

(4.

Butman

has

been

"Utract to carry the mail from
1

kland for the coming four
't earner

rtland

■

<*

no

Merry coneag, reeeutby Capt.

I. E

the route between

ArchiRock-

Harbor, touching at the inter1'
lings-The steamer Castine
ift while off Ryder’s Cove last
:,iing and was towed into the
^iner Silver Star.
Saturday mornStar towed the Castine to

\

damages were repaired by
Machine & Foundry Co. The
f-ft here
early Monday morning in
her regular trip-Among the
!,,,!*'"d in regard to steamboat sernity is one which will doubttoe

•'!

'rr,‘*d

into effect and which will
onvenience. It is to have the
kland leave Belfast daily on arBoston steamers for Searsport,
Castine and the ports in Egge<

1

"

*'

as

far East

as

house

sleigh.
Strike. The tramps at the
against work last week, but
were all willing to return to work Monday
One refractory man liad given
morning.
trouble for some time aud was confined in
the dungeon on a bread and water diet. His
first act was to break his saw, but a new one
was furnished him
and he* was watched.
When the crew were put to work diggiug
ditches in the frozen ground he again rebelled, but forty-eight hours in the dark cell,
with three biscuits per day and cold water
for driuk, brought him to terms.
After the
others realized what kind of work they had
on hand they nearly all refused duty, under
the lead of a burly Irishman. The Sheriff
and his men, with a little outside help, soon
had the leaders in irons and the others gave

Penobscot,
Bangor Steamship Com- jail
The steamer

es

■

hack, and was confined
several days. The lady had
her face bruised considerably. The boys on
the sled offered to pay the damages to the
to the

Brooklin,

re-

s,,ason to connect at Belfast with

steamer bound West. It is ru,r
apt. C. W. Smallidge will have
f the Rockland and another
eapDtake the Silver Star.

on a

rebelled

up. The Irishman and a few others took a
small dose of dark cell with bread and wa-

ter, but all wilted before Sunday was
and promised to behave in the future.

over

Shipping Items. Sell. Grace Stevens discorn for Swan & Sibley Co. from
Boston last Friday-Sch. Aunie L. Wilder
arrived Saturday from Boothbay with phosphate for L. A. Knowlton-Schs. Miantonomah and Emma S. Briggs have been
taken from the tier of vessels above the railroad wharf and moored elsewhere on acc .’unt of the crowding.Sch. Marcellus
sailed Feb. 11th for Boston with hay from
A. M. Carter’s-Sch. Gazelle, Capt. Frank
Welch, loaded general cargo for Isle au
Haul Saturday-The schooner Paul Seavey of Bangor, 225 tons, 31 years old, which
has been lying at Portland this winter, has
been sold to Capt. Geo. W. Pattershall of
Belfast, who will command her. His sou,
Capt Ralph Pattershall, will take full command of the sch. Sarah L. Davis_A decision just filed in a New York court holds the
schooner Gypsum Queen wholly in fault for
the sinking of the Ellsworth schooner Frank
A. McGee, Capt. Kief, on Pollock Rip shoals
October 17, 1805. The McGee was loaded
with coal for Bar Harbor. One. of the crew,
William Dennison, was drowned.

charged

Contest. The wheel comes
1. Hood & Co. of Lowell,
Mass offered a prize of a high grade, one
hundred dollar bicycle to the clerk in this
State selling the largest number of bottles of
Hood’s Sarsaparilla at retail between Sept.
1, 18%, and Jan. 1, 1897, and mailing them
the votes therefor, the votes to be signed by
the buyers of Hood’s Sarsaparilla. Mr. Ralph
H. Howes, of A. A. Howes & Co., Belfast,
entered the contest, and last week he was
notified that the wheel had been won by him
and would be shipped as soon as received
from the factory. An additional prize of 5
to

Belfast.

demand for Hood’s Sarsaparilla, the rea decided victory for
A. A. Howes & Co., and a very pleasant
thing for the member of the firm who wins
the wheel.
eral

sult of this contest is

New Advertisements. Burkett is continuing his mark down sale through February, and gives a new list of bargains in this
His sales for the week ending Feb. Gth were the largest since the establishment of his store in 18G9_At H. A.
Starrett’s shoppers will reap the advantage
of recent purchases at bottom prices in the
New York and Boston markets. Among
many bargains offered those in garments
and shawls should not be overlooked_
The attention of our Republican friends
who want printing of any kind done is called to the card of George W. Burgess, job
printer, Opera House block. His prices are
moderate, his work first class, aud he deserves a liberal patronage_M. L. Mitchell,
week’s paper.

High street, Belfast, is offering his large
stock of tinware at very low prices. He has
everything in this line from the cheapest to
the best. Give him a call_Attention is
called to the statements of the Union Casualty & Surety Co., of St. Louis, Mo.; and
The Springfield Fire & Marine Ins. Co.,
115

both represented at Winterport by Fred
Atwood. The latter company has a capital
of $1,500,000, with a surplus of $885,430Read prices quoted by W. A. Clark, manu-

facturer. wholesaler and retailer of men’s
boys’ clothing.

Mrs. B. F. Harding of Troy is
visiting friends in town. She is remembered
here as Inez M. Leathers, and passed her
girlhood in the family of John M. Dow_
Albert J. Robertson of Billerica, Mass.,
came to Brooks last Tuesday and will spend
a few days with friends here and in Monroe.
He is foreman of the noted Jones farm in
Billerica-The selectmen are in session
settling up the business of the municipal
year at the office of M. J. Dow. All demands
against the town should be presented this
week-There is considerable sickness in
t nvu at
present. Rufus Ward and Ella

99 High Street, Belfast.

Brooks

with her mother and two children,
one family, are all sick in
bed with what seems to be the grip-Janus
G. Morse, Esq., remains about as lie has
been. It is feared he may not recover. His
son Willis, who has remained with him two
weeks and done all in bis power to make
him comfortable, has been obliged to return to his business in Lowell.Master
Clyde and Miss Katrina Harding of Troy
visited friends here last week.John
M. Dow, who has been very sick, is improving, but is yet confined to his bed_
John Lane, one of the very oldest residents
of this town, died last week and was buried
Sunday. An obituary notice will be printed next week-The selectmen, who have
investigated the cause of the fire which destroyed the farm buildings of Joseph Ellis
last week, and who took an inventory of the
property destroyed, find that it foots up
over $7,000 and not a dollar of insurance.

Opposite Amreican Express Office.

6

GEO. W, BURGESS,

members of

_The village schools closed last Friday.
Mr. Joseph O. Whitcomb, teacher of the
High school, closed a very successful
term. He left Monday to resume his studies
Miss Mabel
at Maine State College, Orono.
Rose, teacher of the Intermediate grade, re
not
the
absent
a day
ports
following pupils
or late, during the term: Mabelle Bessey,
Marian York, Marie Chase, Josephine Lane,
Bertha Hall, Ray Mosman, Lloyd Stantial,
Nelson Reynolds, Frank Lane. In the afternoon the schools united and had a treat and
social-Mr. Pearl Berry and Miss Minnie
Weymouth of Morrill were the guests of
their former teacher, Miss Mabel Rose, Sunday-Miss Mary Mason of Montville was
in town Monday calling on friends.
The

genuine “BELFAST” 5c.

cigar

its way into nine different States in the Union, also the Dominion of Canada, and strange to say, it
is less than two years ago this brand was
has

already found

placed

on

12

SPOOLS TO A CUSTOMER. 3c EACH.

the market.

The

JOB PRINTER,

yd. wide Percales,

x'x
Vx*
1

CARDS,
POSTERS,
BILL HEADS,
LETTER HEADS,
PROGRAMS,
PAMPHLETS,

6\c

200 PRINT WRAPPERS, Fu 1 Skirts,

1 Case CRASH direct from

Opera House Block, Belfast, Me,

75c

mill,

Worth 8c., for this sale, 5c

TABLE DAMASK and TOWELS
X'X

VV

This week we will give you GREAT V ALUES
in this department.
1 Case Bleached Table Damask

And all kinds of

Legal Printing

neatly and promptly done.

7tf

ers, worth 7W., shall sell for

bought direct from importonly 50c.

large size Linen Huck Towel
125c.

Look at the

Eyes
Examined
Free.
FRED T. CHASE, Graduate
Optician, will give special attenMr.

tion to the scientific examination
of the eyes, and the correct fitting
of glasses without charge.
We
have a complete stock of all grades
of Gold and Steel Spectacles and
Eye Glasses at the lowest prices.

HIRAH CHASE & SON,

we

shall sell at

J

We cannot enumerate out of this

large stock of

new

goods

There has
ments

on

probably been more infringegenuine “BELFAST” 5c.

the

than any other brand made in New
England. Did you ever notice how people try to imitate a good thing ?

the

values we would like to mention. Remember our whop
stock comes under this FEBRUARY MARK DOWN
io convince those who have not traded with
treatment,
us, consult your neighbors who have ; look at the goods
they have bough*, and come and secure some of the bar-

gains yourselves.

Opp. Odd Fellows’ Block, Belfast.

only cigar cigar

made in Belfast that is stamped “BELFAST.”

Another New Case 1

WELL MADE. ONLY

Springer,

all

THREAD,

the illness of Mr. Lord.

C.

per cent, discount from the wholesale price
of the sarsaparilla goes to the firm.
With
the many drug stores in Maine and the gen-

and

account of

on

MACHINE

George

W. Burkett,

ODD FELLOWS’ BLOCK, BELFAST.

MY

[Our
Now that
tc

vive

qui
ami

New Y ork

know what to

The modes

surely

Fashion

there

was

never

l\«~.
l \

or

leaned toward such

never'stagnant,
was

time when

a

k

[

multitude of pretty

a

whims and details!
New York is

I

now

early spring; not so
goods, which demand freshness above all
things, but with models, materials and
trimmings, which have come like a breath
of spiing sunshine in the midst of winter
to supersede the more regal magnificence

p

of velvets and furs. Any doubts as to conpopularity of tailor-made gowns
have been entirely laid to rest by the

<

t

It is the trusted friend of the
Mechanic, Farmer, Planter,

^

Sailor, and in fact all classes. ,
l> Used internally or externally, «,

?
I

p

and

spring

j

I

latest importations of Gotham’s best tailors who are in fact, prepared with styles
materials for both the

j

JanvJfilki^

I

tinued

and

i

A Sure, Safe, Qulok Cure for
these troubles is

k

fully prepared for
much with made-up

<

Diarrhoea,
Dysentery,
“4*n
Bowel Complaints,

^

when her inclinations

ache, \

\\

Beware of imitations. Take
but the genuine
Perry

J

none

Davis.”

!

Sold everywhere.

£

25c. and 50c. bottles.

!

Deaf
From Catarrh.
The sufferer from catarrh, perhaps,
with more discouragement in
seeking a cure than those afflicted
with all other ailments.
After exhausting the skill of the best physicians, and inhaling various mixtures,
paying out large sums for doctors’
fees and medicines, he finds himself
cither as bad off as at first or a great
deal worse.
The cause of this is easily explained.
The disease is in the blood, and only a
real blood remedy can possibly have
any' effect upon it. The doctors being
unable, with their stereotyped remedies of potash and mercury, to cure
diseases of the blood, direct their
efforts toward treating the symptoms of the disease, and ignoring its
cause. The inhaling of various
sprays,
and use of washes, etc., is but a superficial and temporary treatment,
and cannot possibly effect a cure.
meets

a combination of brown and light tan faced cloth.
Designed by The National Cloak Co., West 23d Street. New York.

Eton Suit made of

bon.

Instead of

ending at

With the warm

the back with

large bow,

bon drawn

through

low enamel.
The novel sleeves

are

particularly

summer

in view

the season; and while the secret of success and beconiinguess in the gowning of
children is simplicity, still the young miss

tiny buckle of yel-

a

of

it is well to select such garments for early
spriug wear as will be of service later in

its ornament is in the front,
and consists of just two ends of the rib-

a

days

at-

an astonishing interest in
tractive, outlining the arm and finished of to-day shows
with a puff of the material, confined tire plumes of her big hat, and is apt to

through
shirring

imps

Many changes

seasons.

ovements

and

new

The skirts are cut with very little Hare at the sides and front and they
not

tie

nearly

as

full

Sleeves

as

are

those of the

early

they

flare into

a

or

Dainty Eton suits will be

one

just

the

plaid

silk and is

of

light

tan

an

worn

young girls between the ages
of ten and sixteen years.

than

a

lining

trimmed

more

or

ever

by

Invariably they are made of dark mixed
of plain materials, for during the very

warm

weather the little skirt is

adinty

cotton

be obtained in sizes to tit

on

worn

shirt waists which

girls

with

can now

as

young as
of all the new

six years.
The jackets
suits are quite short, not reaching to the
waist line, and the trimmings, if any are

appliqued

cloth.

used,

are

narrow

braid

or

a

few

bright

With these rude brass buttons. The Eton suit can be made
characterizes the gown.
and rampant winds of winter battering us into quite a dressy affair by having a soft,
about so unceremoniously, with our eyes fluffy front of crepe or chiffon and replac-

dust, and
ruddy hue, it

with

frozen to

j

ing the leather belt by one of wide sash
is hard to realize that i ribbon that is drawn out in a girdle
within a few weeks’ time sleds and skates fashion in the front and is finished at the
will be forgotten, and picnics and lawn back by a jaunty bow and long ends that

full of
a

for in every distinct tint,

our

noses

Mrs. Josephine Polhiix.

j

whether it be
brown

her tailor-made gown as necessary
to iter existence as her dolls or her sweet-

regard

meats.

The effect is very pretty and quite in
keeping with the air of smartness that

very moderately sized puff.
When we come to discuss the forthcoming materials and colors to be worn,
we open a
wide field of inquiry.
The

widens,

the

of the daintiness of the

design

a

choice

inside, giving

finishes

each side of the front with

trusive and have lost every iota of their
sagging effect, listing the arm snugly to
above the elbow where

1

band of the satin ribbon.

glimpse

with

less ob-

decidedly

of

every time the wearer raises her skirt at a
crossing. The smart Eton is also lined

models.

winter.

rows

The plain skirt is lined throughout with a
bright plaid silk, a full ruffle of which

some

noticeable in these

are

a

two

nation of brown and

liesipied l-y Tin: Nationai Cloak Co., West
23d Street, New York.
summer

and

with

centre

The Eton suit depicted is in a combilight tan faced-cloths.

jaunty little affair adorned with twisted
cords and pearl buttons.

A

the

blue, green, red, yellow,
others, there are any number of

Mrs.

of Due West,
S. C., was for years a sufferer from
this distressing complaint, and has
learned by Experience its tortures.
She says:
“For years I was the victim of the
worst case of catarrh that I ever
heard of. I was treated by several
doctors, and took numerous medicines
claiming to cure the disease, but instead of being bene fit ted my condition grew worse steadily.
“The trouble became so deep-seated
that I was entirely deaf in one ear.
It is difficult to describe my condition,
but some idea of the ravages of the
disease can be obtained when I state
that all the inside of my nose, including- part of the bone sloughed off. It
can be readily understood how offensive all this was, and how unbearable
mv
condition became.
When the
disease had gone- this far the physician gave me up as incurable, and
told me I would never be any better.
“Reading of many similar cases being cured by S. S. S., I determined to
try it as a last resort. I soon discovered that all my former treatment
had been wrong, as the disease was in
the blood, and only a blood remedy
could cure it. I began to improve at
once, and grew better as I continued
to take S. S. S.
It seemed to get at
the seat of the disease, and after a
few weeks’ treatment I was entirely
cured, and for more than seven years
have had no sign of the disease.”
Catarrh is one of the deep-seated
blood diseases, and only a thorough
blood remedy will have any effect
upon it. S. S. S. is the only blood
remedy that is guaranteed

reach nearly to the bottom of the skirt,
parties will occupy our thoughts.
this time, not only must our own 1
The sash, of course, is charming, it
By
plain canvas weaves, mixed and wardrobe be
suitably replenished, but matching the color of the fancy front, but
■>c«.'ti*h cheviots and plain faced cloths, all
that of our little ones must be as carefully for serviceable wear a black tafetta is aden ; the'r beauties

shades and mixtures.

Serges,

two-tone

and

1
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it
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new

vista ;
looked after.
JIow-

visable.

interesting and distracting.
the (h-signs now exposed, several
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Fashion’s

a

here

what

iHinFrated, are but a
is to follow, it is safe to

very successful season for tailor-

made garments.
The skirt and jacket suit is developed
in one of the new illuminated serges. The
shirt

shows the

new

fashionable

narrow

straight lines, and the jacket is a jaunty
little affair made with points in the front
and a short tinted back.
The graceful

shaped levers are adorned with twisted
cords finished at each end with a neat
button.
Three similar cord ornaments

j

each side of the jacket just above j
The inventor of that most !
delightful and convenient of accessories, |
trim

the waist line.

the fancy front, is certainly the best friend
of womankind that has appeared in some
time.

What possibilities does the fashion
oiler of varying the costume at the smallest trouble and expense, to
say nc thing of
the scope it affords alike to taste and fancy!
That women appreciate the advantages of

fancy

vests

is evident from the number of

suits made in

one

always calling

for

style or another, but
separate front. All

a

four of the sketches
are

models of

eras

of

dainty

a

depicted
this style, and as

becoming these gowns are
sure to be pleasing.
The next dress has
a tight-fitting bodice and
plain, rich skirt
of dark blue canvas made over a bright
yellow silk lining. The front is made of
Li Hung Chang yellow silk brocaded in a
half hidden design of leaves, the green of
which seems to be partly turned to gold,
as ifj touched by autumn’s winds.
Coming from each side and resting upon the
silk are two large braid ornaments also
shaped like leaves.
The narrow belt is a dainty little con-

and

narrow

Catarrh,

Cancer,

Conta-

Blood Poison, Scrofula. Rheumatism, Eczema, and all other diseases arising from impure blood.
Books on blood and skin diseases
will be mailed free to any address.
Swift Specific Co., Atlanta, Ga.

Designed by Tne National Cloak Co., West 23d Street, Nev/ York.
Live

Maine Militia.

Stock

Industry liaining.

Hot

tight-fitting Bodice and plain rich Skirt of dark
blue canvas made over a bright yellow silk.

|

Water

The turning point in the long serious
decline of the live stock industry lias been
passed and the hoped-for return has beA special report just published by
gun.
the New England Homestead shows that,
this year, for the first time since the decline began, there is an increase in the
aggregate value for 12 months. The value
of all the live stock on farms, including
horses, cattle, hogs and sheep, is placed
at $1,887,000,C)00, a net gain of $20,500,000. 1
A decidedly better feeling is apparent
among the horse breeders, but the actual
returns covering the entire year show a
further slight decline in average values.
During the four years of depression
through which all the farm interests have
passed, milch cows have been a marked ;
exception to the general rule. They have
increased steadily, while all other classes
of animals were declining, there being a
gain of practically $1 per head in value.
Other classes of cattle showed the gratifying gain of $1.10 in the average price per
head, though the change in numbers is
The total number of
merely nominal.
milch cows is 18,113,000, and other cattle,

32,647,000.

G. C. White, Taberg, Oueida County, New
York.

CASTOUIA.
*

!■

08

every

frippo,

1851.

.T.,I.

Aggregate of all the admitted
of'the company
value

sets

least 3 per cent.
The number of sheep
farms is estimated at 31,455,000 head,
a gain of 1,400,000; hogs,
47,540,000, a
gain of 1,200,000.

FOR SALti BY

The February number of Table Talk
opens with “The Lobster at Home,” by
Helen Louise Johnson, one of the most
comprehensive and valuable articles.written upon this subject, which is at the same
time bright and entertaining, giving as it
does the complete life-story, as well as the
various methods of its preparation for the
table.
In addition to this and the regular
Departments of “Housekeepers’ Inquiries,” “The New Bill of Fare,” Menus,
regular and special,—“Seasonable Receipts,” Fashions and Entertainments (for
a St. Valentine’s
Party among others,) all
of which are very helpful to the housekeeper and home-maker, the issue contains an interesting article on the Quotation Menu; an account of some “Culinary
Legacies from the Indians,” by Martha
Bockee Flint, and one on “Ancient Salads” by Elizabeth Grinnell, as well as
mention of the latest novelties, books of
interest, and so forth. Any of our readers
are offered a sample copy of the
magazine
free, if they will address Table Talk Pubof lishing Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

showed a further decline
about 4 per cent, in numbers. The slaughter of
flocks has ceased
and
flock
masters are showing eagerness to build
them up.
The prospective protection for
American wool gives sheep growers great
hope for a demand for ewes for flock foundation, and has added 20 per cent, to the
average price per head of all the sheep of
the country.
The aggregate supply of
hogs is, to-day, larger than a year ago by

Sheep

Newton 8. Lori & Co,
And Successors to J. \V. Frederick <&

Co.,

as

Ship Chandlers, Ship Brokers,

73
77
71
14

as-

Belfast,

Me

NOTICE.
To Whom

it

May Concern

Whereas, several clergymen of the city have entered their earnest protest against fast driving or
racing on Northport avenue on the Sabbath, alleging that large numbers of people congregate to
witness said racing, to the g~eat detriment of
moral and religious interests, and in violation of

Consumption in its advanced stages is be- the law.
yond the power of man to cure. It can be
Therefore, I most earnestly and respectfully reprevented though, by the timely use of Dr. quest the citizens of Belfast to refrain from fast
Wood’s Norway Pine Syrup, nature’s own driving on the Sabbath, within the city limits.
I trust that this request will be regarded and
remedy for coughs and colds.
thus
me being compelled to order the
a.

prevent
arrest of respected citizens.

t a

The faeHails

1* oa

slpmuis
Of

JHS5L
vrappsi.

OF EYE]
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I

Jh Cart on air Soda
Harm Sees/

BOTTIJ

Clarified Sugar
mnttrjfre.cn f lavor

)

AperfectRemedy forConstipa

lion. Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea.
Worms .Convulsions .Feverish
ness and Loss OF SlEEl’

I

Tac Simile Signature of

NEW

YORK._

Castoria is pnt
is not soul i:i b
yon anything e’
is

This notice is not to be considered as applying
to those who drive at ordinary rate of speed, but
to those who might use the street as a race course
on the Sabbath.
E. F. HANSON, Mayor.
(Signed)
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The

Metropolitan

Plate Glass Ins. Co.

CAPITAL FIRE INS

of New York. Incorporated April 22, 1*74. Commenced Business April 23, 1*74. Liokne 11.
Winslow. President
S. Wm. Bi-kton. Sec y,

(upltal paid up In cash, $100,000.
31, 18%.
by the company, unincumbered.‘.‘- $150,000 CO
Stocks and bonds, market value. 221,773 50
ASSETS DECEMBER

Ileal

estate

of Concord

Incorporated 18811.

Rents accrued
('ash in office and in bank
Interest due and accrued.
Premiums in due course of collection,
net.
Plate Glass on baud.
Amounts due for glass sold

yi
4*.571 00
3*3 30

..

...

Aggregate of all

admitted
actual value.

assets

20.133 71
1,524 22
y

y,*y

at

Cm-

Capital paid up In Cash.

31. 1890.
Net amount of unpaid losses and claims $2,500 no
Amount required to safely re insure all
outstanding risks.. 128,099 32
All otiier demands, viz: commissions,
etc
2,992 89

Aggregate of all ihe admin"f the company

their

at

1.1 A Bll.n n.S, DKcni

liabilities, except capital stork and
surplus. 133,592 21
100.(00 00
Capital actually paid up in cash
Surplus beyond capital. 218,*75 77

Net amount ot unpaid
claims.
Amount required p
all outstanding risks
All other demands again-■
pany, \,/.: commissi;-ns.

Aggregate liabilities, including net -lupins.§452,407 98
FIELD & WEST, Agents, Belfast Me. o:<;

Total
and

Total

net

of

>

ASSK TS, DKCKMIU 1.

Heal estate owned by the
unincumbered.
Loans on bond and iiu-riL
liens).
Stocks and bonds owned br
; pany, market value
Loans secured by collateralcash in company's prinrip.;1
in bank
Interest due and accrued
Premiums in due course
Due from other companies.
....

§452,407 03

LIABILITIES DECEMBER

NEW HAMPSHIRE

V

Conn

Lyman Ja< kman, Pre>

owned

liabilities, excep;
net surplus.
i;
Capital actually paid
Surplus ucyoini capita:’.

Aggregate amount --t Li.
eluding net surplus.
v pr.ec
Hi’".'
Surplus

EIRE INS. CO.

In ..r.<--rated in is..:* * .mhManchester. N. H.
meneed Business in 1*70.
.John <’. Fukncii,
President; <• i:'». K. Kknuai.l. Secretary.

Policies written

.!••-

n

rates.

FRLP ATWOOD. Want

Capital paid up In Cash, $000,000.
Statement

asskrs.*t)i;» KMitKi; ."1. Is:**'-.
Heal estate*-wned by the company, unineumbered.
S
Loans on bond and mortgage first

t'-4,(>57

liens).

d

Stocks ami bonds market value
Loans secured by collateral:-..
<'ash in odice and in bank
1’reinimus in due course of collection.

1

‘.tt'.f..’.'

* St

i itit•

Roval Insurance
I.IYI RPOOL

O!

min'd
i-u

:d.b»'<>n
ins., .m, o7
t.T .s4J 44

Aggregate

assets at act

1.1A it i.i ms.

Net amount of unpaid losses and
claims..
Amount required to re insure all
outstanding risks.
All other demands, viz: commissions, etc.
Total amount of liabilties, except.
capital stock and net surplus.
Surplus beyond liabilities

157,585 01
802,004 11
38,378 25
1 ,<>88.058 27

...

547,73108

*

mil
k

*

alue.Sik'-sl.L'in

i- Mint:

81.

4*

1

Net amount of unpaid h-sse.- .mi
claims.
.>
Amount re*|iiire*l t-- safelx reinsure
all outstanding risks
All other demands, vi/.: e<-niun-'i -us.
etc

lll.sar-

*f-

id.i.dfn

*'-(S

:>1,368

4a

A ss

I t

III'! _M i1

l;

Real t‘s: ite ,m noil by I inuniui int>»• r«•<l
Si■>< l\> ,n
nls.iwm
pany. market \alim
t ash in eon.;•:>!,;>
pr
ami in bank.
1 merest flue ami neei m
Premiums ill tlx,.* emi:
i;
Loans on b«-mis ami
ami art inm inteter.
other pi pi r.\
••

....

Total amount of liabilities, ex* cpt cap
ital stock atni net surplus
si.o.'iii.si;;; o::
mui.Ck o no
Capital actually paid up m cash
i'.J4,:t47 4‘
Surplus beyond capita!
FIELD & VVEST, Agents, Belfast.
:;tf>

Aiittrejjate

all the aunii: ;etl a
"t
lie e,unpany
I bon ,n
able.

...

ol'

•>•••

__

6

$1,636,080 35

FIELD & WEST

Agents, Belfast, He.

1.1 A

11.1 ill.'-

A mount

LANCASHIRE INSURANCE COMP’NY
of

Manchester, England.

Incorporated in 1852.
Commenced Business in 1852.

ORIENT INSURANCE COMPANY

31, 1896.

Real estate owned by the company, uns
incumbered .*.
385,585
Stocks and bonds owned by the commarket
value.’.
1.538,292
pany,
Cash in the company’s principal office
and in bank.
114,865
Premiums in due course of collection.
269,507
..

..

Aggregate of all the admitted
at

50
88
43

assets

..

apital paid up In cash, $500,000 00.

ASSETS I>ECEMltElt .51, 1896.
Heal estate owned by the company,
unincumbered...
'..$
Loans on bond and mortgage 1st liens'
Stocks and bonds owned by tile com
...'.
pany, market value
Loans secured by collaterals.!
Cash in the company's principal office
and in bank
Interest due and accrued
Premiums in due course of collection

i;

187,257 69
1,299,138 64
45,000 00

of
stock and

liabilities, except
net surplus. 1,631,3% 33
capital
Surplus beyond capital..
776,856 20
amount

Aggregate of all the admitted
of the company

retpxii

a i.

if

1

•. ■.

Total

-'

amount

liabilit

>t

i.->

\.

eapital Stoek ami m t -m pli
Surplus bevoml a I tiulu 11 it

>*

Ay; tire •rate
4",.>55
228,1 la

..

value,$2,308,251 53
31, 18%.

Net. amount of unpaid losses and
claims..
Amount required to safely re insure
all outstanding risks..
All other demands against the company, viz; commissions, etc.
Total

72

their actual

LIABILITIES DECEMBER

Ml

1

<

mi

all outstamliu.c isks
*1 ber .lemamis .r: n
pam. si/.: etfimiiis->:oim.

All

of Hartford. Connecticut. Incorporated i
Hi 7
Commenced Business in 1872.
Cmaki.es B.
Whitish, President. James P. Tain mu, Sec.
C

ASSETS DECEMBER

■

Net aiuoiiut
elaiuis

....

olmlintr
29
6*5

,:
amount o| lia
net surplus.

Set i.l .V Kil
I-. M
F. IV < ow i.i .-. a »

43
i,75omo

u

M

1.596.960

i:ll:LI) & W LS I

129,081

01
14.389 u

200.074 44

assets

Agents. Bel

Scotish Union and National
of Fdinhurgh. Sc.,t ;tu.I
Commenced Business

Bknnktt, .Manager,
BKKWS IK 1<.

theiractual value.$2.278,730 25
LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31, 1896
amount
of
Net
unpaid losses and
claims
$ 169,280 37
Amount required to safely re-iusure
all outstanding risks
984,025 18
All other demands against the com63,259 33
pany, viz: commissions, etc
at

la

>j-j
S

'ii

Ma

vs-t

paid up In rash, 911 ..'tin

C apital

..

1 s 1 >K« KMUKK 111
1 >■
Real estate owned by the ompai
u nine umbered
Loans on bond and mortgage tii-'
(liens
Stocks and bonds owned b\ he oin
Total amount of liabilities, except
1,216,56.4 88
pany, market value.
capital stock and net surplus
Loans secured In collaterals
in
rash
00,
500,000
Capital actually paid up
Cash in the company's principal
562,165
Surplus beyond capital.
fiee and in bank.
Interest due and accrued
Aggregate amount of liabilities, including net surplus.$2,278,730 25 Premiums in due course collert ioi.
Agents in Waldo County
Aggregate ol' all the admitted assets
6
FIELD & WE>T, Belfast.
of the. company at ttieir actual
value.S53d Annual Statement, January 1, I8O7,
1.1 AHILITIKS m:.t MHKU .‘,1, IS’.'C
Net amount ot unpaid losses and
claims..

AssK

..

..

amount of liabilities, innet surplus.$2,308,251

Aggregate

Agents, Belfast, Me.

53

37]

LOWELL. MASS.

Incorporated in 1848.
Commenced Business in l>48.

Sprahue, Pres.

Edward M.

Tickk, Sec’y.

Holyoke Mutual Fire Insurance Co.

on bond and mortgage (lirst
liens).
$1(1(5,789 f 0
Stocks and bonds, market value.
378,161 00
Loans secured by collaterals and per-

sonal loans.....
Cash in office and in bank..
Interest due ami accrued
Premiums in due course of collection,

89,146 00
*25,(593 (50
5,558 85
7,117 17

actual value.

68

Aggregate

assets at

Amount

$672,465

CASH ASSETS.

etc.

5,521 57

of liabilities.

Bonds, stocks, etc.
Interest accrued, etc
Premiums due, net.
Cash..

..

...

338,590

JAHES PATTEE &

SON, Agents, Belfast.

$ 56,100 no
99,600 00
687,6.26 25
15.329 17
761 75
33

8,14

$"67,562

50

.s:;ns.r.K6

1
no
uu

1 npaid losses
2.4"
<4uaranty capital. 1< c. c
Dividends and return premiums due....
2.2
Surplus over all liabilities.. 454,2.51

■

The New York Plate (Hass

Ins.

Co.

OF NEW YORK.

Max

Danzic.er, Pres.

Major A.

White, Sec’y.

ASSETS December 31, 189(5: Stocks and bonds,
market value, $*2(54,076; cash in office and in
bank, $18,585.49; agents debit balances, $(54.75;
premiums in due course of collection, $29,098;
aggregate, $311,823.24.
LIABILITIES: Net unpaid losses and claims,
$3,902.03; reinsurance fund, $10(5,(594.71; all
other demands, $(5,417 54; total liabilities, except
capital stock and net surplus, $117,014.28; capital paid up in cash, $100,000; surplus beyond
3w(5
capital, $94,808.90.
JAMES PATTEE &

SON, Agents, Belfast Me.

NOTICE.
The holder of Town Order dated Feb. 20, 1895,
No. 304, amount $32.00, accepted Feb. 23, 1895,
payable to the order of C. C. Whitcomb, will
please present the same for payment. No interest
will be allowed after this date.
G. A. PALMER,
Treasurer of Monroe.
Monroe, Feb. 9, 1897.—3wG

to salelx

liahi’itms.

ol

amount

A

ggregat e

eluding

a in.

net

■.,

ut

11

«.'

i

r\.i

m

I I! 1.1) & VM.ST. Agents

Kelt.

103d

.WNI

I.

>

Contingent assets.$t 22,604

Company pays the following dividends
..20 per cent..
policies for one year.
policies lor three years..40 per cent
On policies for five years.
no per cent
<»
FIELD & WEST, Agents, Belfast, Me.
O11
On

British America Assurance

Company

Toronto, Canada. Geo. A. Cox, President. P.
H. Sims, Secretary.

ASSETS DECEMBER 31, 1896.
Stocks and bonds owned by the company, market value.$
Cash in ottiee and in bank.
Interest due and accrued.
Premiums in due course of collect ion

Aggregate assets at actual value

—

979.336 00
2,666 51
to,914 77
197.794 42

$1,191,711 70

LIABILITIES DECEMBER

31, 1896.
losses and

Net amount of unpaid
claims.. ..s 109,140 05
Amount required to safely re-insurc
all outstanding risks
591,254 (9
All other demands, viz: commissions,
etc..
38,912 44
..

...

Total amount of liabilities.

739,206 58
Surplus beyond capital.
452,405 12
(5
FIELD & WEST, Agents, Belfast, He.

VI KM I N

Company of
Pennsylvania

|

The Insurance

of IMiilade. phi.i.
lucor■
meueed business in I7*d.
A. b. l-.AKI 1
President

••

50
51

....

insure

surplus

of

$867,56.2

of

re

ea]>ital stock and net surplus
Capital aetuallx paid up in -ash
Surplus hexomi capital

15

60

6

required

S.

333,875 08

Surplus

Amount

Total

Mortgages..

Reserved for re-insurance.

■

all outstanding risks
All other demands against the ou
pany, vi/ commissions, etc...,.

Risk, $42,318,862.90.

LI A BI l.l H I

333,06903

amount

in

Heal estate.

31, 1896.

Amount required -to safely re-insure
all outstanding iisks... ’.
All other demands, viz: commissions,
Total

SALEH, HASS.

OF

31, 1896.

..

—

...

6

This

Tents, Awnings. Cart Covers,
Duck, Cordage, faints, Ac,
,

/

JYppemnnt

..

$1,(530,080 35

AND DEALERS IN

No. 3f Front St

dlx.Scnna
Poehtl/e Sate
druse Steel

31,1800.

LIABILITIES DECEMBER

SAIL MAKERS,

WRAPP

Ruipr of Old DrSAMI 'El PITCHER
Pumpkin Setel'

Loans

A. A. HOWES & CO.

IS ON TIT.':

their actual

at

LIABILITIES DECEMBER

ASSETS DECEMBER

at

Promotes Digestion,Cheerfuland Rest.Contains neither
Opium.Morphine nor Mineral.
Not Narcotic.
ness

Ki:\nv, Vi<e Pres.

ASSETS DECEMBER 31
183(5.
Stocks and bonds owned by tlie commarket
pany,
value.‘.$1,133,804
Cash in the company’s principal of-'
lice and in bank..’..
178.360
Premiums in due course collection
204.233
Bills receivable
30,281

Levi

SYRINGES, Etc.,

on

“After suffering from dyspepsia for three
years, I decided to try Burdock Blood Bitters. Two bottles cured me entirely.” Mrs.

Western Assurance Co. "'ffi10.
Hon. (ii:o. A. Cox, Pres.

SIGNATURE
-OF'

Annual Statement of the

Incorporated and commenced business in August,

OF

Bottles,

^Vegetable Preparation for As
similating the Food and Regulating the Stomachs and Bowels of

United .States 11 ranch of the

Traders and Mechanics Ins. Co.

blue satin rib-

The adjutant general’s report to Congress shows the same unorganized military strength in Maine the past year. The
number of men lit for military duty, but
unorganized, is put at 104,190. This is
the same figure that was reported last
Of commissioned officers in the
year.
Maine national guard there are 23 of the
regular field and staff officers and (55 comThis makes a total of company officers.
missioned officers of 88 where the previous year there were 80.
The aggregate
of enlisted men this year is 1,227 including 902 privates, 83 musicians, and 242
noncommissioned officers. This is an increase over last
year, when there were 1,215
enlisred men, including 800 privates, 81
musicians, and 242 noncommisssioned
officers. The above figures are for the
infantry. There is one commissioned
officer in the signal corps of the State,
three noncommissioned officers, and 15
privates, making a total of 18 men as
compared with 19 last year. The hospital and ambulance corps remains unchanged in its strength.

The February Ladies’ Home Journal
opens with a striking article—“When
Kossuth Rode Up Broadway”—the fourth
of its “Great Personal Events” series. In
it Parke Goodwin recalls the unprecedented demonstration and enthusiasm with
which the Hungarian exile was welcomed
to New York; also his patriotic but vain
mission to this country. Charles Dana
Gibson's second drawing of Dickens’
people—portraying Dick Swiveller and
The Marchioness—worthily occupies a
prominent place in this excellent magazine.
The splendor and sumptuousness
which marked the festivities incident to a
double Royal wedding in the Imperial
Palace of the German capital is glowingly
reflected in “A Page at the Beilin Court.”
In a delightful vein Edward Page Gaston writes of the winsome belles of Mexico, and the restraining barriers that social customs of that land interpose between
lovers during courtship.
An article that
will appeal to women is Mrs. Talcott,
Williams’ sketch of “The Most Famous
Cook in America.”
The February Journal presents the first of Mrs. L. T. Borer's
Cooking Lessons. “Ideal Cooking” and
“How to Make Soups.” These are the
initial contributions to the department
she will hereafter conduct in the Journal
—the only publication for which she
writes.

Thf

FAC-SIMILE

Among the several works left by Robert |
Louis Stevenson unpublished at his death,
j
undoubtedly the one of completest and j
widest interest is a romance entitled “St.
Ives.”
I alike “Weir of Hermiston,”
the only other novel left by Stevenson unpublished, “St. Ives” was left all but
complete; and it is, those say who have
read it, a straight-away, honest tale of
adventure, related in Stevenson’s most
spirited and charming vein. It is a love
story, and records, in particular, the exploits of a very cool, audacious, attractive French soldier who becomes a prisoner of war in
Edinburgh Castle. The
exclusive right of serial publication of
“St. Ives” for America, was purchased
soon after Stevenson’s death by McClure’s
Magazine, and the publication will begin
in the March number of that periodical.

A FULL LINE OF
A

THAT

of the customs and folk-lore of the Breton
peasants, translated for The Living Age
from the French of Auatole le Braz; the
first part of “The Land of Suspense,”
Mis. Oliphant’s latest story of the seen
and unseen; a passage from Mrs. Steel's
stirring story of the great mutiny, “On !
the Face of the Waters; Herbert Spencer !
on “The Fallacies of Socialism;” a discussion of “Political Ideals and Realties'
in Spain,” by Emilio Castelar, translated
for The Living Age: and a papei by W.
j
Holman Hunt on “Religion and Alt.

FIELD & WEST.

The young Hiss of to-day regards her tailormade gown as necessary to her existence as
her dolls or sweetmeats

SEE

The weekly issue of The Living Age,
bearing date Feb. 13, is the Monthly Supplement number, and including the supplement, contains 90 pages. Among its
most striking features are “All Souls’ Eve
in Lower Brittany,” a delightful sketch

cluding
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cures
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or more
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Josephine Polhill,

Purely Vegetable

the et cetwoman’s toilet were never more

Notes.

and

Never h:.s tliere been issued by any pubso
beautiful
and
altogether
charming an illustration of Maine’s grand
old Mt. Katalidin, as the full page cut of
this famous mountain in the February issue of the Maine
Sportsman, just out.
Not much less in interest is the snap shot
of land locked salmon jumping the falls of
Ship Pond stream, while several other
beautiful illustrations, and articles upon
vital sportsmen’s topics of the time, help
to make up one of the most attractive and
interesting issues ever published by this
magazine. One dollar a year, ten cents a
Herbert W. Rowe, publisher, Bancopy.
gor, Me.
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valuable preElectric Bitters, and I can cheernd it for Constipation and
and as a general system

fc(
l,j
kj

Prescription.

orison
of
'*s
“You

L.
iiv

(i

Uluablc

v'

I;;

1

have

a

equal.” Mrs. Annie Stehle,
Grove Ave., Chicago, was all
1,1 not eat ,lor
digest food, had

which never left her and felt
but six bottles of Electric
«l her health and renewed her
! "es 50 cents and §1.00. Get a
EJgore & Wilson’s City Drug

is the

best time to get well.
medicine

a

to

I down, or nervous prostration. I used to be
[ able to work night and day almost, but

Peothe

is 01
every

wrapper.

many

The Atchison Globe says that Bryan’s
“failure in the lecture field has caused more
general satisfaction than any other event
that has happened for years."
Dead men are
advertisements.
vertises

soon

the county fair for
Farmer Rakes. “Sure.”

prize

forgotten. So

The
month in
to
he
expect

one

are dead
businessman who adthe year cannot rea-

at

Farmer

Hoey.

“Did

an

they

ami

iced cake.”

The Pawtucket, K. L,
Post, which has
Tlie Grippe has again made its appearrapidly come to the front among the leading auce.in town, but the Adamson’s Botanic
daily evening newspapers of the country,be- Cough Balsam sign in the druggists’ window
dispels all our fears of Grippe. It cures, and
gan Jan. 24th to issue a Sunday pap^r of 20
leaves the system in a healthy condition.

pages, and it scored

an

instant

success.

celled

He: “Have you heard my uew song, ‘The
Proposal?’” She: “No. What key is written?''
“Be miner—er.” “I will. And now
you can transpose it to the kev of ‘A flat.’

it is

[Life.

handsomest monthly in Maine is the
Maine Central, Its illustrations are not exThe

by any magazine in the country, and
doing a great work in making known
Maine’s many pleasant and
picturesque re-

A

or

Fairfield Journal did us the honor to
adopt a paragraph from our editorial on
Good Hoads as a local item, and it then
appeared in the Portland Evening Express
under the head of State
Press, credited to
our Fairfield
contemporary.
The

cure

fect'.y

cured by a
thorough treatment.
Catarrh is not a blood disease, but an inflammation of the passages of the nose and
throat, due to climatic changes.

The last page of Munsey’s Magazine was
lately sold for one year to four advertisers,
each of whom occupies a quarter of a page

“What’s the matter, chum?” asked the

college student of his room mate, who was
making the air a dark blue. “Matter? I

a total of $24,000
the Youth’s Companion, one time, costs $3, while a page in
the Ladies’ Home Journal, one time, costs
$4,000. Five thousand dollars was recently
paid for a two page advertisement in a New
York daily.

In

Six

in

prove

CHARLES O’CONNELL,

-**
*

: “Yes, l consider it dangerous to travel
the car that is next to the engine; people
there are always killed when there is a collision.”
Nervous Person: “Then why do they put

He

a

inducing

{

February

devoted to the scenic and tourist attractions
of New Brunswick and the Provinces, the
Maine Central Railroad forming the con-

He;
ent for

“From whom

does he inherit his tal-

She: “From his father.

link of the All Rail Line reaching
parts of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia

He is

a

Tailor: “Tin light I’d met some nervy people, but—.”
Shoemaker: “What now?”
Tailor: “I’ve hail to press these trousers
four times, and they are not even paid for.”
Shoemaker: “That’s nothing. I went to
collect a bill for a pair of shoes yesterday, and the fellow kicked me out with
them.” [Chicago Record.

which he examined
iu regard to spruce in reference to the
present and future supply. lie sets the
amount of spruce standing on the Kennebec drainage at 1,000,000,000, made
up
one half of valuable saw
logs and one
half of timber which canuot be so considered.
He says that the conversion
of 1,000,000 feet of spruce into
paper is
worth more to the labor of the State than
5,000,000 converted into long lumber.
He makes the following
summary of the
Kennebec forest growth: Area in square
miles, 2,820; area spruce producing, 1,904;
not yet cut for
spruce, 400; available saw
logs, 1,200,000,000; yearly growth as defined, 53,000,000; yearly average of cut
the last 10 years,
143,000,000; estimated
spruce cut, 80 per cent, of the last 114,-

CASTORIA

Family Honey Maker.

American Gardening (P. O. Box U597, New
York) is a successful family weekly journal
devoted to gardening and fruit culture in
the open and under glass and kindred subjects. That all interested in making their

For Infants and Children.
ntiii-

life work a success may have an opportunity
to test the assistance to that end to be derived from the study of its weekly contents,
the publishers are offering American Gardening at a bargain rate for a short time, and
we invite the attention of our readers to
their advt. in another column.

Liver

II!s,

Biliousness, Indigestion, Headache.
A pleasant laxative. All Druggists.

“Oh, John, the rats have

eaten all of iny cake!”

John.

I

SICK HEADACHE
Positively

cured by these
Little Pills.

They also relieve Distress from Dyspepsia.
Indigestion and Too Hearty Eating. A per.
feet remedy for
Dizziness, Kausea, Drowsi.
ness, Bad Taste in the Mouth, Coated
Tongue
Pain in the Side, TORPID LIVER.
They
the
Bowels. Purely Vegetable.
Regulate
Small Pill.
Small Dose.
Small Price.

000,000.

Of the Androscoggin basin about
2,200
square miles are considered in relation to
spruce. The area in Maine comprises 1,300
It is only within 40 years
square miles.
that spruce has been cut on the Androscoggin. The length and difficulty of the
drive has saved the supply and
kept the
river much behind the Kennebec in utilization _of the timber resources.
Much
cutting up to the present time has been
on the New
side
of
the
line.
Hampshire
That part of Androscoggin drainage has
been comparatively severely used.
It appears that about half the Androscoggin
spruce country is in its original condition,
with a considerable portion of the remainder very lightly used,
in proportion
to its area, the
Androscoggin drainage is
the most valuable spruce land in the
State.
An estimate from Mr. J. A. Pike of
Berlin, X. II., of the spruce standing in
the Androscoggin basin is made an estimate ot the supply including
pulp stock
at and above Berlin, X. II:
In Maine, 3,below
000,000,009;
Berlin, 000,000,000; at
and above Berlin, in Xew
Hampshire,
700.000. 000; gross area of the Androscoggin spruce lands in Maine, 1,240 square
miles; waste burned within 30 years, 234;
settled, (55; water areas, 95; unproductive
mountain land, 15; net spruce
producing
area, 830; net cut, above 420.
The consumption of spruce on the Androscoggin in 1S95 was 73,000,000 sawed,
123.000. 000 used for pulp and paper.
Mr. Carey says that of the total area of
81,500 square miles in the State, 22,000
Takmay be classed as spruce bearing.
ing the State as a whole, Mr. Carey doubts
if the yearly production of spruce is ever
cut.
The State can long maintain its
There
present volume of spruce cut.
seems to be an
overstocking of the trade
in pulp and
paper. Another resource for
pulp is pine.
It seems certain that
railway lumbering
is likely t<> increase in the State.
Mr. Oak asks for further means to continue Mr. Carey’s valuable investigations.
He says the idea is wrong that Maine’s
lumber supply is inexhaustible.
The
loss from waste is enormous, not only in
leaving to rot large portions of trees
actually taken, but in destruction of young
growth. To correct this waste he would
change the method of scaling, and would
have a topographical and lumber
survey
of the State made. A knowledge of the
topography and growing power of Maine
land must be had.
Without it, individuals cannot manage to the best of advantage their own possessions.

NERVE--LIFE
the

Great RESTORER
Restores perfect.
health, vigor and
y~* manhood and removes all obstacles to marriage.
Restores Cne
y entire nervous
system and stops all
vital losses.
Removes effects of the
sins of youth and excesses o'f later years.
Removes all effects
of dissipation and repairs all waste places.1
Cures Insomnia and
restores

sleep.

refreshing

Cures Impotence and restores
full vital power.
Cures all wasting
diseases and restores
development to all parts of the body.
NERVE-LIFE is the only purely
scientific treatment and affords relief from
the first day's use. It remov es the cause
and assists nature to effect a cure. Cures
guaranteed. Special discount to physicians.
Our new treatise on Nervous Diseases,
Manhood, its Loss and Recovery, mailed
free in plain sealed wrapper for two cent
Stamps. Mention this paper.
Send 50c. for Trial Treatment and be Con inccd.
~

NERVE-LIFE MEDICAL CO.,
KALAMAZOO.
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Notoriety

is no proof of merit. A thoudollars’ worth of roses will only scent
a
few
up
yards, while a dollar’s worth of
fried onions will scent up a whole town.

To

sand

Mr. Corner Druggist,
Sure Cure St.

(

^

caught

tire and we were

badly damaged

and water.

There

use, but the

majority of the goods
dry (as they are now)

which when
new.

was a

A CARO.

bv smoke

part of the stock burned be\ond
were
are

only slightly wet,

just

We have settled with the insurance

as

good

companies

We wanted to open Saturday hut.
the insnrau'-o
><.ipanies delayed,
and we ,ere obliged to disappoint
W
are
y
open now and will
sell this stock to the last dollar at
less than cost to manufacturers.

at

LESS THAN 50 GENTS ON THE DOLLAR.

j

Not Our Fault.

!

as

CHARLES O’CONNELL.

And to

dispose

of this stock AT

ONCE, will sell

you

an

OVERCOAT, ULSTER, SUIT, HAT

or

CAP

**■

For Yourself and Children at Less than ONE-HALF Former Prices.

*

Gloves, Neckwear, Cardigan Jackets, Sweaters,
-»Only slightly damaged by smoke,

To Illustrate What this Means:
Men’s Suits, former price $6.00 to

at about

^

now

$3.00 to 4.00

now

4 OO to 5.00

'*
“
Dress Suits,
now
10.00 to
Mens and Children’s Pants at HALF PRICE.

7.00 to 8.00

“

“

“

“

25 cents

The Bangor Odd Fellows are arranging
a big meeting to be held in that city on
March 3d. It will be for all the lodges in
the district, and eight of them will surely
be represented. Grand Master Lovejoy of
Augusta will be present. The meeting will
be held at City Hall. The three degrees will
be conferred by Penobscot, Orient.al|{and
Bangor lodges in their order. A banquet
will be served at (i o’clock in the banquet i
cure

/)

Young Wife.

IPILLS

one-quarter the original price.-®-

dentist.”

Cape Breton.

PILLS

the most wonderful Blemish Cure ever
known. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., Druggists, Belfast. Me.
1V27

Tiver

Androscoggin rivers,

drawing?”

[Truth.

necting

HOOD’S

English Spavin Liniment removes all
Hard, Soft or Calloused Lumps and Blemfrom horses, Blood Spavins, Curbs,
Splints, Sweeney, Ring-Bone, Stifles,
Sprains, all Swollen Throats, Coughs, etc.
Sa\ e «?;>() by use of one bottle. Warranted

ishes

■ ITTLE

i Ms, lit»,

J

The

money refunded. Price 25 cents per box.
For sale by Kilgore & Wilson.

CARTERS

gations made by Austin Carey, who made
a three months’
trip last summer through
the region drained by the Kennebec and

the

<

all
and

Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
Corns, and all Skin Eruptions, and positively cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction or

We wanted to open Saturday, but
the insurance companies delayed,
and we were obliged to disappoint
We are open now, and will
you.
| sell this stock to the last dollar, at
less than cost to manufacturers.

in

greater drawing card
it on, if is so dangerous?” [Selected.
sojourner to make
Maine his permanent summer home. It
For Over Fifty Years.
will, however, be the aim of the. new man-1 An Old and Well-Tried Remedy.—Mrs.
agement to make its interests of greater Winslow’s Soo thing Syrup has been used for
diversity, so that it will reach all classes of I over fifty years by millions of mothers for
their children while teething, with perfect
travel, within as well as without the borders I success.
It soothes the child, softens the
of the New England States. Every issue congums, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
is
tains some very readable article profusely I
the best remedy for Diarrhoea.
Is pleasillustrated with the finest half tones print- ant to the taste. Sold by druggists in every
of the world.
cents a botpart
Twenty-five
ed on heavy calendared paper, and it is rec-1 tle. Its value is
incalculable. Be sure and
oguized as standing at the head of ali simi- ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, and
lar publications. The
number is take no other kind.
ever

re-

Report by Forest Commissioner Oak.

The third annual report of Charles E.
Oak, forest commissioner, has been issued,
a portion of which is devoted to
investi-

Hours.

Distressing Kidney and Bladder diseases
relieved in six hours by the “New Great
South American Kidney Cure.” This new
remedy is a great surprise on account of its
exceeding promptness in relieving pain in
the bladder, kidneys, back and every part of
the urinary passages in male or female. It
relieves retention of water and pain in passIf you want
ing it almost immediately.
quick relief and cure this is your remedy.
Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., Druggists, Belfast, Me.
Iy27

The “Maine Central,” the official of the
Maine Central R. R., appears this mouth
under a new management, it having been
placed under the charge and personal supervision of Col. F. E. Booth by, General Passenger Agent,and it will hereafter be issued
from his office. This paper has probably
done more to advertise the State of Maine
summer
resorts than any other medium,
and under Col. Booth by’s charge it will un-

track and

with good

Bucklcn’s Arnica Salve.
The Best Salve in the world for
Cuts,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever

Our store

books.

Belief

held athletics of the college

sults.

Not Our Fault.

wrote the governor to send me some money
for text books and here he’s sent me the
I can never pay my bills at this
rate.”
[Detroit Free Press.

and pays $0,000, making
for the page. One line in

Penobscot Valley Alumni Association.

Valuable Forests.

On November 29th

A CARD.

Two

sufferers from catarrh will not be amiss if ;
can be offered.
Ely’s Cream Balm 1
has become a favorite in all sections of the !
United States. Your cold in the head will
j
be quickly relieved by it, and the severest !
attack of catarrh will yield to it, and be per- :
a

owing to the advanced stage of the disease
a cure could not be effected.
She bore her
suffering, which was intense, with great patience and cheerfulness. Her
husband, Mr.
Lewis Harding, is critically ill with
pneumonia, and when told that his wife was
dead he did not realize the sad fact. It is
very doubtful if he survives.
Besides her
husband Mrs. H. leaves one
son,George Larrabee of Jackson.

third Annual

Fire, Smoke

to

sorts.

questionably

Word

and

riaine’s

cut it?”

Farmer Rakes. Cut it?” They couldn't
break it with an axe if they tried. That
same cake has been takin’ prizes for the last
eight years.” [Yonkers Statesman.

sonably
long remembered 1»v
the purchasing public. [Press and Printer.

of

soil

as

Experience proves
Sarsaparilla. It cures all forms of blood | isfactory to the lady members of the club.
diseases, tones the stomach, builds up the | The lady members are well equipped with a
nerves.
diversity of gifts, which no one would disFarmer Hoey. “I hear your wife took a
pute were they to have the privilege of meet-

hall..

t,,. CASTOniA.

^

thinned the

|

than

i■

has

Troy. The Club of Eight met with Mr.
Mrs. 1». F. Harding Feb. I'd. This club
spring
purify
blood and strengthen the nerves. The best found my strength began to be less. T heeded
is composed of Mr. and Mrs. David
|
Piper,
medicine
the
world lias ever known
the note of alarm ami tried to find re-inforcespring
Mr. and Mrs. I>. F. Harding, Mr. and Mrs.
is Dr. Greene’s Nervura blood and nerve
ment in I)r. Greene's Xervura.
Before l beremedy. Ii is tile people’s great remedy, the gan to take Dr. Greene’s Xervura blood and T. W. Hawes, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Feruald,
sure cure on which the
people know they 1 nerve remedy, I had a very bad headache and was organized June 17, 18fib, for mutual
can always depend to
get back their lost twice a week, which used me up entirely, so
health, the medicine which makes the sick that I could not work at all, hut since I be- interchange of ideas and exercise of their
well, and keeps the system in sound and per- gan the use of the Nervura, I have not had special talents. Mr. Piper is confident that
fect strength and vigor.
It is the remedy
them at all. If 1 felt them coming on, a dose
his musical talent ought to be better appreabove all others to take ii<m\ for thousands
of Dr. Greene’s Xervura drove them entire- ciated.
He rendered several solos during
upon thousands of people always use it durly away. I think it has been very beneficial j
ing the spring months to get their systems in to me in my nervous condition. The sore the evening to the amusement and edificaperfect condition, and pure blood, strong feeling which I had in my head (which al- j; tion of the other members of the club. Mr.
nerves and robust and vigorous health in all
ways came on by overwork and prostrated Feruald thinks that his
digestive organs are
cases follow its use.
me) has not appeared at all since I took Dr.
not adequate to the demands of his appetite
Hon. C. W. Wheeler of Trasburgh, Yt., Greene’s Xervura blood ami nerve
remedy.”
widely known and highly honored, who has Get Dr. Greene’s Nervura now, and use it and will petition the extra session of Con"
been Representative in the Vermont Legis- this spring. Dr. Greene’s Cathartic Pills are
gress for an extension in that locality. Mr.
lature, Senator, and for lb years Treasurer of the must perfect pills for biliousness and
Iras burgh, pays the highest tribute to the constipation. Little, sugar-coated aud sure. Harding is still drilling ideas into country
wonderful curative powers of Dr. Greene’s Dr. Greene, 34 Temple Place, Boston, Mass., craniums, but aspires to a position on Uncle
Nervura. He says—: “I have been for about the most successful
physician in curing dis- Sam’s stall'. Mr. Hawes is capable of any
eight years in a condition which seemed to eases, can he consulted free, in person or by
achievement in almost any direction, but
me to be
approaching nervous breaking letter.
owing to his extreme modesty he quietly
Papers and Periodicals.
keeps in the background, which is very satthe merit of Hood’s

Spring
ple need

ing “just for once” with this unique company. The next meeting of the club will be
w til Mr. and Mrs. David
Piper, April 10th.
-A severe rainstorm visited
Troy Sunday
and the roads are now in a
deplorable condition-The High school at the Corner began Fell. 8th with Supt. Harding as instructor-Mrs. Marks Moody, who has been
spending the winter with Mrs. Norton, lias
gone to Wiuterport for a few weeks, where
she will be joined by Mr.
Moody, who
has been spending the
winter in the
Provinces.There was a box sociable
at Mr. Llewellyn Webb's on
Wednesday
evening, Feb. 3d. A very enjoyable evening was reported-Mrs. Bert Stevens and

and non-graduates of the
T.lie
Maine cflurani
State College formed the Penobscot
happy birthdays.Mr. \ alley Alumni Association of Maine
State
Henry Richards of Searsport spent several College at the Bangor House, Thursday
dajs of last week with his parents here_ night, Feb. 4th. At the business session the
Dr. Benjamin Colson called on friends here following officers were elected :
President,
John M.
last week... .Owing to the heavy rain Sun- Dr. J. H. Oak, 73, Bangor: vice president]
Patten, ’82, Amherst; secretary
day tlmre was no Sunday school at noon, or and treasurer, Edward H. Kelley, ’1)0, Banmeeting in the evening. .The sleighing the gor; executive committee, president and
secretary, ex-officio, E. M. Blanding, 70,
past week has been tine anil was improved Bangor; A. H.
Brown, ‘80, Old Town; Prof]
by all. Saturday there was some fast driv- D. YV. Colby, ‘87, Orono.
A banquet followed.
Letters of regret
ing on the meadow_Mr. F. R. Daggett
were read from Gov.
Powers, Speaker Larlately visited his friends in Unity, Freedom rabce of the House, Hon.
L C. Southard of
and Belfast.... Messrs. S. A. Slmte and M. S.
Boston, and others. Among the speakers
were
Hayward Peirce of Frankfort and C.
Richards went to Ellsworth last week to
S. Bickford, 82, of Belfast.
At the business
visit their brother.
Miss Maud Giuu, who
meeting W. II. Howard ’82,'of Belfast, of
is at. work in Searsport, has been at home
the alumni committee on
athletics, made
for a week-Mr. George Ginn has a felon some effective remarks in the interests of
the athletic association and a
on his thumb which is
subscription
very painful.
paper was circulated in aid of the

One ••hapOrchestra of
another is
pin, Schubert

>le.

■

late rain

Sandypoint.
Last Friday evening Mr.
Ernest Blanchard celebrated his birthday
by giving a party in the hall. Over one hundred were present. The company was entertained with vocal and instrumental
music, declamations, recitations and games.
About 10 o’clock chocolate and vanilla ice
cream and various kinds of cake were lavishly distributed. Mr. Blanchard was presented with a nice whip, a necktie and ten dollars in money to buy a sleigh robe. The
gifts were a great surprise and are greatly
appreciated by the recipient. At a late hour
the company separated, wishing Mr. Blanch-

1887

ddd to

m

-f

week.J

Pittsiield are witli her parents, Mr.
Mrs. Martin V. B. Mitchell. Mrs. Stevsnow in
places for good hauling_Mr. ens has been an invalid for several months.
John Marden and daughter of Stockton ....Mrs. M. 1''.
Leathers lias received word
Springs have moved up to George Lanpher’s of tile death of her brother, Zadoc Forbes, in
in Prospect... .The
for
discussion Caribou on Feb. 1st. Mr. Forbes was born
question
in the last Grange meeting was, What will in Brooks and
spent the early part of his life
make a shiftless farmer a prosperous one?
there, but has been a resident of Caribou for
Some thought good times and a hustling the
past 30 years. He was past 72 years of
wife, with a prosperous community of farm- age....Mrs. Lizzie
(Larrabee) Harding,
ers surrounding him would help him. But it
died at her home Feb. 7th of internal canwould be hard to entirely redeem some that cer. She went to New York one
year ago
are born shiftless.
and had a surgical operation performed, but
sell-The

to

-bright light

riich
■

last

Prospect.
Mr. and Mrs. I. F. Goula i
have been visiting relatives in Brooks_
Mr. Gordon Curtis in the New Yoris settlement is failing slowly-J. F. Libby had
some kerosene oil on the Elizabeth Foster.
The news came here that (JO barrels were
fallen in with at sea, but after awhile the
number was reduced to five barrels, and
stronger hopes are entertained that the vessel was blown off and will come out all
right. Capt. Evander Harr;man, who was
master, had a life long experience on the
ocean-Edward Cummings has the Illustrated Record, a newspaper full of pictures,

Spring Is tne Best Time of Year to Get We'i
Everybody Needs Now This Grandest of
Spring Medicines, Dr. Greene's Nervura

Kngland,

j

SENATOR WHEELER SPEAKS,

[Deferred from

OPERA,

Mozart. By
..927.25
traced up to

o

County Correspondence.

8.00 to

buys

$2.00 buys

a

a

8.00,
10.00,
15.00,

50 cent Pant.

$4.00 Pant.

A Lot of

Damaged Mivear
COST

or.

each,

SOc.

LADED WEAR, all grades, divided by 2,
or 1-2 Price.

“Wliat! All of it?”

Young Wife. “Every piece. I feel like
crying.”
John. “Oh, don’t cry over a few rats.”
[Hartford Times.
You make no mistake when you buy dalton’s sarsaparilla and nerve tonic and
dalton’s family pills.
Everybody says
so, and “what everybody says must be true.’
“I was troubled with quinsy for live
years. Thomas’ Eclectric Oil cured me. My I
wife and child had diphtheria.
Thomas’
j
Eclectric Oil cured them. I would not be I
without it iu the house for any eonsideraj
tion.” Rev. E. F. Crane, Dunkirk, N. Y.
|

Come at once,
will want for

a

as

the best always goes first.

year to

come.

It will pay you to

buy

all the

Clothing you

^REMEMBER THE PLACE,

THE WHITE STORE,

*

81 Main St., Belfast.

CHARLES O^OKTKTELL.

SEARSPORT

COUNTY

LOCALS.

John M. Stevens went to Ellsworth Mon-

Bucksport. A merry coasting party narrowly escaped a serious accident on Folsom’s hill, Saturday night. Several young
people were coasting on a double runner,
when the big sled shot from the road into

day.
Capt. \V.
■days.

R.

Gilkey is

Hon. J. H. Kneeland

at

home for

a

spent Sunday

few
in

the culvert near the Franklin Street Church.
Freddie Sales, the 7-years-old son of John
j
Sales, the baker, was on the front part of the
double runner, and was so badly cut about
the face and forehead that Dr. Snow, who

town.

l)r. T. Prescott Morey went to Bangor

Tuesday.
Nat’l Larrabee of Rockland

was

in town

this week.

Mr.

was

called,

the

wounds.

1.1

obliged to take 20 stitches in
Several other members of the
party received slight injuries.

Capt. F. 1. Pendleton arrived from New
York Thursday.
Capt. W L. Park returned home from
Boston Saturday.
Mrs, Jas. G. Pendleton
Portland Thursday.

CORRESPONDENCE.

was

Sandypoint.

Mr.

F.

Maxtield and

A.

daughter, Miss E. Louise Maxtield, are in
Portland visiting relatives.Mr. James
Staples returned last week from Birchville,

returned from

where he has been at work_Norman Perkins of Penobscot is here for a few days_

and Mrs Frank Flanders of Rockland

are

visiting in town.
Capt. A. M. Ross returned home from New
York by train Friday.

Mr. Eldeu Morin left Monday for New York,
where he has employment... .John Small
and Melvin Grant are at home from sell.

Mrs. C. C. McClure returned from New
York by train Saturday.

Mary Farrow-The High school

in

this !

POWDER
Absolutely Pure

Celebrated for its great leavening
strength and healthfulness. Assures
the food against alum and all forms
of adulteration common to the cheap
brands,
royal rakino powder co.,
0
NEW YORK.

tug. The schooner was towed to this port. She
is not u»"c*'
injured.
Iiatli, Feb. 11. The big four masted schooner
building b> N. T. Palmer, is approaching completion and will be afloat early in the coming spring.
She is 10 feet longer than the Win. B. Palmer and
will exceed 1,000 tons. (.’apt. Gardiner yl Portland, fo.merly of sch. Luis G. Babel, is to command her. As soon as the ways are cleared, Mr.
Palmer will commence on a five-masted schooner
of 2,000 tons, ihe keel of which will lie 271 feet
long. The frame is now being cut.
Charters. Sell. K. C. •Pendleton, Union Island to New York and Hackensack, lumber, p. t.
Sch. Levi Hart, Brunswick to New York, lumber,
P t. Sch. Anna Pendleton, same. Sch. Willie L.
Newton, Fernandina to New York, lumber $4.40.
Sch. Young Brothers, Philadelphia io Providence,
coal 70 cents. Sch. Ed. H. Blake, Sabine Pass to
Tampico, lumber, p. t. Sch. Lizzie B. Willey,
New York to Point-a-Petre, general cargo $1,775.
Sch. Augustus Palmer, Turks Island to Portland,
salt 5 cents.
Freights. The Freight Circular of Brown &
Co., N\ w York, reports for the week ending Feb.
13th
Larger vessels, suitable for long voyage trades, continue actively inquired for, distant
as well as
prompt tonnage being required by the
general cargo lines to Australia, New Zealand,
etc., and also by case oil shippers to far Eastern
ports. The requirements of the former, particu
lar y, are quite urgent in character, and when tonnage becomes available a readiness is shown to
open negotiations, even at the advanced rates
that consignees require in consequent e of the
limited number of vessels now in sight. Barrel
oil freights continue quiet, but with light tonnage
offerings, previous rates, which are regarded as
low, are maintained steadily. There is little doing in Naval Store freights from the South ; recent
fixtures show no change in rates. Tonnage
lor lumber to the Piver Plate from the East
and Provincial ports is in demand, but with
shippers reluctant to advance their bids, vessels are readily obtainable.
During the interval two charters have been made upon the basis
of $8 to Buenos Ayres from Boston. There is
very
little inquiry lor pitch pine tonnage from Gulf
Ports; the last fixtures were-at $10 50« 1 1.75 to
Montevideo and Btu nos Ayres. Occasional oiders from Brazil and other South American countries appear upon the market, I nr the competition of steam holds in check an improvement in
rates.
The West India trade continues very unsatisfactory. orders being few, and hipper* limits
us a rule low and unremunerative to owners.
There has been rather more inquiry for lumber
tonnage coastwise, but. a sufficient number of
vessels seeking business to cover in full the requirements there has been no improvement from
the low rates previously ruling. Colliers are offered rather sparingly, and with a somewhat
better demand experienced, the tone of the market is slightly firmer.

district closes Feb. 19th....On account of !
Liberty. Prof. J. C. Whitten, assisted
icc at. Bucksport and Winterport, sells.
\Y
E. Grinuell has shipped fifty tons of
Mary Farrow and Odell were obliged to tow by Messrs. Bennett and Sanford, will furice by sch. Columbia to Yogell of Castine.
here Friday and remain several hours before ! nish music for a grand ball on Washington’s
Frank J. Gross has secured a situation as
| they could proceed to Winterport.
birthday, Feb. 22d, at Hall St. George, Libconductor on the West End Street Railway,
If stormy, postponed to Feb. 24th.
Waldo. C, E. Wentworth is quite ill- erty.
Boston.
Floor managers, D. M. McFarland, W. Luut.;
Nathaniel Littlefield is confined to the house
W. E. Clough, L. W. Pierce-Miss
Miss Edith B. Pendleton, who has been in
by rheumatism-Mrs. Burns and Mrs. aids,
Susie A. <_ opp of Augusta is at home in this
Boston for a few weeks, returned home
Harding, reported sick last week, are imher mother and sister....
Monday.
proving-W. E. Harding is able to ride" .village, visiting
Sen. Georgia Gilkey, Capt- W. K. Gilkey, out pleasant days-The dance given at Arthur Ritchie of Monroe came here last
week and rented an office in A. C. Crockarrived at New York Feb. lltli, todays from Frederick Ritchie Grange
Hall by E. Lett’s building and will practice law.... WalDemerara.
Bryant was well attended and a good time
ter Is. Cargi.l, after teaching nine weeks of
«J. F. N'd.ols, who lias been attending the reported... .The agent for Cream did quite a
school in the Centre district in Palermo, has
business in this town; but the Solid
Rockland Commercial
College, returned good
returned to the Maine State College to re- j
Comfort Steel Range, man did not. find a vichome Friday.
tim.. .J. L. Chase will make quite exten- same his studies.... Hon. and Mrs. C. E.
Misses Martha and Henrietta Ross leave
Littlefield of Rockland made a flying visit
sive repairs on his buildings the coming
to Mrs. R. S. Ayer last week_The Libto-day for West Newton, Mass., to remain
E.
J.
will
Ellis
saw
the
lumber
for
spring.
several weeks.
him....J. Ellis & Son will build new build- erty choir has added three new members,
Ames. In Ualderwood’s Neck,
to
Mrs. Frank Hurd, E. S. Mitchell and John Mr and Mrs. Orrin Ames, a son. Yinalliaven,
James B. Parse, who has beeu first otfii er ings to take the place of those destroyed
by
Burns. In Swan’s Island. Feb. 2, to Mr. and
P.
Sanford...
.About
70
of ship Wm. H. Conner, arrived home by
were
entertained
fire. Don’t forget to lend a helping hand.
by Mrs. Dana Burns, a daughter.
Mrs. A. E. Sanford Thursday at the Sewing
train Saturday.
Conary. In Sunshine, Deer Isle, Jan. 27, to
They lost nearly everything they had.
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Conary, a son. Boy Chase.
the largest yet-Quite a number of
The special services at the M. E. Church
Coo I* er. In Sedgwick, Jan. 25, to Mr. and Mrs.
Morrill. Mrs. Alvesta Hatch and daugh- Circle,
E. Cooper, a son, Wallace Merton.
have closed. Mrs. Feiulerson, the evange- ter Bertha went to Providence, It. I., last Masons from Searsmout visited Liberty- Charles
Carter. In Brooklin, Feb. 1, to Mr. and Mrs.
last Saturday evening. The first and Alanson E.
list, was greatly enjoyed by all.
Carter, a daughter, Marion Lois.
week-Mr. and Mrs. Silas Storer visited Lodge
Carter. In Sedgwick, Feb. 2, to Mr ami Mrs.
third degrees were conferred. There wi 1
Mrs. Liscomb, who has been attending relatives in North Waldoboro last week, reHenry A. Carter, a daughter, Florence May.
be a special meeting next Thursday for the
Grindle. In orlaml, Jan. 10, to Mr. and Mrs.
her sister, Mrs. M. F. Whitcomb, for a turning home Friday... Fred Murch reCharles W. Grindle a son, Edward.
purpose of entertaining the D. I>. G. M.,
few weeks, returned to Portland Thursday. turned from Taunton, Mass., Feb. titli. He
Young. In South Deer Is e, Jan. 30, to Mr. and
George Billings of Clinton; work in the Mrs. William Young, a daughter.
The Ladies’ Aid Society of the M. E. had been sick with rheumatic fever and is third
05
were
at
the
Sundegree-There
Church will give a sociable on Thursday still poorly.... Morris Thompson from Belschool Sunday, and in the evening a
fast made a visit to his mother and sister day
evening,Feb. 18th, at the home of Mrs. Frank
last Sunday-Mr. C. C. Marden from Knox very interesting concert was given by the
Hills
Wentworth,
in Rockland, Feb. 8,
Park.
All are invited.
and their teachers_W. H. Moody, Charles Austin hills of Hope and Julia Airnee
out his shingle as jew* ler at the resi- pupils
puts
Wentworth
of Appleton
John Ward, who is at work for C. F.
intends
to read law with Liberty’s
Esq.,
Gkindlk-Pratt. In Penobscot, Feb. 4. Meldence of Mrs. Margaret Woods. Mrs. Woods
Gordon, while hunting on the shore near is
ville H. Grindle and Mrs. Fannie L. l’ratt, both of
new lawyer, Mr. Ritchie-Our regular cor
having serious trouble with her eyes aud
Penobscot.
M«>ose Point one day last w’eek, succeeded
who
reason
of
illness Las
respondent,
by
LEvensAlER-, 1 ONES. In South Washington,
is being treated by Dr. Durgin of Searsport.
m killing three black ducks at one shot.
not been beard from for some time, sends Feb 1, Pearl Levensaler of South Washington
....Mrs. Abial Gay is very sick and quite
and Leola Jones of Razorville.
the following items: The drama for the benThe annual supper and entertainment of low. Mrs. Sarah Mears is
Rider-Wing. In Dixniont, Feb. 10, Ira G.
very low. Mr.
efit of the fish hatchery last week was a Rider of Dixmont and Charlotte A. Wing of Monthe M. E. Society will be held in Union Barak Hatch and Mrs. R. L.
roe.
Daggett are
Hall, Tuesday evening, Feb. 23rd. Supper also confined to the bouse. These are all brilliant success. Much more money was
Wiley-Colson.
In Reading, Mass
Feb. 3,
trank J. Wiley and Miss Georgia A. Colson, both
at i» o'clock, p. m. : entertainment at <S p. m.
aged people aud illy able to withstand dis- realized than was expected.Twelve of Camden.
thousand
lake trout just hatched at Swan
Steamer Rockland has made a further ease. The general health of the community
Lake were put into this hatchery last week,
DIED.
change in time, leaving Searsport now at is quite good.
and 100,000 of land-locked salmon have been
10.10 a. m. for Castine and Bucksport on
Freedom.
Miss Hattie Morrison is at
promised from Lake Auburn to arrive this H.Burleigh. In Ellsworth, Feb. 0, Mrs. Sophia
Monday, Wednesday and Friday and at work in Albion-F. Rolfe of Clinton
Burleigh, aged 84 years, 4 months ami 23 days.
was
month. We learn that they can be safely
Greene. In Union, Feb. 5, Mary I)., wife’of
11.15 a m. for Belfast, Camden and RockW llliam Greene,
in town recently buying sheep and cattle.
when
are
aged 47 years, <J months and 18
transported
they
developed days.
land on Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday.
....A. B. Brown went to Liberty on busienough so that their eyes can lie seen, which
Merchant. In Augusta, Feb. 8, Alphonso AlerSteamer Penobscot will go on the route
eh lit ol Rockland, a native ol Deer Isle,
ness, Friday-Charlie Marden is at work occurs in February.
aged 40
Owing to the high wa- years.
March 2d. leaving Boston on that date.
The remains were taken to Rockland for
for Paul Young, this winter.... Mrs. James ter
here last fall only about 40,000 spawn bu rial
The reception and entertainment by Sears
who
has
sick
been very
for some time were
Peva,
Boston, Feb. (5. Mary .Morrissey
obtained, but they are doing remark- ofMorrissey. In 34
Camden, aged
years.
Lodge, I. O. O. F., last Friday evening was past, is reported as being still very low....
Mi'.nrok. In Rockland, Feb. B, W illiam II.Mttnably well ; not a dozen in the whole lot have
an exceptionally enjoyable occasion, About
Willis Brown is visiting relatives in Fair- died. This is
70 years, U> moutbs and 20 days.
roe,
ageii
for
as
easily ascertained;
soon
Nash. In
one hundred guests were present, from WinAngie S wife
field-E. Griffin and A. Andrews have as life becomes extinct they turn white_ of Richard D.Allston, Mass.. Feb.
Nash and daughter of tin- lateCapt.
ter port, Prospect. Monroe and Belfast.
A finished
O. and Mary A.
in
a
of
Joseph
ice
for
good
putting
supply
Wood and hark have been drawn to the
Amesbury, fonnerlv of
Rockland, aged 45 years and 11 months
line •■ollation was served from ti to S p. in., summer..
Mrs. Georgia Young is ill with a
tannery in large quantities for the past two
Pendleton.
In Glone-ter, Mass., Feb. (I,
followed by an entertainment in the upper severe cold....Bert
Sproul is preparing to weeks, but the tannery is shut down for a George \\ eblest son of Maiy A. and the late
Capt. Wellington 8. Pendleton, lormerh of Behall, after which dancing was indulged in build a large shop-D. T. Dow is hauling
time, having a large lor, -of leather unsold. last, aged al out .">() years.
uinit-r the superintendence of Mr. A. A. GilRose
In I -lesboro, Feb 12, Mrs. Louise M
bay to Thorndike Station.... Miss Anna Mr. Walker was in Boston last week on
Rose, aged 75 ears.
more unGi a late hour.
Maddocks closed a H) weeks' term of school business... Anson
Simpson.
Gilman, a native of this
Fast Sullivan, Feb. 7. Wilmot H.
An entertainS. asj ur parties recently in Brockton, at South Freedom recently.
aged 3S) years.
town, died at bis home in Lewiston last Sat- Simpson,
'I u SNKi.L
In
East Wevniouth. Mass., Feb lo
ment was held the evening of the last
Mass .speak very highly of tin* new city hall
day. urday. He was a hull.n of David Gilman Clarence G son of John M.and the
late Ann J.’
the
I
On
nissel i, formerly -.1 Bel
were
a
and
sold
tin
farm
on
which
programme
A
itliur
u tli i'
match,
spelling
last, aged 40 years.
Marti, i
plan*, through which they were
W ardw i-.ll. In Bangor, reb. 11.
now lives and went to Lewiston in 1870
Scliuv!
Emery
He
etc.
There
was
ail
recitations,
at."le.u a i.y James W. Brown, City
dialogues,
It-r W ardwell,aged 01
Inspector
years, 8 months and 7da\*s.
was a sign painter and one of the best in the
Wvman. In Millville, Camden. Fell. 8, mV~.
! plumbing, one of our former residents. tendance of about JO persons.
State.
Hamilton Bean, also a nat ive of this 1 annio W
yman, formenv of Searsmont. aged 45
The city set apart, a portion of the building as
IslKsiioRo. Island Lodge, F. &• A. M.,held vicinity, died at his home in northern New years.
a soldier’s memorial and expended £30,000
their annual meeting Feb. 11th and elected York iast week-Representative Martin "1 Wescott. In Hallowell, Feb. 13, Norman, son
Albert C. and Estella Wescott, fonnerlv of
was home for several days on aeeouut of the i
in its adornment. The total cost of the build- the following officers : A. H. Parker, W. M
illness of his wife....Dr. (’. C. Whitcomb is j Penobscot, aged i) years.
W in mat. In Bliiehill. Feb. 3. Mrs. Alma
Webmg was £.“>20,000. The corridors and rotunda K. L. Sprague. S. W.; W. S. Pendleton, Jr., about to become a member of the Mystic 1 ber, aged 23
years and ‘J mont hs.
Tie....“And the cat came back.” Mr. (J.
are reserved as the memorial portion, the ; J. W.; flios. R. Williams, Sec.; O. S. Scott,
Thorndike moved last fall from Newport
Belfast Price Current.
corridors being beautifully adorned with war i Treas ; J. A Sprague, S. D. ; E. S. Preble, hack onto his old place in West Searsmout
views and the rotunda devoted to marble ; J. D.; L. N. Gilkey,S. S.
W. H. Boardmay, and brought a cat in a box. It is a singular
CORRECTED WKEREN EUR THE JOURNAL.
but a fact nevertheless, that the cat retablets containing the names of deceased J. S.; W. C. Hatch, T. The officers will be fact,
Prod in Ma rket.
j
Pri< i' i’li hi Producer,
turned to Newport.
It was more than a
soldiers who went from
their
Apples, p bu,
borders. j installed by the D. D. G. M. at the Town j week from the time she left Searsmout be20&30i Hay, fc> ton,] <t 00a 12 oo
4 a51I Hides, |:> lb,
dried,
It»,
3 1 2a4
p
A
that particularly I Hall Thursday. Feb. 18tli, where refresh- fore she arrived at Newport, some forty Beans, pea,
striking picture
1 30,0,1 5o (Lamb,
11>,
5 a7
miles away.
attra ted the attention of
medium, 1 20« 1 30 Lambskins,
25 a 40
our
visitors ments will be served.... Mr. Preble has cut
yel’w eves 1 40 a 1 5o Mutton, t> lb,
4 a5
and stored the usual amount of ice at the
was the withdrawal of a battery from the
Butter, p lb,
lba2o < >ats, fc> bn. 32 lb, 25 a30
SHIP NKWS.
Beef, p lb,
5,a b 1 -2 Potatoes,
line at Gettysburg, as this line was at that j several summer resorts in town_The
30 a 40
40o45i Hound Hog,
bu,
Barley,
p
4^4 1-2
time in command of Col. McGilvery, for widow Louise Rose had a paralytic shock
Dial 2 Straw, fc> ton, 5 00«<> oo
Cheese, p lb,
PORT OF BELFAST.
10,«12 Turkey, fc> lb.
Chicken, p lb,
10a18
whom our Post is
named, with a pic- Feb. 11th ami was unconscious until the 12th,
Call Skins,
50a75 Tallow,
ARRIVED.
1 ] 2«3
of
ture
the Colonel mounted on his when a second shock ended her life. The
14alb Veal. fc> lb,
o>«7
Feb. 11. Sell. Grace Stevens, Stevens, Boston. Duck, p lb,
13 Wool, unwashed, 12 a 13
Feb. J3. Sell. Annie L. Wilder.Greenlaw, Booth- Eyys, p doz,
favorite charger >•» the foreground. The funeral was held at the Free Will Church
Salo Wood, hard, 3 5o,t5 00
Fowl, p lb,
bay.
attended
the
Rev.
James Boyd.
by
13 a 15 Wood, soft, 3 00^3 50
guns are represented as being fired as Sunday,
Feb. 17. Sell. Maria Webster, Turner, Mt. Geese, p lb,
Retail Price.
Retail Market.
they are drawn off the field. Another pic- Mrs. Rose was highly respected for her quiet Desert.
and religious character, and her widow’s mite
SAILED.
Beef,corned, p lb, 7aS Lime,
ilOuloO
bbl,
ture of local interest to the visitors was of a
Butter salt, 14 lb bay, is Oat Meal,
~3«4
lb,
Feb. 10. Sch. Odell, McDonough, Winterport.
was always bestowed on the needy.
young drummer boy, copied from a tin-type
37 Onions,
3«4
lb,
Feb. 11. Sells. Marcellus, Larrabee, Boston ; R. Corn, p bu,
<
Cracked
Hi
Corn,
1
2
lui,
p
til,kerosene,gal, al3
which upon close inspection proved to be
Swanyille. The L. A. S. at Mrs. M. P. L. Kenney, Googins, Rockland.
Corn Meal, p bu,
37 1’olloek, fc> lb.
3va3 1-2
Fell. 12. Schs. Grace Stevens, Stevens, Ells“Jimmie" Brown of the Fourteenth Maine Greeley s was largely attended and much worth
15alb Pork, |t it,,
Cheese, p lb,
ii(,s
; Gazelle, Welch, Isle au Haut.
Cotton Seed, p cwt, T 25 1 laoer, H bbl,
1 T2
Regiment, who enlisted on the quota of enjoyed-Mrs. Grant of Frankfort is visitAMERICAN PORTS.
5 a 0 H> e Meal, fc> It,
Codfish, dry, p lb
3
( ranberries, p qt,
5 a0 Shorts,
of Searsport at the age of fifteen years aud ing her parents, Mr. and Mrs. James KnowlNew York, Feb. 9. Sld, sch. F C. Pendleton,
7o q 75
ewt,
Clover Seed, p lb. 11 a 12 sugar, |> lb,
5 a 5 1-2
Savannah
Burgess,
;
Nimbus,
Young,
Montevideo;
did good service until the close of the war.
tou... .Mr. aud Mrs. Freeman have returned
35
Daylight, Washington, D. C.; 10, sld, sch. Anna Flour, p 1)1)1, 4 50,a5 75 Salt, T. I., |)
from a visit to Stockton, Winterport and Pendleton, Thomas, Brunswick; 11, ar, sch. H (l.Seed, bu, 1 30a2 00 Sweet Potatos,
2;o3
NORTH SEAR SPORT ITEMS.
lb
8,a0 Wheat Meal,
Melissa
A.» Willey, Brunswick; cld, ship Manuel
•"•a3
1-2
Lard,
p
Frankfort-Schools in districts No.’s 7, 8,
Mrs. Levi George is dangerously ill.
Llaguno, San Francisco; sld, bark Nellie Smith,
‘J, taught by Lillian Maddocks, Mabel Bil- Dodge, Havana; 13, sld, sch. Star of the Sea,
Boston Produce Market.
Chester Trundy is improving in health.
Hopkins, Bailiadoes; 14, passed Hell (iate, sell.
hugs and Horace C. Marden, respectively, Puritan,
Sargent, lveyport for Boston ; 15 ar, sell.
Boston, Jan. 23. 1897. The following are tohave
all closed after a ten weeks’ term with Almeda Willey, Dodge, Brunswick; sld; sell.
A. Stinson and wife visited E. B.
Thaytr
day’s quotations of provisions, etc..:
for Key West.
Butter—Northern cream, choice, 22 a 23c; dairy,
iast week.
most gratifying results. All the schools are Penobscot, Dodge, Tampa
Boston, Feb. 10. Ar, sells, .lames Holmes, Ryder, north, best, 18c.
Annie G. Quiner, Dorr; Souris. P. E. 1.;
Percie Scribner is in Waldo, in the employ closed now, and their success shows the wis- Belfast;
Cheese—New,
northern, choice, 12a 12 1 2o;
Winslow Morse, Winterport; 11, ar, sch. .Jose Western
dom of the superintending school commit- Olaverri, Turks
choice, 11(611 3 4c.
of C. E. Wentworth.
island ; 14, ar, sch. N. E. Svmomls,
choice, 20@22c; Eastern, 18c
Eggs—Hennery,
tee in the choice of teachers in the various Horse Island, Me; 15 ar, sch. J. Manchester
Beans—North, small pea, §1 2o«i 25; yellow
Geo. C. Seavey and wife of Belfast made a
Demerara.
red kidneys, §1 30 61 45.
schools-That touching little poem, “Moth- Haynes,
eyes,
§1
15(61
25;
Philadelphia, Feo. 11. Cld, sch. Young Brothvisit at this place Sunday.
Hay—New, fancy, §10 00caid 50; good, §14 50
er Love,” by
Rev. Charles Henry Wells, ers, Providence; 12, cld, bark Edwards. Maybery, @§15
lower grades, §11 a. 14
50;
new,
Hinds, Buenos Ayres, for orders; 15, eUE sell.
Ezra Patch and wife of South Brooks visit- finds an echo in
Rye straw, 18§@§l‘J; oat straw,''§9 oo.
It speaks Alicia B. Crosby, Bunker,
every home.
Portland,
Potatoes—Aroostook county Hebrons, choice, ¥>
ed at A. Stinson’s last week.
Baltimore, Feb. 9. Ar, sch. A. B. Sherman, Pills- bush,
much for the generous young pastor who
43@45c; choice rose, 40,2.45c.
bury, Jacksonville; 16 ar, sell. Sarah E. Palmer,
bbl, 75c,«§1 00; Tolman
Apples—Baldwins.
A large crowd met at the Grange Hall to framed such a prayer, (for prayer it surely Whittier, Portland; Win. K. Park and W’m. W.
sweets, §1 25@ 1 75 ; Kings, §1 a 1 75.
witness the masked ball Feb. 11th.
is,) for the unfortunate children who have Bird, Rockport, Me.
Port Tampa, Feb. 10. Ar. sch Sarah I). J. RawJ. L. Chase of Waldo was in town last been deprived of one of earth’s choisest bles- son, French, Port Spain, Trinidad.
Brunswick, Ga., Feb. 10. Ar, sch. Win. E.
sings. Our people have had the pleasure of
Sunday, the guest of D. M. Nichols.
Downes, Marshall, Charleston.
to only a few of Rev. Mr. Wells’
Feb. 11, Cld, sell. W. Wallace Ward,
listening
Norfolk,
Local talent will play the Golden Gulch
sell. Senator Sullivan, Crockett,
sermons, but now they will be looked for- Providence; ar,
at the Grange Hall in the near future.
Galveston.
ward to with a newr interest.
Fernandina, Feb. 11. Ar, sell. Win. H. Sumner,
There will be a ball at the Grange Hall
Pendleton. New York; 14 ar. sell. Henry Clausen,
Prospect Village.
By invitation, Mr. Jr St Croix.
March 4. A. Stinson will furnish the supper, i
Providence, Feb. 13. Ar, sch. Gov. Ames, Newand Mrs. Orriu B. Gray, Mr.and Mrs. Leslie
W. J. Mathews and wife, and Win. Meriport, News.
Hawes, Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Ward, Mr. and
Seattle, Jan. 30. Ar. *liip St. Nicholas, |<i rant,
thew and wife visited at H. M. Black’s last
Mrs. Geo. Ward and Miss Jessie Clark, Mr. San Francisco.
week.
FOREIGN PORTS.
and Mrs. Charles H. Littlefield, Messrs.
best
Trinidad, Feb. 8. Sid. sell. Olive T. Whittier,
Amos Carter of Frankfort was in town
Luther Ames, Willie Gallman ami Frank
IfClfVV.
Whittier, Satilla River and Philadelphia.
is
.lan.
always
la*t week visiting his brother, James Alva Hamilton attended the banquet
18.
bark
Alden Hesse. San
onolulu,
Ar,
given by
Francisco; 28, tld, ship S. P. Hitchcock, Gates,
Carter.
Sears Lodge, I. O. O. F., of Searsport last New
York.

BOfuT

Is

Better Thau

Two Afterwards.
Profit by

Chance to

Mau’s

NEWYORK and BOSTOK
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A

Boston

a

Experience.

[From the Boston Herald.]
It is

strange thing how people will put away
an opportunity until too late; it’s
only little
things that go to make up our every day exista

ence; the trouble is we don’t pay sufficient attention to them. “A wink to the wise may be suffi-

cient,” but sometimes we don’t get that wink, and
we are not all wise. Now, for instance
Backache
Sometimes it comes after a hard
; is a little thing.
day’s work, or a slight cold. It will pass off, you
say; it’s only the result of overtaxing my back-

STARRETT,

This is where you are wrong. It isn’t the fault of
your back, but your kidneys. The exertion or
straining has interferred with their delicate
mechanism
You call it backache, but it really
is kidney ache. If the kidneys are not relieved,
chronic disorders set in, and this is where the
‘little

thing” should

A week

which rendered my back lame and

| surprised
but
time

at

as

this,
went

as
on

in

the

sore.

I

convinced

j

Women
who
piiisimrj’s

that

of

have

we

Arm

bough
prices.

was not

my accident was a bad one,
my back did not appear to

LOOK AT THESE PRICES!

improve and I wondered at it. I never seemed to
get perfectly well. It would hurt me to stoop over
or lift
anything heavy. I suffered with dull headaches; colds, drafts, and even dampness had immediate effect on my back. 1 was always
looking
for a remedy for my ills. At last I found it. I
got
a box ot Doan's Kidney Bill^at
Bradbury’s drug
store on Washington street.
They were highly
recommended and I began their use at. once.
Their action was ‘like unto magic,’ and day by
day the pain began to lesson in my back. I am
glad to give the public the benefit of my experience. Doan’s Kidney l’ills are excellent medicine,
and strike right at the point of kidney troubles
Doan's Kidney Bills are for sale by all dealers,
price 50 cents, mailed by Foster-Mil burn Co.,
Buffalo, X. Y., sole agents for the United States.

All Wool Serges, New Shades,
Same

as

sold lor

2Bc.,

priSj

our

•• ••• ••••••••«

Cotton and Wool Cashmeres,
Sold at 17c. and

IF YOU ARE

19c.,

new <114
prict

our

] rj

RUN DOWN

I Lot Novelty Dress

PALE, EMACIATED
and BLOODLESS,

(foods,

Full 48 inches wide, sold in Bosto
We closed the lot and offer them

Take

j5c

ihic

NerVe Tonic 1 Lot Cotton anil Wool Plaids,
Which is not a Plain Sarsaparilla, such as
nearly every Druggist in the land prepares
and recommends as a blood purifier, but a

Retail elsewhere at 12 1-2c.,

Rich Nerve Food,
Combined with

old

an

and

Many have
Our price,

Build up and

Strengthen the Entire Nerveus System.
is

a

unique Combination

Two Remedies in

of

One,

10c.

Weak

Goods,

stripe,

sold at t5c and i?c„

O

p

and

GOODS,
1-2c., our

12

sold

ev-

j

price G

♦M'M'MSSS'* WWW

1,000 \ arils Ginghams,

CUKES.
tlu

silk

NEW SUMMER

COSTING only the price of the ordinary
PLAIN SABSAPARILLAS, thus giving
DOUBLE VALUE for your money. If

it Makes

a

price, *7

1,000 yards Figured Dimities,

Knabllng you to ward oft’disease, MAKE
you WELL and KEEP you WELL.
It

our

1 Lot Cballies, all Sew

established

remedy, so that we, not only PURIFY THE
BLOOD, but

..

••

us

best values at bottom

MABBIED__

••

largest markets

be

passed over. A Bost«>n man has learned to appreciate what
delay
j means. We
refer to J. H. Matthews, who resides
| at No. 4 Garland street. This is how he speaks
j about it: "Some eight years ago I had a had fall.
not

Strong

We can t buy them
to-day less
but shall sell them to
you at

DALTON’S FAMILY l*ILLS AKK
UN Si: UUASSKl).

4c„
*0,

w WWW- W WW WW * W w w w
DALTON SARSAPARILLA CO.,

iGreat Variety of Patterns in 36 in

BELFAST, MAINE.

State ot Maine.
I'OliiT OF lYMLLYK.UY.
Bfi.fast, Fob. lo, 1 HOT.
Ill the case ot' DANIKL BACHKLOR 'O' Palermo,
in said County, Insolvent Debtor.
are hereby notified that with the approxal i
of the Judge ot the Court ot Insolvency for
said County, the second meeting of the creditors
of said insolvent debtor is appointed to be held at
the Probate Court Room in Belfast, in said County, on Wednesday, the 10th day ot .March, A. D.
1897, at two o’clock i*. m.: aim you are requested j
to be present at said meeting as’and for the pur- I
1
poses required by Section 18, of Chapter 70. lieWALDO SN.

\<)C

vised Statutes of the State of Maine and Public
Laws of said State amendatory thereof and additional thereto.
Attest—CH A S. P. H A Z Ll.T 1N E,
2\v7
Register of said Court. I

Many patterns

Cl I
|/C
I L« 1V.

worth 33c., actual

new

an

line of

uress

From

uocusi

loc. to it*

It is useless to

try and enumerate them here, b<
will convince the most skeptical th
and everg yard is in itself a genuine
bargii

inspection

We would call the attention of
low prices we now make

our
on

patrons to the
garments. We

<

(tins1)

m

_..GARMENT^

of JAMES A. CURTIS of Belfast in said

County, Insolvent Debtor.
are hereby notified that with the
approval
of the Judge of the Court of Insolvency for
said County, the second meeting of the Creditors
of said insolvent debtor is appointed to tie held
at the Probate Court Room in Belfast, in said
County, on Wednesday, the loth day of March A.
D. 1897, at two o’clock i». m. ; and you are requested to be present at said meeting as and for
the purposes required by Section 43, of
Chapter

now in our store for

YOU

ONE-HALF PRICE.

$ 10.00 ^GARMENTS FOR $5.00,

70, Revised Statutes of the State of Maine and
Public Laws of said State amendatory thereof
and additional thereto.
A ttest—CHAS
p. H A ZELT1NE.
2w7
Register of said Court.

IS MADE FROM SELECTED WHEAT,

are

Iki

WWWWWW-WW W WW W WW

State at Maine.
WALDO SS.
COURT OK INSOLVENCY.
Belfast, Feb. 10, i 807,
ease

:

An entirely new lot of Black 8<
at prices below competition.
Call and see them.

Our Wash Silks at 25c.

entirely

I). 1897, at txvo o'clock c. m.; and you are requested to be present at said meeting'as and for the
purposes required by Section 48. of Chapter 70,
Revised Statutes of the State of Maine ami Public
Laxvs of said State and amendatory thereof and
additional thereto:
Attest—CH AS. P. HA/.ELT1NE,
*’w7
Register of said Court.

In

seen in Belfast before

ww W W W W W W W W W WWW

We have also

of Maine.
COURT OF IVSOLYKNCY.
Belfast, Feb. 10, 1897.
In the case of ROBERT B. COoKSON of Unity,
in said County, Insolvent Debtor
VOU are hereby notified that with the approval
1 of the Judge of the Court of Insolvency for
said County, the second meeting ot the creditors
of said insolvent debtor is appointed to be held
at the Probate Court Room in Belfast, in said
County, on Wednesday,the loth day of March, A.
Stale

WALDO SS.

never

Pe

j

8.00

“

“

4.00

7.50

“

“

3.75

6.50

“

“

3.25

5.50

“

“

2.75

3.98

“

“

1.09

NOW IS THE OPPORTUNITY TO BUY CHt

Kn |{ft,

Mrs.

E. R. Moore of Belfast

last week

visiting

her

was

in town

mother, Mrs. Geo. E,

Flowers.
H. B. Fernald and Irvin Black returned
last week from Onawa, Maine, where they
have been employed in lumbering.
Centre Montville. The selectmen met
Feb. 17th at Mr. Albert Gray’s to settle the
town accounts for the
preceediug year_
Mr. M. E. Herriman has been so
very ill the
past week that his life has been despaired of.
As he is still living his many friends
hope
there may yet be a change for the better_
While Mr. Clarence Sylvester was
shoeing a
horse a few days ago the animal raised his
foot to kick and in attempting to get out of
bis reach Mr. Sylvester fell against a protruding board with such force as to start
two or three ribs-Mr. Albert Turner of
Montville met with an accident last Friday
morning while on his way to Belfast with a
a load of hay.
In turning the corner at the
Grange Hall he was thrown from his load,
his
head and back. There has been
injuring
an accumulation of ice at that
place for some
time... .Arrangements are being made to
start a Free High School by
uniting the
Vose, Halldale and Carter precincts.

Friday evening in their new hall. Everything was A 1. After the program music
furnished and the young folks had a
social hop. The evening was one which
will be long remembered-Mr. and Mrs.
was

John F.

Libby,

Mr. and Mrs.

Daniel Thomp-

son, Mr. and Mrs. Josiah Colson, Mr. Bert
Blanchard and Miss Emmie Marden spent a
very

pleasant evening

in

Winterport last

week with Mrs. Rachel Milliken... Mr. and
Wm. Killman visited Mr. and Mrs.
vVm. Clark in Frankfort last Friday_Mr.
S. Wood is in Bangor on business_Mr.
and Mr3. F. L. Ward will visit Mr. Ward’s
brother and wife, Mr. aud Mrs. Chas. Wood,
next week.Mr. S. Berry of Searsmont,
with his son Hiram of Boston, is here visiting his sister, Mrs. I. F. Gould_Mrs. Jennie Doekham is very much better and her
many friends are hoping to see her out soon.
....Mrs. Maud George and little daughter
visited her friend, Mrs. W. D. Hichborn, in
Stockton Springs last week_Several of
Mrs.

our

young
O. F., in

O.
low.

have recently joined the I.
Winterport, and more are to fol-

men

St. Thomas, Jan. 21).
Ar, sch. Maud Briggs,
Winslow, Jacksonville.
Montevideo, Feb. 1<>. Ar, bark John S. Emery,
Wooster, Boston.
Cienfuegos, Feb. 1. In port, sch. S. M. Bird,
Men ill, for Bo.-ton, loading sugar, to sail about
Feb. I2tli; 5, ski, sch. S. G. Haskell, Delaware
Breakwater.
St. Pierre, Mart., Jan. 16. Ar, sch. Gen. A.
Ames, Lord, Philadelphia.
Hong Kong, Jan. 6. In port, ships Sachem,
Lancaster, for New York; It. It. Thomas,Nichols,
for Iloilo and Boston; bark Fred P. Litchfield,
Hardy, for Callao.
Sydney, N. S. W., Jan. 11. In port, ship Mary
L. Cushing, for Hong Kong via Newcastle.
Colon, Feb. 1. Sid, sch. Norombega, Armstrong,
Mobile.
St. Helena, Jan. 31. Passed previously, ship S.
D. Carleton, Hong Kong for New York.

bread
are

they

often disappointed in tlie flour
“It's

use.

exactly

the same

brand that I had before,” one woman
said, “hut f can’t do any thing with
it. The lirst barrel was good enough.”
The trouble is, dear Madam, vour
brand” is not a brand. Your grocer
does it with his little brush and stencil
plate. The flour comes from here,
there and anywhere.”
Is it not worth white

to

pay

a

Ship Emily Reec, Nichols, from New
York for Hiogo, Dec. 23, lat. 22 S., Ion. 32 W.,
with loss of foretopgallant mast.
Bath, Me., Feb. 13. Sch. Mary E. H. G. Dow,
which stranded on the ledges near Rockland, Me.,
last autumn, is now at the yard of Wm. T Donnell, almost ready for sea. Repairs are nearly
completed.
New York, Feb 11. Sch. Georgia Gilkey arrived to-dav from Deuierara, reports had Jan. 31, lat.
28, Ion 70, a southeast gale lasting 36 hours, lost
foresail and bad decks badly washed. Feb. 6, lat.
34, Ion. 74, had strong southeast gale lasting 24

more/or a guaranteed brand, like

hours.

Norfolk, Va., Feb. 12. Sch. Viola Reppard,
Capt. Duuton, from Boston for Norfolk, Va.,
which went ashore on Hampton (Va.) Bar Feb. 3,
was floated this morning by the Merritt wrecking

Dillsburv’s
1

mm,
£.-:Y<?ar

BEST ?

COMMITTEE

or

to

Rent.

seven-O'tave, square piano,
in good condition. Apply to
A

C.

O.

POOK,

Belfast.

HEARINGS.

JUDICIARY.
The committee on Judiciary will give a public
hearing in its room at the State House in Augusta,
Thursday, Feb. 25, 1897, at 2 o’ci- ck p. in., on
the resolve of the Somerset County Pomona
Grange in favor of the cash system for repairing

highways.
3wG

For Sale

REMEMBER !

AY. J.

ONE-HALF THE RETAIL PRIC?
OPENING OF THE SEASON.

Just

LEGISLATIVE NOTICES.

2

SHAWL ROOM.

BEST

triHe

MARINE MISCELLANY.

Spoken.

We shall also make the same reduction of
price

rNEwelot

of

spring Wraps^1"

Made from fine Percales (not 6 l-2c.
desirable patterns and in the latest
cheap at #1.25, our price,

qualih

style,

\\

^j J

KNOWLTON, Secretary.

The committee on Judiciary will give a public
hearing in its room at the State House in Augusta,
Wednesday, March 3, 1897, at 2 o’clock |>. in., an
act to dispense with a gram! jury at the
January
term of the Supreme Court in Waldo
County, and
to change the time of holding the October term
of said court.
2w7
AY. J. KNOWLTON, Secy.

H. A. STAR RETT.
Main Street,

-

Belfast,

1\

